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Abbreviations
Common Terms Used

(1/4)
Abbreviations/definition

AIIB

Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank

AMS

Availability Monitoring System

BOQ

Bill of Quantities

CAGR

Compounded Annual Growth Rate

CMC

Comprehensive Maintenance Contract

CR

Central Railways

D&G

Direction & General Charges

DBFOM

Design, Built, Finance, Operate and Maintain

DCF

Discounted Cash Flows

DfT

Department for Transport, Government of United Kingdom

DMRC

Delhi Metro Rail Corporation

DRS

Disruption

ECA95

Environmental Conservation Act 1995, United Kingdom

EIB

European Investment Bank
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Abbreviations
Common Terms Used

(2/4)
Abbreviations/definition

EMU

Electric Multiple Unit

EOI

Expression of Interest

GoI

Government of India

GoM

Government of Maharashtra

GST

Goods & Service Tax

HAM

Hybrid Annuity Model

Hell or High Water

Hell or High Water is a feature of a typical lease structure in the United Kingdom wherein lease payments are made to the Lessor without consideration to use of the leased asset by
the Lessee

ICF

Integral Coach Factory, Chennai

IFRIC4

An accounting standard issued by IFRS to determine whether a commercial arrangement contains a lease or not

IGBT

Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistors

INR

Indian National Rupees

IRFC

Indian Railway Finance Corporation

JBIC

Japan Bank for International Cooperation

KPI

Key Performance Indicators
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Abbreviations
Common Terms Used

(3/4)
Abbreviations/definition

MARA

Master Availability and Reliability Agreement

MCA

Multi-Criteria Assessment

MFA

Multi-lateral Funding Agency

MMRDA

Mumbai Metropolitan Region Development Authority

MOF

Ministry of Finance, Government of India

MRVC

Mumbai Rail Vikas Corporation Ltd.

MUTP

Mumbai Urban Transport Project

NBFC

Non-Banking Financial Company

NIIF

National Investment & Infrastructure Fund

NSW

New South Wales, Australia

NT

Non-Available Trainsets

OEM

Original Equipment Manufacturer-– Rolling Stock Manufacturing companies (Example: Alstom, Siemens, Rotem)

POS

Place of Supply

PPP

Public Private Partnership
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Abbreviations
Common Terms Used

(4/4)
Abbreviations/definition

PTA

Public Transport Authority- A Government entity which oversees the transport network under its jurisdiction

RDSO

Research Designs and Standards Organisation

RFP

Request for Proposal

RFQ

Request for Qualification

ROSCO

Rolling Stock Leasing Company

SPV

Special Purpose Vehicle

TARA

Train Availability and Reliability Agreement

TDS

Tax Deducted at Source

TOC

Train Operating Company- An entity which has been accorded the responsibility of undertaking day-to—day operations of a rail network

TSA

Train Supply Agreement

VfM

Value for Money

WACC

Weighted Average Cost of Capital

WR

Western Railways
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Benchmarking of Rolling Stock Procurement Options
What kind of models have been used to procure passenger rolling stock?

Four options explored to analyse procurement
structures

Option 1
Operating Lease/ROSCO Structure

►

Leasing of rolling stock in form of operating lease

►

ROSCO acquires and supplies to public entity

►

Leasing duration for 8-10 years

►

►

Option 2
Availability based PPP

►

Option 3
Partial availability based PPP

PPP agreement (25- 30 years) based on predetermined performance parameters

►

Private entity commits to provide min. availability
of trains during operations

Lease guarantees provided to ROSCO reducing the
risk exposure of the lenders

►

Finance, procurement and maintenance with
private entity

Maintenance risk is with the public entity (usually,
TOC)

►

Demand risk with public entity

►

Off-balance sheet treatment

►

Same as Option 2 with a slight difference

►

This transaction involves the sale of an asset and
the leasing back of the same asset

►

Partial payment to be paid to private entity for noncompliance

►

Typical dry lease structure with maintenance with
public

Impact on capital element of payment which is
capped at a certain percentage

►

Frees up public capital

►

Usually implemented for old rolling stock

►

Off-balance sheet treatment

►
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Option 4
Sale & Lease Back

►

Finance, procurement and maintenance with
private entity

►

Demand risk with public entity

Risk & responsibility matrix across the 4 options
How risk and responsibility is divided across the 4 options?

Option No

Page 9

Option Type

Rolling Stock Procurement

Rolling Stock Finance

Rolling Stock Maintenance

Payment to Lessor / SPV for
Rolling Stock

1

Operating Lease / ROSCO Structure (Dry & Wet)

Lessor

Lessor

Lessee / Lessor

Capital Lease

2

Availability based PPP Structure

Lessor

Lessor

Lessor

Availability

3

Partial availability based PPP Structure

Lessor

Lessor

Lessor

Partial Based Availability

4

Sale & Lease Back

Lessee

Lessor

Lessee

Capital Lease

Final Report

Options were classified in two broad categories – Dry and Wet Lease
Detail analysis of the options have been done by contextualising it from MRVC and MoR perspective
 Wet Lease/PPP Availability Structure: MOR will sign a lease agreement with a Lessor SPV who will be responsible for
financing, procuring, supplying and maintaining the trains through out the duration of the contract. There are two variants in
this structure

Summary of role allocation under each option

 Type 1: where the payment for the Lessor SPV will be based on availability of the rolling stock and
deductions due to non-availability are on both the capital lease and maintenance payments; and
 Type 2: where availability deductions is inked only on the maintenance payments.
 Dry Lease ROSCO Structure (Private ROSCO): The Lessor SPV will sign a long term lease agreement (~30 years) with MoR
to lease the rolling stock on a finance lease basis. MoR, in lieu of the lease of rolling stock, will pay an annual lease charge to
the Lessor SPV.
 The Lessor SPV is expected to conduct full maintenance of the rakes. Payments will be based against the
KPI such as (i) reliability; (ii) availability; and (iii) service quality.
 Each of the options was extensively explained in three parts

Summary of risk identification and allocation

 Key features of the structure: This highlighted the broad contours of the structure, key parties to the contract, roles
and responsibility of each parties, payment structure and the strength and weakness of the structure.
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#

Risk Type

Direct Procurement

Dry Lease ROSCO St ruct ure
(IRFC)

Dry Lease ROSCO St ruct ure
(Privat e ROSCO)

Wet Lease (PPP
Availabilit y)

MRVC

MRVC

MRVC

MRVC

 Transaction structure process flow: The process flow gave a broad understanding with respect to the modus
operandi of the transaction and the fund flow in the transaction.

A.

Pre – Tender Risk

1.

Approval risk

 Tax Implication: This section highlighted the direct and indirect tax implications on MoR and Lessor SPV under each
transaction.

B.

Tender St age Risk

1.

Tender document amendment s

MRVC

MRVC

MRVC

MRVC

2.

Market response

MRVC

MRVC

MRVC

MRVC

3.

Financial closure delay

MRVC

IRFC

Lessor SPV

Lessor SPV

C.

Design St age Risk

1.

Rolling st ock design accept abilit y risk

OEM / ICF

OEM

Lessor SPV / OEM

Lessor SPV / OEM
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Summary of risk allocation
Table below highlights the risk allocation to the different lease options
#

Risk Type

D.

Manufact ure/ Deployment st age risk

1.

Approvals and permit risk

3.

Direct Procurement

Dry Lease ROSCO St ruct ure
(IRFC)

Dry Lease ROSCO St ruct ure
(Privat e ROSCO)

Wet Lease (PPP
Availabilit y)

Shared

Shared

Shared

Shared

Manufact uring Delay

OEM / ICF

OEM

Lessor SPV / OEM

Lessor SPV / OEM

4.

Resource availability

OEM / ICF

OEM

Lessor SPV / OEM

Lessor SPV / OEM

5.

OEM/ RS supplier Default

MoR

MoR

Lessor SPV

Lessor SPV

6.

Mult iple supplier risk

MRVC

MRVC

Lessor SPV

Lessor SPV

7.

Lat ent defect s risk

MoR

MoR

Lessor SPV / OEM

Lessor SPV / OEM

8

Scope change risk

MoR

MoR

MoR

MoR

Direct Procurement

Dry Lease ROSCO St ruct ure
(IRFC)

Dry Lease ROSCO St ruct ure
(Privat e ROSCO)

Wet Lease (PPP
Availabilit y)

#

Risk Type

E.

Operat ion Risk

1.

Traffic Risk

MoR

MoR

MoR

MoR

2.

Operat ion cost overrun

MoR

MoR

MoR

MoR

3.

Availability of rakes

MoR

MoR

MoR

Lessor SPV / OEM

4.

Reliabilit y of rakes

MoR

MoR

MoR

Lessor SPV / OEM

5.

Int erface risk

MoR

MoR

MoR

Lessor SPV / OEM

6.

Inflat ion risk

MoR

MoR

MoR

MoR

7.

Risk of performance of t rain
operat ors

MoR

MoR

MoR

MoR

8.

Rake t ransfer procedure

MoR

MoR

MoR

Shared

9.

Payment risk

OEM / ICF

OEM / IRFC

Lessor SPV

Lessor SPV
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#

Risk Type

Direct Procurement

Dry Lease ROSCO St ruct ure
(IRFC)

Dry Lease ROSCO St ruct ure
(Privat e ROSCO)

Wet Lease (PPP
Availabilit y)

MoR

MoR

MoR

Lessor SPV

NA

NA

NA

MoR

MoR

MoR

MoR

MoR

F.

Maint enance and life cycle risk

1.

Maint enance risk

2.

Risk of accept abilit y of new
maint enance management regime

3.

Residual value risk

G.

Ot her Risk

1.

Foreign exchange risk

MoR

MoR

Lessor SPV

Lessor SPV

2.

Int erest rat e risk

MoR

MoR

Lessor SPV

Lessor SPV

3.

Regulat ory/ change in law risk

MoR

MoR

MoR

MoR

4.

Force Majeure risk

MoR

MoR

Shared

Shared

Response from Market
An extensive exercise has been conducted to understand market„s response on their views on lease procurement options
Response from the market
1.

Return on equity: It was indicated that equity return expectations for a Dry Lease Structure will be around 12%. On the contrary, Wet Lease (PPP Availability) - Type 1 structure will expect a return of 6% over and above the basic expectations of a Dry lease structure. In Wet
Lease (PPP Availability) - Type 2, equity return expectations will be around 2-3% over and above the basic expectations of a Dry lease structure.

2.

Cost of debt: Based on discussions with various financial institutions, assuming a risk free transaction, the cost of debt can be considered approximately 9.5%.

3.

Availability risk: Financial institutions have expressed that the capital lease payments should not be linked to availability of the rolling stock as that will fall under high risk category for the lenders resulting into an unbankable deal. Availability of the rolling stock should
primarily link to the maintenance the asset. Hence, the availability risk for the private partner should be linked to the maintenance performance of the rolling stock.

4.

Maintenance period: The OEMs have indicated that a long term maintenance contract will be preferable. Longer maintenance contract over the asset life can also minimize the whole life cycle cost of the rolling stock.

5.

Foreign exchange or currency risk: Considering that the maximum components of a rake will be manufactured in the country (at present, the total import content in a rake accounts for around 15-20% of the total). Hence the overall risk of foreign exchange will be
minimal.

6.

Government guarantee: Private sector has indicated that a guarantee from the Government will infuse confidence in the private players which in turn will enhance the bankability of the project and can offer a competitive lease to MoR/MRVC.

7.

Depots/car sheds: OEM‗s were of the view that conducting maintenance of two different types of rakes (Non-AC and AC) in the same depot will have huge challenges. Hence, a proper asset maintenance plan should be prepare in consensus with MoR/MRVC and the OEM
before commencement of the project.

8.

Lease Period: The period should cover entire life of the asset i.e. 30 years.
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Multi Criteria Analysis
A qualitative analysis has been undertaken through a Multi-Criteria analysis framework, which is developed taking into account project„s objectives

Procurement Opt ion

Direct
Procurement

Dry Lease ROSCO
St ruct ure (IRFC)

Dry Lease
ROSCO St ruct ure
(Privat e ROSCO)

Wet Lease / PPP Availability

1.

Leverage privat e sect or capit al t o deliver t he project

X

X





2.

Achieve opt imum maint enance cost

X

X

X



3.

Procurement Schedule









4.

Implement at ion Schedule cert aint y









5.

Market Int erest / Capacit y







6.

Procurement complexit y









7.

Minimize int erface risk wit h rail infrast ruct ure









8.

Minimal pot ent ial indust rial relat ions issues









Type 1 – X

Type 2 - 

Marking Crit eria
Based on t he marking crit eria as described earlier, t he t ot al marks achieved by
each of t he opt ions are:
Procurement Opt ion

Marks Achieved

Direct
Procurement

14

Dry Lease ROSCO
St ruct ure (IRFC)

14

Dry Lease ROSCO
St ruct ure (Privat e
ROSCO)

15

Wet Lease / PPP Availability
Type 1

Type 2

15

18

 Type 1: Deductions on both capital lease and maintenance charges
 Type 2: Deductions only on maintenance charges
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Financial Analysis
Financial analysis has been undertaken to analyse the lease options
Assumptions

Value
70:30
9.5%

Remarks
Project team Assumption

Stakeholder‗s Inputs

GST on Capital Lease

12%
18%
15%
5%

GST on Maintenance Charge

18%

GST and Tax provisions

GST on Procurement of Rolling Stock

5%

Debt to Equity Ratio
Cost of Debt
Cost of Equity

Dry Lease
Wet Lease – Type 1
Wet Lease – Type 2

Capital Cost of 1 Rake

INR 84 Cr

MRVC Inputs

191
INR 16,846 Cr
42 lac
20 lac

MRVC Inputs
INR 84 Cr X 191 rakes + 5% GST
Per car per year cost
Per car per year cost

8.7%

Libor + 2% (margin) + 4% (hedging cost)

-

Not claimed by Lessor SPV in a finance lease

1.35

Project team Assumption

Sculpted Payment

Project team Assumption

Discount rate for NPV Calculations

10%

Project team Assumption

Availability

95%

Extra rakes procured in case of Direct Procurement

7.5%

No of Rolling stock
Total Procurement Cost
Maintenance Cost – Public Sector
Maintenance Cost – Private Sector
Cost of Loan for Direct Procurement (loan from MFA)
Depreciation Benefits

Minimum DSCR
Method for repayment of debt
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►

A detailed financial assessment was undertaken considering the assumptions listed in the table.

►

Based on the expected equity return for a particular lease option, lease charge per rake per hour to the government
has been derived.

►

The lease charge also takes into account the key debt constrains for meeting the DSCR ratio and tenor of the debt
repayment.

►

The financial results for the lease charge are shown below.

Lease Charge

INR per rake per hour

Dry Lease

17,800

Wet Lease Type 1

18,700

Wet Lease Type 2

17,800

Dry Lease (HAM)

13,500

Project team Assumption

Wet Lease Type 1 (HAM)

16,850

Availability for MoR is 87.5%, whereas in Metro, it is 95%.
Hence MoR is expected to procure 7.5% extra rakes to maintain
95% availability

Wet Lease Type 2 (HAM)

14,180

Final Report

Financial Analysis
Financial analysis has been undertaken to analyse the lease options

NPV of Cash Outflow to the Government (INR Crs.)
Wet lease - Type 2 (HAM)

INR 943 Cr

Wet lease - Type 1 (HAM)

INR 487 Cr

Dry lease (HAM)

(INR 1,369 Cr)

Wet lease - Type 2

INR 240 Cr

Wet lease - Type 1

(INR 346 Cr)

Dry lease

(INR 2,072 Cr)

Direct Procurement
-

Benefit to the Government
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2,000

4,000

6,000

8,000

10,000

12,000

14,000

Loss to the Government
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16,000

18,000

►

Selection of the preferred lease option is based on the criteria that offers
maximum financial benefit to MoR in comparison to direct procurement
option.

►

The figure indicates the NPV of cash outflows to MoR across all procurement
options. The lease option which results into the lowest NPV cash flow would
be considered as the preferred one.

►

Based on the detailed financial assessment for all lease options, it can be
concluded that Wet Lease Type 2 – HAM option is the most preferable lease
option wherein MoR is expected to achieve maximum financial benefit.

►

Under the HAM option, it is expected that MoR may provide capital support to
the Lessor SPV to the tune of INR 3,500 Cr (around 20% of total capex). This
support will be availed from MFA by MoR in form of a loan.

►

Availing loan from a MFA brings along a well established project review and
monitoring framework which will ensure a high level of diligence and quality
assurance during the project implementation stage.

Recommended Procurement Option – Wet Lease Option
Based on the qualitative and quantitative analysis of the procurement option, it is recommended that a Wet Lease structure be followed for the project.

GoM

+

Ministry of Railways (MoR)

Capital +
Maintenance
Charge

CR

WR

Delivery of
Rolling Stock
Depot

Lease cum
Maintenance
Agreement

Surcharge
(50% MoR,
50%GoM)

MRVC
Supply Agreement
Lessor SPV

Debt (Lenders)

OEM

Maintenance
Agreement

OEM

Factory construction
Agreement

Factory provider
Factory

Selection of
Private Sector
Agency
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Rolling Stock

Responsibility Matrix

Equity (Sponsors)

Final Report

Design

Lessor SPV

Manufacture

Lessor SPV

Finance

Lessor SPV

Operate

MoR

Maintain

Lessor SPV

Design

Lessor SPV

Build

Lessor SPV

Finance

Lessor SPV

Maintain

Lessor SPV

Design

Lessor SPV

Build

Lessor SPV

Finance

Lessor SPV

Maintain

Lessor SPV

Operate

Lessor SPV
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Background and timeline
MRVC has appointed a consortium of EY and LEAP Infraasys to study feasibility of procuring rolling stock on lease model
Background:
MRVC intends to explore Rolling Stock Leasing market for procurement of EMU Trains for Mumbai Suburban Railway System.

Objective:
MRVC requires support in considering the delivery and financing options for the 191 AC EMU rakes. Traditionally, the rolling stock for Mumbai suburban rail system has
been procured via loan from the World Bank and Government funding. Going forward, key objective now is to explore alternative contractual and financing structures for
procurement of rolling stock. With several options available and established in the wider markets, it is important that the preferred option chosen is financially and
operationally viable, attractive to the funding and procurement markets, and provides the best Value for Money to the MoR and MRVC.

Kick off Meeting

Inception Report

Workshop 1

Interim Report

Draft Bid
Documents

Sep 2018

Oct 2018

March 2019

August 2019*

June 2020**

Draft Final
Report

Training cum
study tour

Final Report

April 2020

Feb-Mar„20

Aug 2020

Workshop 2

Next Step

•

First version of the Interim Report was submitted in Feb, 2019 based on which Workshop 1 was conducted. Several draft versions of the Interim Report have been submitted intermittently between March to August, 2019 based on discussions and feedback received from MRVC and AIIB and the final Interim Report was submitted in August, 2019

•

**First version of Draft bid documents were submitted in Dec 2019. Based on the discussions and feedback received from MRVC in Apr 2020, a revised set of draft bid documents have been submitted in June 2020
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Project rationale and its key objectives
To maximise Value for Money (VfM) to MRVC by providing the lowest life cycle cost for the rolling stock and depot infrastructure
Project rationale

►

►

Today, the Mumbai suburban railway system carries around eight million passengers every day which is considered to be
the highest passenger density in the world.

►

Since the inception of this system, the number of passengers has risen by nearly ten times, while the train services have
increased around four times which has resulted into massive overcrowding in the system.

►

Indian Railways and Government of Maharashtra (GoM) realised the problem of over-crowding and of deteriorating
travelling conditions and with a focus on augmentation of rail infrastructure in Mumbai Metropolitan Region (MMR) led to
the formation of Mumbai Railway Vikas Corporation (MRVC).

►

MRVC, 100% government enterprise, was created with an objective to implement the rail component of the integrated railcum-road urban transport project, Mumbai Urban Transport Project (MUTP).

►

Since it‗s formation in 1999, MRVC has played a key role in undertaking the implementation of the rail component MUTP
Phase 1 & 2 which has led to introduction of modern rolling stock with improved technology.

►

►

Project objectives
►

The key objectives of this project are bundled under four key aspects as follows:

►

Assess alternative procurement structure
►

►

►

►

Final Report

To undertake comparative analysis of various leasing models and types in use in selected global countries and suggest the
preferred system.

Market test the preferred structure to incorporate feedback and gauge market appetite
►

To undertake financial analysis from the capital investment and operational maintenance cost perspective of leasing of rolling
stock.

►

To conduct workshops on the subject of rolling stock leasing.

Build a framework to operationalize the preferred structure
►

Page 19

Explore alternative contractual and financing structures for procurement of rolling stock and assess against MRVC‗s objectives.

Suggest most probable structure/model
►

Going forward, MRVC plans to implement MUTP 3. This involves significant procurement of rolling stock resulting in high
capex for MRVC. Till date, the procurement model adopted by MRVC has been traditional financing through World Bank
loans. Subsequently, MRVC now intends to explore various other models of procurement focusing on rolling stock leasing.
It is in this context, MRVC has selected the consortium of EY & LIPL, for exploring the leasing market for rolling stock, along
with other funding options.

The consortium‗s key role is to assist MRVC in selecting the most preferred option under leasing for rolling stock procurement considering
the regulatory, operating conditions, market needs in prevailing context of Mumbai suburban railway system.

To suggest an operational framework in form changes required in the regulatory structure in the existing system, prepare draft
bid documents for the preferred model and any other particular requirement to be framed to ensure the successful
implementation of the new procurement system, if decided to be adopted by MRVC.

Approach for lease option analysis
An approach adopted to conduct the procurement option analysis is exhibited below in form of a process flow

Benchmarking Rolling
Stock Procurement
Models

Identification of the lease
procurement options for
detailed study

Contextualising the
options from MRVC„s
point of view

Qualitative assessment of
the options using a Multi
Criteria analysis (MCA)

High level quantitative
assessment of the options

Recommend procurement
option

►

Objective of this evaluation is to identify the most appropriate procurement option for the 191 AC EMU rakes for Mumbai suburban rail system based on MRVC‗s objectives including financial, technical and operational considerations.

►

As part of this exercise, we have identified potential procurement options, analysed the risk profile of each option and evaluated each option using a Multi-Criteria Analysis (MCA) framework, and finally performed a high level quantitative analysis to identify the
recommended procurement option under various scenarios which is dovetailed in the next sub-sections of the report.
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Mumbai Suburban Railway System – An overview
Since past decade, number of passengers has risen by nearly 10 times, while the services have increased around 4 times resulting into massive overcrowding in the system, demanding for
capacity augmentation
Passengers and train services growth in Mumbai (1951-2016)*

An overview on Mumbai Suburban Railway System
►

Mumbai‗s suburban railway system is one of the most intrinsic transport systems in the world,
and is considered to be the backbone of Mumbai‗s urban mass transit.

►

Today, this suburban railway system carries around 8 million passengers every day using the
services of 2,977 trains*. It effectively handles the highest passenger density in the world.

►

Mumbai region is operated by two of India‗s zonal railways, the Western Railway (WR) and the
Central Railway (CR), collectively covering a route of 376 km and 114 stations*.
WR operates the Western Line (Churchgate – Dahanu Road) – 124 km

►

CR operates three lines : Central Line (Mumbai C.S.T. – Kasara and Mumbai C.S.T. –
Khopoli); the Harbour Line (Mumbai C.S.T. – Panvel and Mumbai C.S.T. – Andheri);
and the Trans-Harbour Line (Thane – Vashi and Thane – Nerul). – 252 km

Chronology of evolution of Mumbai rail system

1853

1951

1993

Mumbai suburban came under CR
& WR
►

MUTP 1 project was
initiated

CST connection is extended
to Navi Mumbai

1999

MRVC was created

2002

9.77 x

3.79 x

►

1ST passenger train in
Mumbai ran from CST to
Thane

►

Against the original design offering a capacity of 1,800 passengers (900 sitting plus 900
standing) per nine-car train, at present a nine-car train, carries 5,000 passengers (900
sitting plus more than 4,000 people in standing condition) during peak hours**.

►

This has resulted in high commuter congestion in Mumbai resulting in a passenger
loading of 16 passengers per square metre, which is the highest in the world.

►

To address the problem of over-crowding and of deteriorating travelling conditions in the
suburban railway system, Mumbai Railway Vikas Corporation Ltd (MRVC), a public
sector undertaking under Ministry of Railways (MoR), was established in the year 1999.

►

In parallel, Mumbai Metropolitan Region Development Authority (MMRDA) is planning
to develop additional urban rail transport capacity by setting up Metro rail and monorail
corridors to achieve overall objective of capacity enhancement.

Line 1 Mumbai Metro
started operations

2013

Mumbai Suburban Rail Network

2014

New EMUs procured from Bombardier
under MUTP -2

Since past few years, the number of passengers has risen by nearly 10 times, while the services
have increased around 4 times resulted into massive overcrowding in the system.

Source: *MRVC Brochure Feb 2018; **Innovative Strategic Management: The Case of Mumbai Suburban Railway System,
2011
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Source: Report on Study of Development and Expansion Plan
for Mumbai Suburban Rail Network
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Understanding on Mumbai Urban Transport Projects (MUTP)
MUTP, initiated in the year 2002, aimed at boosting rail connectivity in the Mumbai Metropolitan Region (MMR)
An overview on MUTP
►

►

►

►

Indian Railways (IR) and Government of Maharashtra (GoM), through MMRDA, MRVC
and the World Bank (WB) are implementing a comprehensive investment plan for
improving the transportation network of Mumbai. This investment plan being partly
funded by World Bank (WB) is termed as Mumbai Urban Transport Project (MUTP), a
project aimed at boosting rail connectivity in the Mumbai Metropolitan Region (MMR).
MRVC has been established to identify and execute a number of suburban rail
improvement projects under MUTP for enhancing suburban rail transportation capacity,
thereby reducing the crowding and meeting future passenger/ commuter traffic
requirements. This works been planned under MUTP for implementation in three
phases.
The works under MUTP Phase 1 and 2 aims to complete the physical separation of the
major part of suburban rail system from the long distance passenger and freight
operation. It is expected that demand will continue to increase further, and MRVC has
put forward proposals for further expansion of system capacity through implementation
of MUTP 3 and 3A beyond 2018.
Considering the continuous demand for capacity augmentation resulting into extensive
investments requirement, MRVC intends to explore financing options especially in
rolling stock procurement. The following sections of this report details out the various
rolling stock procurement models adopted locally and globally with special focus on
leasing models.

MUTP Phase 1*

Status – Completed

►

Additional capacity of 93 km

►

Rolling stock induction - new 909 EMU coaches

►

Completion of DC to AC conversion

►

►

WR (completed)

►

CR (partially completed)

Project cost - INR 4,450 Crore

MUTP Phase 2, 2A & 2B*

Status – In progress

►

Additional capacity of 88 km

►

Rolling stock induction - new 864 EMU coaches

►

Maintenance facilities for EMUs

►

Completion of DC to AC conversion
►

►

Mumbai Suburban Rail - Network Expansion under MUTP*

CR (completed)

Project cost - INR 8,086 Crore

MUTP Phase 3 & 3A*

Status – under implementation

►

Additional capacity of ~196 TKM and ~204 RKM

►

Rolling stock induction - new 257 EMU rakes

►

Maintenance facilities for EMUs

►

Station improvement

►

Trespass control on CR & WR

►

Project cost – INR 65,724 Crore
* Source: MRVC Brochure Feb 2018
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Funding done by MRVC for MUTP Projects (1 & 2)
Project funded through World Bank (WB) loan with equal grant contribution from Govt. of Maharashtra (GoM) and Ministry of Railway (MoR), and loan repayment is done through
collection from surcharge
Funding structure of MUTP - 1

Funding of rolling stock procurement under MUTP-1 and 2
►

The rolling stock procurement under MUTP-I and MUTP-II was funded primarily through the Loan Agreements executed between International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (IRDB) and the Ministry of Finance (MOF), Government of India.

►

As part of the agreements between the GoM and MoR were allocated fifty percent of the proceeds of the loans each for carrying out developmental activities under
MUTP-I and II.

►

The interest rate payable by MOF to IRDB consists of USD LIBOR applicable for the interest period plus a variable spread.

►

The tenor for the loan facility for MUTP-1 is 5 Years (Moratorium Period) and 15 Years (Repayment Period) & MUTP-2 is 5 Years (Moratorium Period) and 25 Years
(Repayment Period).

►

The Government of Maharashtra and Ministry of Railways are each responsible for annual servicing of the IRDB Loan Facility for MUTP-I and II.

►

To supplement the debt funding by IRDB, the Government of Maharashtra and Ministry of Railways have provided counterpart funding for MUTP-I and MUTP-II
through their budgetary sources.

Servicing of IRDB Loan Facility
►

Annual servicing of the loan facility provided by IRDB for MUTP-1 and
MUTP-2 is done by levying a MUTP surcharge on the users of the Mumbai
suburban rail network.

►

The MUTP surcharge is specific to MMR region only and not levied
elsewhere.
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►

The annual loan service amount is paid directly to MOF by the
Ministry of Railways. The loan is split equally between MoR and
GoM.

►

Interest at 7% paid by MoR to MoF and Debt serviced out of
surcharge collected by WR and CR.
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Funding structure of MUTP - 2

Growth in traffic and surcharge collected
Traffic and surcharge are key determinants for structuring the rolling stock procurement
Funding of rolling stock procurement under MUTP-1 and 2

Surcharge collected by CR & WR vis a vis Passenger Traffic*
300

►

Slab wise surcharge is levied on different classes of travel and distances of journey.

290

MUTP Surcharge-1 was levied as an 8% surcharge on suburban rail tickets vide Ministry of
Railways letter dated 25 November 2003.

280

►

►

MUTP Surcharge-2 due in 2006 and 2009 was schedule but could not be levied and MUTP
Surcharge-III of 24% was levied directly in 2013 vide Ministry of Railways letter dated 20
December 2013.

297

2950

290

2909

2900

2899
273

2853

270

►

Surcharge collected has steadily increased with a CAGR of 3.31% during FY 2014 to 2017.

260

►

It is understood that traffic and surcharge are key determinants for structuring the rolling stock
procurement.

250

260

2786

2700
2013-14

2014-15
Surcharge (INR Cr)

2015-16
2016-17
Passenger Traffic (in Millions)

*Source: Surcharge related data has been analysed based on data shared by MRVC; and Volume related data has been referred from MRVC February 2018 Brochure
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2800
2750
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2850

Millions

A relatively flat growth has been witnessed in total annual passengers carried on the Mumbai
suburban lines.

INR Cr.

►

Tradition Rolling Stock Procurement Option – Indian Context
Procurement of Rolling Stock by MRVC
Procurement under MUTP-1 and 2 by MRVC
►

Procurement structure of rolling stock by MRVC

The rolling stock procurement under MUTP-1 and MUTP-2 was undertaken by MRVC as per the procedure outlined
in the IRDB Loan Agreement and in conjunction with the Indian Railways (IR).

►

MVRC procured 101 rakes (909 coaches) and 72 rakes (864 coaches) under MUTP-1 and MUTP-2 respectively.

►

The propulsion and electric sub-components were procured by MRVC from separate OEMs through open tender.
Key aspects of this procurement are as under:
►

The Supply Contract included a warranty period of 24 months;

►

The Supply BOQ contracts did not include the provision of maintenance by OEMs; and

►

The design submissions by OEMs were subject to approval of RDSO (IR) and user railways.

OEM
World Bank
Electric Propulsions
system

RDSO

Funding

Approve Design
Specifications

►

MRVC separately commissioned Integral Coach Factory (ICF) in Chennai for fabrication of the coaches and assembly
of the complete trainset.

►

ICF directly supplied the completed trains to WR and CR.
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Parties involved in the procurement

MRVC
Supply Rakes

ICF
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Tradition Rolling Stock Procurement Option – Indian Context
Procurement of Rolling Stock by IR
Procurement Model by IR

Procurement structure of rolling stock by IR

►

The Indian Railways undertakes procurement of rolling stock in accordance with the Annual Plan prepared by the
Railway Board and Zonal Railways.

►

The procurement/acquisition of all the rolling stock appearing in the Annual Plan is financed through gross
budgetary support, internal generation and extra budgetary resources such as Indian Railway Finance Corporation
(IRFC) & Private Sector Participation.

►

Railway Board decides the mode and source of acquisition/manufacturing of rolling stock in terms of :
►

►

Manufacturing of rolling stock through own Workshops/Coach Factories/Production Units and
PSU/Private Entities

Procurement of rolling stock is done via two methods

Sources of funding for IR
Capital Expenditure by Indian
Railways

Budgetary Resources

Extra Budgetary Resources

Direct Purchase

►

►

The procurement of rolling stock from open market is governed by General Financial Rules 2017 and is
strictly undertaken via e-tendering; and

►

The PSU‗s/Corporation under the MoR/IR have to follow e-tendering for procurement of rolling stock.

Internal Resources

Budgetary Support

IRFC

Manufacture at Integral coach Factory (Chennai)
►

India Railways directly commissions ICF to fabricate coaches;

►

The propulsion and electric sub-components are procured by ICF from separate OEMs
through open tender; and

►

ICF then supplies the completed trains to Indian Railways.

Procurement through ICF
Indian Railways
Direct Purchase by
Railway Board

Manufactured at ICF

OEM
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ICF

Approved PSUs /
OEM

Tradition Rolling Stock Procurement Option – Indian Context
Procurement of Rolling Stock by IRFC and via PPP model
Procurement structure of rolling stock by IR

Procurement of Rolling Stock through financing by IRFC
►

Indian Railway Finance Corporation (IRFC) has been setup as a non-banking finance corporation (NBFC) to enhance the
plan finances of the Railways.

►

IRFC follows a financial leasing model for acquisition of the new rolling stock and project assets of Indian Railways; tenor
of the financial lease is 30 years.

►

The effective lease rate includes a mutually agreed mark-up over the marginal cost of borrowing (at present 50 bps).

►

The legal ownership of the leased assets rests with IRFC during lease tenor; Indian Railways effectively uses and
maintains the assets throughout their useful life.

Sources of funding for IR
Capital Expenditure by Indian
Railways

Budgetary Resources

Extra Budgetary Resources

Procurement of Rolling Stock via PPP
►

Indian Railways had entered into a PPP Contract with Alstom Manufacturing India Limited for procurement cum
maintenance of 800 electric locomotives.

►

The project is structured as an Availability based PPP wherein the Concessioner is responsible for providing and
operating the Rolling Stock on designated network.

►

Indian Railways and Alstom Manufacturing have infused 26% and 74% equity capital in the project company.

►

The Concessioner has setup a manufacturing facility at Madhepura, Bihar with a capacity of 110 locomotives per annum;
additionally the Concessioner has to setup two maintenance depots at Saharanpur and Nagpur.

►

The Concessioner has maintenance obligations of the first 500 locomotives produced by the factory
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Internal Resources

Budgetary Support

IRFC

PPP
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Benchmarking Rolling Stock Procurement Models - Options
What kind of models have been used to procure passenger rolling stock?

Four options explored to analyse procurement
structures

Option 1
Operating Lease/ROSCO Structure

►

Leasing of rolling stock in form of operating lease

►

ROSCO acquires and supplies to public entity

►

Leasing duration for 8-10 years

►

►

Option 2
Availability based PPP

►

Option 3
Partial availability based PPP

PPP agreement (25- 30 years) based on predetermined performance parameters

►

Private entity commits to provide min. availability
of trains during operations

Lease guarantees provided to ROSCO reducing the
risk exposure of the lenders

►

Finance, procurement and maintenance with
private entity

Maintenance risk is with the public entity (usually,
TOC)

►

Demand risk with public entity

►

Off-balance sheet treatment

►

Same as Option 2 with a slight difference

►

This transaction involves the sale of an asset and
the leasing back of the same asset

►

Partial payment to be paid to private entity for noncompliance

►

Typical dry lease structure with maintenance with
public

Impact on capital element of payment which is
capped at a certain percentage

►

Frees up public capital

►

Usually implemented for old rolling stock

►

Off-balance sheet treatment

►
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Option 4
Sale & Lease Back

►

Finance, procurement and maintenance with
private entity

►

Demand risk with public entity

Option 1 : Operating Lease/ROSCO Structure
ROSCOs model was introduced and considered as a preferred solution which could take a whole life view of investment and offer rolling stock under operating leases.
Brief model structure
►

►

Under this option, rolling stock is leased from Rolling Stock Leasing Companies (ROSCOs) in form of operating lease.
ROSCOs directly purchase and own the rolling stock from the manufacturer, lease them to TOCs and take the risk that
ROSCOs will be able to lease the trains in future till the end of a franchise agreement.
Accordingly ROSCOs invest in improving and modernising their rolling stock fleet to extend their useful life. In some
cases, Transport Department/PTA has given guarantees that particular rolling stock will continue to be leased
following the end of a franchise. In these cases, the risk taken by ROSCO is reduced but they will still carry a residual
value risk for any period outside the guarantee.
►

►

Typical operating lease or ROSCO structure for rail projects

Franchise
agreement

Transport Dept./PTA
Public company/ Lessee

Public or private company/
Lessee

For example: In UK, under Section 54 leases guarantees, Government provided guarantee payback
periods for ROSCOs financiers in order to lower their risk exposure.

Most types of passenger trains have a design life of around 30 years, significantly longer than TOC franchises. Hence,
ROSCOs model was introduced and considered as a preferred solution which could take a whole life view of
investment and offer rolling stock under operating leases.

►

Such operating leases place all the maintenance responsibility on the lessee, providing a full maintenance package for
the rolling stock. The obligations to deliver maintenance are defined in the lease agreement.

►

In UK and Europe, rolling stock procurement is well established through ROSCO model. In the UK, bulk of the rolling
stock tare owned by private companies. In Sweden and Netherlands, a public owned ROSCO is established for
procurement of rolling stock on behalf of PTAs. Each PTA is charged for leasing the vehicles from this ROSCO on cost
recovery basis. Usually, maintenance is subcontracted to maintenance companies.

Maintenance
agreement

TOC

OEM
Private company/ RS
Supplier & Maintain

Operating lease
agreement

Operating lease Agreement

ROSCO

Train Supply Agreement

Public or private company/
Lessor
Debt

Financiers / Lenders
Private company/Banks

Countries in which this model is well established
UK
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Sweden

Netherlands

France

India

Option 2 : Availability Based PPP Structure
Performance and payments are primarily based on the availability of the rolling stock as per pre-determined availability schedule and demand risk is borne by the public entity
Brief model structure
►

►

►

►

Transport Dept./PTA

Typically, the Private/PPPCo. will bring in finance, design and manufacture the rolling stock and maintain and make
the rolling stock available to the public entity/Transport Dept. as per pre-determined availability schedule.

Public company

Typically, the concession period in such arrangements is in the range of 25-30 years to encourage whole life approach
to design, construction and operations. Unlike a full concession, the scope of services for the Private/PPPCo. would
not include demand risks; and fare collection.
In consideration of this, the public entity will make payment to the Private/PPPCo on a availability based mechanism
throughout the rest of the project i.e. - that is, conditional on the performance of the rolling stock to the specified
quality. This performance would depend on the availability and the reliability of the rolling stock. Payments typically
do not begin until the rolling stock is supplied and commences operations.

►

Apart from rolling stock supply and maintenance provisions by Private entity, such concessions may also include
construction & maintenance of a new depot/maintenance facility for trains.

►

In case, the Private/PPPCo. is not able to meet the set performance standards, the government may deduct the
availability payment for non-compliance and vis-à-vis gets credits for enhanced performance.

►

►

Typical performance based PPP structure for rail projects

Option 2 is an Available based PPP structure wherein a long term agreement is signed between Transport Dept. and
Private/PPPCo. with fixed periodic payments to Private/PPPCo. for supply and maintenance of rolling stock on
Design, Built, Finance, Operate and Maintain (DBFOM) basis.

Franchise
agreement

TOC
OEM

Public or private company

Payment on availability of RS
Interface Agreement

Concession Agreement

Private / PPPCo

Train Supply Agreement/
Contract

Private company/ RS
Supplier

Maintenance
Agreement/
Contract

Maintenance provider

Private company

Private company/ RS
Maintain
Construction & maintenance
Contract

Debt

The residual value risk of may be held by the private entity or get minimised by the public entity undertakings to
comfort the financiers with the project.

Depot facility
Financiers / Lenders

Countries like UK and Australia have been the frontrunner in successfully implementing such models.

Private company/
Construction

Private company/Banks

Countries in which this model is well established
UK
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Australia

India

Brazil

Option 3 : Partial Availability Based PPP Structure
Option 3 is similar to Option 2 except the difference is in regards to the impact on the concession payment that the public pays to the private entity, in the event where the private entity
provides partial availability of the rolling stock during the concession
Brief model structure
►

►

►

►

Transport Dept./PTA

The Private/PPPCo. will bring in finance, design and manufacture the rolling stock and maintain and make the rolling
stock available to the public entity/Transport Dept. as per pre-determined availability schedule.

Public company

Option 3 is similar to Option 2 except the difference is in regards to the concession payment that the public pays to
the private entity, in the event where the Private/PPPCo provides partial availability of the rolling stock in operation
phase.
Typically, availability payments received by Private/PPPCo takes care of both capital and operation costs till the end of
the project. Non-compliance from Private/PPPCo in making the stock available impacts the both the elements of the
payment.

►

Under this option, in case of any non-compliance, the capital element of the payment is partially deducted with a
capping at a certain percentage. This provides comfort to the financiers of the private entity.

►

This capping reduces project risk for private financiers, and thus improve the bankability of the project to
enable/facilitate financing, reduce cost of capital and extend debt tenor to meet project needs.

►

►

Typical performance based PPP structure for rail projects

This option is also a performance based PPP structure wherein a long term agreement is signed between Transport
Dept. and Private/PPPCo. with fixed periodic payments to Private/PPPCo. for supply and maintenance of rolling stock
on Design, Built, Finance, Operate and Maintain (DBFOM) basis.

Such arrangement of capping of capital deduction should be carefully considered, any in appropriation in the same by
the public entity can lead to increase in its fiscal exposure, while reducing value for money by reducing real risk
transfer to the private sector.
It has been observed that only UK has been able to implement such model in a case called Thameslink which is
detailed out in further section of the report.

Franchise
agreement

TOC
OEM

Public or private company

Payment on partial availability
of RS

Concession Agreement

Interface Agreement

Private / PPPCo

Train Supply Agreement/
Contract

Private company/ RS
Supplier

Maintenance
Agreement/
Contract

Maintenance provider

Private company

Debt

Private company/ RS
Maintain
Construction & maintenance
Contract

Depot facility
Financiers / Lenders
Private company/Banks

Countries in which this model is well established
UK
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Private company/
Construction

Option 4 : Sale and Lease Back structure
This model is generally used for old rolling stock, where there is less technical and interface risk and the authority wishes to free up capital for new projects
Sale & Lease Back

Brief Model Structure
►

A sale and leaseback transaction involves the sale of an asset and the leasing back of the same asset. The lease
payment and the sale price are usually interdependent because they are negotiated as a package.

►

In the UK rail industry, the vast majority of trains are owned by rolling stock companies or financial institutions that
lease them to train operators. This arrangement is used by almost every rail operator to limit upfront costs, or to freeup new investment for other projects.

►

A sale and lease back model is used when there is a change in the financing strategy approach and may be a change in
the depot strategy as well.

►

The SPV will bring in finance to buy the rolling stock from the Transport Dept. / PTA and then lease it back to the
Transport Dept. / PTA.

►

In some cases, like in case of Elizabeth Line (UK), the SPV will buy only 2/3 of the rolling stock from the Transport
Dept. / PTA and will make the payment of the remaining 1/3 of the rolling stock to the OEM, once the OEM has
delivered the 1/3 rolling stock to the Transport Dept. / PTA and the sale and lease back agreement is executed. The
Transport Dept. / PTA will then make lease payments to the SPV.

►

This is a typical dry lease structure, where the Transport Dept. / PTA has kept the maintenance obligation with itself.
(sub – contracts the maintenance obligation to the OEM.

►

Sale and lease back model is generally used for old rolling stock, it implies that the technical risk is deemed less
thereby reducing the risk premium applied in private sector funding.

Franchise
agreement

Transport Dept./PTA

Private company /
Construction
Public or private company

Lease

SPV

Private company /
Construction

Private company

Depot

Maintenance Contract

OEM

Countries in which this model is well established
UK
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Debt

Asset Transfer

Private company/ RS
Supplier
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Financers

TOC

Construction &
maintenance Contract

Risk & responsibility matrix across the 4 options*
How risk and responsibility is divided across the 4 options?
Option No

Option Type

Rolling Stock Procurement

Rolling Stock Finance

Rolling Stock Maintenance

Payment to Lessor / SPV for
Rolling Stock

Procurement Sequence

1

Operating Lease / ROSCO Structure (Dry & Wet)

Lessor

Lessor

Lessee / Lessor

Capital Lease

Combined

2

Availability based PPP Structure

Lessor

Lessor

Lessor

Availability

Combined

3

Partial availability based PPP Structure

Lessor

Lessor

Lessor

Partial Based Availability

Combined

4

Sale & Lease Back

Lessee

Lessor

Lessee

Capital Lease

Sequential

* Note that not all options clearly fall within our category and due judgement has been exercised in the following case studies.
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Option framework and mapping of cases
The identified options have been mapped across the quadrant and the case studies are mapped under each of these options. Detailed understanding on each of the case study is
highlighted in the following section.
Off Balance Sheet

Potential Use of Balance Sheet

Availability Based
Structure

Option 2

(PPP)

Madhepura*

DMRC (India)

IEP (UK)

Payment Mechanism

NSW PPP (Aus)

Lease Structure
(Asset financing
banks)

Thameslink (UK)

Option 1

Elizabeth Line, UK

Barcelona Metro (Spain)
CONCOR

Sequential
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Option 3: Partial availability based lease
option, with combined financing and
procurement (Thameslink structure)
Option 4: Procure, sell and lease-back
(Elizabeth line)

ROSCOs
IRFC (India)

Option 1: Dry lease style option, with
combined financing and procurement
(ROSCO structure)
Option 2: Availability based PPP-style
option, with combined financing and
procurement

Option 3

Option 4

Options for MRVC
include:

Combined

Madhepura*: Availability based
maintenance contract

Option 1 : ROSCO Structure - Barcelona Metro Line 9
The longest automatic underground line of Europe
Key Facts
Population

1.6 mn

Type of transport

Intra city

Total Rail Network

100 Km

Area of coverage

Metropolitan cities

Passenger scale
Total stations

Function

Owns the network

Maintains the
network

Operate the train
services

Owns the rolling stock

Maintains the rolling stock

Depot

Entity

Ifercat (ICF)

Ifercat (ICF)

TMB

Project Company

OEM

TMB

Overview
►

Autoritat del Transport Metropolità (ATM) - A co-ordinating body for public transport in Barcelona, whose responsibility is for infrastructure planning, managing operator
contracts and fare integration;

130 mn annually

►

ATM ownership: Government of Catalonia (51%), Barcelona City Council (25%) and the Àrea Metropolitana de Barcelona (24%);

52

►

2 Operators for metro services in Barcelona -

Rolling Stock Procurement Details
Procurement basis

Operating Lease

Total Rolling Stock

50, each with 5 cars

Deal Size

£ 352 million

Service Provider

Alstom

Financial Close

2004

►

Transports Metropolitans de Barcelona (TMB);

►

Ferrocarrils de la Generalitat de Catalunya (FGC).

►

TMB and FGC will have contract with ATM for provision of metro services ;

►

Objective of Line 9:
►

This is a new line to provide metro service to metropolitan areas with a large population density (Santa Coloma, Badalona, L‗Hospitalet de Llobregat;

►

Taking the metro to strategic areas such as the Airport, Zona Franca, Fira de Barcelona, and others.

Source: https://pemb.cat/public/docs/602_bs_2015_eng_b3_11_linia9.pdf
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Option 1 : ROSCO Structure - Barcelona Metro Line 9
The longest automatic underground line of Europe
Commercial structure
►

►

Banks

Gov

The transaction involved the setting up of a Project Company – ‘Arrendadora Ferroviaria‗, by three banks and Ifercat (IFC), each
shareholder holding an equal stake.

IFC

The Project Company leased the 250 train sets to ATM for 17 years on an operating lease, with a seven year extension option.
The residual value risk associated with the rolling stock was borne by the Project Company.

►

The Project Company acted as the lessor, with the assets directly leased to the network operator – ATM. Both ATM and IFC are
companies owned by the government of Catalonia, thereby adding a level of comfort into the deal.

►

Transaction simplified by use of ‘standard‗ rolling stock unbundling of rolling stock procurement from financing and use of a
simple availability regime.

►

If the maintenance goes south and trains do not remain fit for use, the maintenance payments would stop and potentially,
penalties will be levied. However the lease payments for the trainsets are ring-fenced.

Equity (25%)
Equity (25%)
each

Operating Lease
ATM

Franchise Agreement

TMB

Caja Madrid

Project Company
Supply & Maintenance
Agreement

La Caixa

Societe Generale

Alstom (Supplier)

Maintenance Obligation
Financial structure and funding

►

►

The entire funding was provided by the three sponsoring banks, and EIB, with the Government, through IFC proving its pro-rata
share of equity;

►

The SPV financing structure used for ATM demonstrates the potential to use syndicated banking market for rolling stock
financing, subject to strong public sector support/involvement;

►
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A variation on this structure could involve a consortium of banks or even the Government providing bridge financing to procure
trains, but the financing is taken out with a capital markets offer, significantly reducing the risk for initial participants.
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Alstom were responsible for the design, build and testing of rolling stock together with the ongoing maintenance
through the supply and maintenance agreement with the SPV.

Risk allocation
►

Banks accepted the risk that there was no residual value on account of their evaluation of a very low risk of assets
going off-lease, as there was no alternate market for rolling stock.

Option 1 : ROSCO Structure - Barcelona Metro Line 9
The longest automatic underground line of Europe
Accounting treatment and tax treatment
With residual value risk transferred to the banks, and very low equity involvement of IFC, the deal structure made a strong
case for off-balance sheet treatment.

►

Key Message for MRVC
►

Procurement of a new standardised fleet with strong public sector support (ICF equity and ATM as lessee) enabled an
effective syndicated financing structure;

►

No guaranteed residual value and the inclusion of a lease extension option assisted banks in accepting RV risk and
the Government in achieving off-balance sheet financing;

►

Potential variant structure for banks or the Government to provide an equity bridge to finance RS construction, taken
out by a capital market offer on delivery.
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Option 1 : ROSCO Structure - Indian Railway Finance Corporation
Finance Lease to Indian Railways for procurement of Rolling Stock
Overview

►

Every year, IRFC enters into a Standard Lease Agreement with MoR for the funding rendered to MoR.

►

IRFC was set up in 1986 as a non-banking finance company (NBFC) to raise market borrowings for augmenting Railway plan finances.

►

As lessor of Leased assets, IRFC retains ownership to the assets leased to MoR, and only after end of the
secondary lease period, the asset ownership is given to MoR.

►

Allocation of Business Rules of GOI allows only Ministry of Finance (MOF) to borrow on behalf of GOI; Ministry of Railways (MoR) cannot
borrow directly to finance its expenditure.

►

As part of the lease, recovery of the principal component and interest is undertaken during the primary lease
period (15 years).

►

MoR effectively uses and maintains the Rolling Stock leased through IRFC throughout the useful life of the Asset.

►

No GST is applicable on Lease rentals paid by MoR to IRFC.

►
►

IRFC extends loans to MoR are extended in the form of financial leases.
IRFC follows a leasing model to finance the rolling stock assets and project assets of Indian Railways.

►

Borrowings used to finance revenue generating assets, which are leased to MOR as per standard lease agreement.

►

Lease charges paid by MOR cover principal repayment and interest cost; based on IRFC‗s average cost of borrowing in that year plus a small
margin to cover overheads & profit.

►

IRFC has been meeting a significant portion of Railway‗s funding requirements and the assets leased by IRFC have been growing consistently
throughout the years.

Lender / Bond subscriber
Bond subscription / loan

Interest & Principal payments

Commercial Structure
►

MoR undertakes the procurement of the Asset, IRFC simply secures the funding while procurement is actually done by MoR on behalf of
IRFC.

►

Rolling stock assets are leased by IRFC to MoR for 30 years co-terminus with economic life of assets.

►

A 30 years (primary period & secondary period of 15 years each) standard lease agreements is signed.

IRFC
Lease Rentals

Lease Agreement

Indian Railways
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Lease of Assets

Option 1 : ROSCO Structure - Indian Railway Finance Corporation
Finance Lease to Indian Railways for procurement of Rolling Stock
Standard Lease Agreement

Financial structure and funding

►

Standard Lease Agreements govern the lease rentals payable by the MoR to IRFC and specify the Rolling Stock leased to the
MoR by IRFC.

►

The Standard Lease Agreement applies to each unit of Rolling Stock on and with effect from the first day of the month in
which the relevant Rolling Stock were placed on line/released to traffic.

►

►

The lease rentals are calculated as equal to half yearly payments to be made by the MoR based on weighted average cost of
incremental borrowing during the relevant year together with a reasonable mark-up mutually agreed between the MoR and
the IRFC, so as to ensure that IRFC‗s obligation to repay and settle the debts are fully met during primary lease period of 15
years.
The Standard Lease Agreement is executed after the end of the financial year but comes into effect from the date of
commencement of that year.

►

Lease rentals during any particular year are calculated using the cost of borrowing and margin relevant to the previous year.

►

The Standard Lease Agreement details that MoR agrees that in the event the IRFC is unable to redeem the bonds on maturity
and/or repay its loans due to inadequate cash flows, the MoR will make good such shortfall through bullet payments in
advance before the time of maturity of bonds/term loans. Such bullet payments shall be set off against the future lease rentals.
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►

IRFC model of financing has synergistically leveraged efficiencies of a corporate unit and strengths of a sovereign entity.

►

IRFC meets its funding requirements from various sources to extract the lowest possible pricing from the markets.

►

In addition to the equity infusion from time-to time by the Government of India, IRFC has been mobilizing funds through both
taxable and tax-free bond issuances, term loans from banks and FIs and ECBs.

►

IRFC‗s cost of borrowing has generally compared well with cost of borrowing by Government of India.

►

Amongst corporate entities, IRFC‗s cost of borrowing has been generally over 0.50% lower than best of others in the domestic
market. Similar debt-pricing edge exists for IRFC‗s overseas borrowings as well.

►

The funding plan of IRFC is carried out with the prime objective to minimize its price of borrowings which in turn will benefit the
Indian Railways as it works on a cost plus margin basis.

►

IRFC has adopted a cost plus lease arrangement with the Ministry of Railways which ensures a net interest margin for IRFC.

►

The MoR pays lease rentals to the Company on half yearly basis and the lease pricing comprises both principal repayment and
interest payment.

►

The effective cost to MOR on the outstanding lease receivables has remained reasonably low due to low margins charged on
Incremental Borrowings (50 to 55 bps), significant benefits passed on to MOR on account of savings on interest & exchange rate
variation.

Option 1 : ROSCO Structure - Indian Railway Finance Corporation
Finance Lease to Indian Railways for procurement of Rolling Stock
Financial structure and funding

Risk allocation

►

IRFC accorded the highest possible credit rating by all the three domestic credit rating agencies

►

Despite rise in cost of incremental Borrowings during the last few years due to firming up of interest rates in
domestic and international markets, the effective cost to MOR on the outstanding lease receivables has
remained significantly flat:

Financial Year
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16
2016-17
2017-18 (prov)

►

Key Message for MRVC

Effective cost to MOR under
lease pricing
8.39%
8.96%
8.12%
7.65%
8.17%

Accounting treatment and tax treatment
►

Lessor de-recognizes the asset and book receivable in its books.

►

Lease rentals are bifurcated into finance income and principal component of receivable .

►

MoR being a sovereign entity, no GST is applicable on Lease rentals received from MoR to IRFC.
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Foreign exchange rate fluctuations and interest rate fluctuation risks are passed on to the MoR under the Standard
Lease Agreement;
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►

In case MRVC takes lease from IRFC to finance the rolling stock assets, a letter of guarantee from Ministry of Railways
would be required as collateral;

►

Lease taken by MRVC from IRFC would attract GST at 5%;

►

MRVC would not be able to achieve its objective of reducing life cycle cost

Option 1 : ROSCO Structure – Great Northern Route
Financing of the replacement suburban train fleet on Great Northern route via a dry lease
Key Facts
Type of transport

Inter-City Rail

Areas of coverage

Metropolitan cities

Total stations

54

Rolling Stock Procurement Details

Function

Owns the network

Maintains the
network

Operate the train
services

Owns the rolling stock

Maintains the rolling stock

Depot

Entity

Network Rail

Network Rail

Govia Thameslink
(TOC)

Rock Rail (ROSCO)

Siemens AG (OEM)

Siemens AG (OEM)

Project Overview
►

The UK rolling stock market has been heavily dominated by the three big ROSCOs - Angel, Eversholt and Porterbrook. Over the last few years, new entrants like Rock Rail, Beacon Rail have deployed
innovative, value enhancing funding approaches to procurement of rolling stock;

►

In 2016, Rock Rail achieved the successful closure of their first rolling stock deal. A deal was struck with Govia Thameslink Railway (GTR) to finance its replacement fleet on the Great Northern route;

Procurement basis

Dry lease

Total Rolling Stock

150

►

The 25 climate-controlled six-carriage units (150 vehicles), to be built by Siemens, will enter service by the end of 2018 and replace Class 313 trains built in 1976/7, which are the oldest type of electric
train in operation in mainland Britain.

Project value (GBP)

200 mn

►

These train would run between Moorgate in the City of London and Welwyn and Hertford, Stevenage and Letchworth;

Duration

3 years

►

Financial Close

February 2016

Like all new rolling stock the lessor does not benefit from government guarantees under Section 54 of the Railway Act 1993, which used to guarantee that the rolling stock would be leased over a
certain time period.
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Option 1 : ROSCO Structure – Great Northern Route
Financing of the replacement suburban train fleet on Great Northern route via a dry lease
Franchise Agreement

Commercial structure
►

Rock Rail and SL Capital set up a joint venture, Rock Rail Moorgate PLC to provide equity investment;

►

ROSCO has signed a lease agreement with Govia Thameslink (TOC) for an initial three-year period prior to the expiry of the
current TOC‗s Great Northern Route franchise in 2021;

►

The DfT has the option, at its discretion, to extend the life of the franchise agreement with TOC by two-years to 2023. The
investors are confident that the new trains will be re-leased to the new franchise holder thereafter;

Maintenance Agreement
Siemens

Govia (TOC)

DfT

Operating Lease
Agreement

Supply Agreement

SPV
Rock Rail Moorgate (ROSCO)

Financial Structure and Funding
Rock Rail (6%)

►

Aviva was the sole debt financier for the transaction.

►

The financing mechanism of the project was highly leveraged, employing debt-to equity rating 89:11 (Phase 2). Similar
structures were observed in other rolling stock procurement initiatives such as IEP.

►

The debt funding consisted of a senior secured Term Loan, of 31 year Tenor and fixed bps.

►

This is a new approach to funding rolling stock in the UK which offers financial institutions the opportunity to invest
directly in core rail assets
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SL Capital (94%)

Option 1 : ROSCO Structure – Great Northern Route
Financing of the replacement suburban train fleet on Great Northern route via a dry lease
Maintenance Obligation
►

►

Key Message for MRVC

Manufacture and maintenance of the rolling stock has been separated out with two different
agreements;
A minimum level of fleet performance is required from the ROSCO to the TOC or the DfT can step in
and the lease payments are no longer ‘Hell or high water‗.

Risk Allocation
►

The DfT did not provide Section 54 guarantee on this procurement;

►

There is a risk that the new trains will not be re-leased to the new franchise holder in 2021;

Accounting treatment and tax treatment
►

ROSCO leases are classified as an operating lease. Until reporting periods beginning on or after 1
January 2019, when IFRS 16 becomes effective, they fall under IAS 17 and therefore are off-balancesheet and the lease costs are expensed to the P&L;

►

Under IFRS 16, there is no differentiation between Finance and Operating leases and the lessee is
required to recognise a right-of-use asset (the leased asset it has the right to use) and a lease lability
representing the obligation to make lease payments.
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►

A precedent for innovative, value enhancing funding approaches to procurement of rolling stock in the UK which
can be adopted in other geographies as well;

►

Enabled long term institutional investors to invest directly in to the UK rail sector, attracting a lower cost of capital;

►

Dry lease, with full transfer of residual value risk (including refurbishment) to the private sector

Option 2 : Availability based PPP - Intercity Express Programme
UK„s most significant investment in rolling stock and the first heavy rail PPP in UK
Key Facts
Great Western Main
Line (GWML)

East Coast Main
Line (ECML)

Population (2018)

8.0 mn

22.0 mn

Type of transport

Inter - City

Total Rail Network

190.28 km

Passenger scale

~103.7mn annually*

Total stations

25

Total Rolling Stock

Owns the network

Maintains the network

Operate the train
services

Owns the rolling stock

Maintains the rolling
stock

Depot

Entity

Network Rail

Network Rail

Train Operating
Company

Project Company

Project Company

Project Company

Overview
►

The Intercity Express Programme (IEP) was initiated in 2005 and was the UK Department for Transport (DfT) program to replace the older intercity trains running on the rail
network with new trains;

►

IEP objectives included increased network carrying capacity and minimised whole-life cycle cost;

►

The common procurement route for trains in the UK is for private train leasing companies (referred to in the UK as Rolling Stock Operators, or ROSCOs) to procure and then
lease new rolling stock to the Train Operators.

►

However, with 122 new trains to be brought into service (consisting of 866 individual carriages) as part of this project, with a total capital value close to £ 4.55 billion, this was
judged to be too large to follow this common route;

►

Given its scale, the project was split into two phases; one for the Great Western Main Line (GWML) and one for the East Coast Main Line (ECML), with each of the Project
Companies (namely Agility Trains West Ltd and Agility Trains East Ltd) being responsible individually for the respective lines;

►

To mitigate the high interface risk on Great Western Line in adapting rolling stock depending on the electrification, the bundling into two phases also allowed the DfT greater
flexibility in managing this risk and also it addressed the issue of limited capacity in the funding market.

632.70 km

52

Rolling Stock Procurement Details
Procurement basis

Function

PPP with Availability Based Payment contract
369

497

Project value (USD)

£ 2.34 mn

£ 2.21 mn

Concessionaire

Agility Trains (Hitachi and John Laing)

Financial Close

2012

Duration

27.5 years

2014

*http://dataportal.orr.gov.uk/displayreport/html/html/2b2e2c38-c822-4e1f-9fb4-b049b3c13899
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Option 2 : Availability based PPP - Intercity Express Programme
UK„s most significant investment in rolling stock and the first heavy rail PPP in UK
Commercial Structure
►

The project has been structured on the basis of a LeaseCo-style agreement with availability payments rather
than a ‘hell and high water‗ lease structure;

►

The contractual arrangement for the project is based on two agreements. The first agreement is the Master
Availability and Reliability Agreement (MARA) between the Procuring Authority (Dft) and the Project Company;

►

It includes the guarantee that the Procuring Authority would require the train operators to enter into a contract
with the Project Company and provide availability payments for the rolling stock throughout the life of the
contract;

►

►

Hitachi (70%)

John Laing (30%)

Equity Investors

Project Company
Funding

Funders

The second agreement is the Train Availability and Reliability Agreement (TARA or the Interface Agreement)
directly between the Train Operators and the Project Company. The Interface Agreement defines the
requirements for maintaining and making the trains available to the Train Operators for use on the network, as
well as the corresponding availability payment obligations due to the Project Company;

Manufacture & Supply
Agreement

Manufacturer

Step in & security regulation

Delivery and maintenance of the rolling stock is passed down under a supply and maintenance contract from
the Project Company to Hitachi Rail Europe, who is also the majority equity investor in the Project Company.

MARA

DfT

Train Service Provider (TSP)

Maintenance
Agreement

Maintenance Provider

Franchise
Train Operating Company

Maintenance Obligation
►

The Project Company has responsibility for maintaining the rolling stock it has provided as part of the agreement;

►

The Project Company is remunerated through a daily availability payment from the TOCs backed by a DfT undertaking.
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Depot construction &
Refurbishment Agreement

TARA

Depot Provider

Option 2 : Availability based PPP - Intercity Express Programme
UK„s most significant investment in rolling stock and the first heavy rail PPP in UK
Financial structure and funding
►

Financing and procurement have been bundled for each phases;

►

The financing arrangements for IEP involved multiple tranches of senior debt and an equity bridge facility.;

►

Agility and its advisors helped create a structure that enabled approximately £4.6 billion of senior debt (across both phases)
to be provided with a long-term tenor approaching 30 years by four groups of lenders: JBIC, EIB, NEXI covered commercial
bank facility, uncovered commercial bank facility;

►

Both phases were highly levered (phase 1 – 84% debt: 16% equity, phase 2 – 89% debt: 11% equity).

►

Equity was made up of share capital and shareholder loans. The shareholder loans are deferred and supported by an Equity
Bridge Loan;

►

The project, not only the first heavy rail PPP in the UK but also the first PPP to involve commercial funders alongside JBIC,
EIB and NEXI.

►

The TSP takes the risk that the manufacturer delivers to the required specification and timetable;

►

High degree of technological risk in fleet – bespoke trains, dual power. No comfort was provided to suppliers that either
Network Rail or the TOCs has signed off the technical specification;

►

Interface Risk was with the Procuring Authority - The electrification of the Great Western Main Line and the works required
under the project were both independent and interdependent projects, and at the time of signing the PPP contract, Network
Rail was an independent company with which the Project Company did not have a relevant, direct agreement. The Project
Company and the Procuring Authority agreed that the Procuring Authority should retain the risk for electrification delays
caused by Network Rail.

Accounting treatment and tax treatment
►

Regulatory environment

Risk allocation
►

The DBFM structure allows the DfT to transfer the risk for reliability of the rolling stock to the SPV (manufacturer,
maintainer and funder);

►

Train Service Provider (TSP) is exposed to RV risk beyond the length of the agreement;

►

TOCs play a significant role in the acceptance of each train. No payment is made until full delivery and acceptance of the
first train;
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The transfer of the availability risk and construction/delivery risk to the Private Sector means the project is considered off-balancesheet;
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►

Procured in the UK regulatory environment and subject to the regulatory controls placed on the operators of railway assets
under the UK Railways Act.

Option 2 : Availability based PPP - Intercity Express Programme
UK„s most significant investment in rolling stock and the first heavy rail PPP in UK

Key Message for MRVC
►

Most pronounced example of a transaction transferring delivery and availability risk to the private sector in the UK
rolling stock industry – accepted by the market, however considered by some as overly complex and penal to the private
sector.

►

Slicing of phases into fundable tranches was used to address limited funding market capacity. This was a practical
response to the challenges in the funding market and resulted in additional complexity to the transaction. To some
extent this may have contributed to bidder attrition due to being time-consuming and expensive.

►

Given the size of this transaction relative to MRVC and funding market in India, it may not be necessary to create funding
packages to deliver the MRVC RS financing.

►

Residual value risk minimised through Government undertakings assisted funders in getting comfortable with the
project.

►

Example of an off-balance sheet transaction structure.

►

Example of a bundled transaction that included the provision of depot infrastructure.
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Option 2 : Availability based PPP – NSW Rolling Stock Procurement
Largest single order for new passenger trains ever undertaken in Australia through PPP
Key Facts

Function

Owns the
network

Construct & Maintains the
network

Operate the train services

Owns the rolling
stock

Maintains the rolling stock

Depot

Entity

Public –
RailCorp

Public – RailCorp

Private company –
Sydney Trains

Public – RailCorp

Private company - Reliance
Rail

Reliance Rail

Population coverage (2016)

~5.1 million

Type of transport

Intra-city

Total Rail Network

815 km

Passenger scale

~340 million annually (2017)

►

This project was initiated in 2004 by RailCorp which is a NSW Government agency responsible for providing metropolitan passenger rail services and long distance services;

Ridership per day

~0.93 million (2017)

►

Total stations

178

RailCorp entered into a public-private partnership (PPP) with Reliance Rail (PPP Co) in December 2006 for financing, design, manufacturing and commissioning of 626 new
double-deck carriages - consisting of 78, eight-car sets and two spare carriages;

►

Reliance Rail shall make at least 72 of the new trains (and more for special events) available for RailCorp‗s CityRail services every day over a period of about 30 years, with up to two
possible five-year extensions of the operational period

Rolling stock procurement details

Overview

Total Rolling Stock

626

Project value (USD)

2.56 billion

►

Reliance Rail will also maintain, clean, repair and refurbish the trains, simulators and maintenance facility throughout operational period;

Procurement basis

PPP with Availability Based Payment
contract

►

The Reliance Rail consortium comprises equity partners Downer EDI, AMP Capital Investors, Royal Bank of Scotland Group and International Public Partnerships (formerly Babcock
and Brown Partnerships);

Duration

30 years

►

Started in

2011

The new carriages will replace all of the remaining 498 non-air conditioned CityRail carriages in Sydney and provide additional rolling stock to accommodate forecast growth;

►

This is the largest single procurement of trains in Australian history, and is equivalent to about 50% of Sydney Trains's current suburban fleet;

Payments made by Authority to RS
provider
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Option 2 : Availability based PPP – NSW Rolling Stock Procurement
Largest single order for new passenger trains ever undertaken in Australia through PPP
Commercial structure
►

►

Supplier (Downer EDI)

RailCorp has given a 35 year concession to PPPCo for combined supply, maintain and finance deal for
procurement of rolling stock and finance, design, construct and commission the new Auburn train
maintenance facility;

Maintenance & Supply
Agreement

►

Availability component – measures of trains ready for service;

►

Asset condition component – minimum asset condition standards, compliance;

►

Reliability component – captures rolling stock downtime and disruption knock-on effects to
network.

Funding

Concession

Payment to the PPPCo would be a multiple component payment mechanism considering asset
condition, train availability and reliability:

RailCorp

Reliance Rail (PPP Co)

Funders

Franchise
Sydney Trains (TOC)
Risk Allocation
►

Design, Construction and Acceptance – held by PPPCo but transferred to manufacturer/supplier;

►

Supplier Credit risk – PPPCo takes risk since stage payments are made to manufacturer / supplier;

Financial structure and funding
►

►
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►

Demand risk is with RailCorp;

Financed through a lowly geared structure, USD 986 million equity and USD 1,853 million of debt
(35%:65%).

►

Residual value risk was held by PPPCo. No Government guarantees were provided regarding residual value risk. Mitigating factors
to risk for the double deck fleet are quite rare as there is no effective secondary market;

Debt funding consisted of a USD 1,538 million bond arranged by ABN Amro, with the remaining USD
315 million through term loans split evenly across Westpac, SMBC, Citigroup, NAB and Mizuho.

►

Combined with the bespoke electrification system NSW Government is effectively locked in for the duration. PPPCo must carry out
a phased withdrawal of existing fleet.
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Option 2 : Availability based PPP – NSW Rolling Stock Procurement
Largest single order for new passenger trains ever undertaken in Australia through PPP
Risk Allocation (cont.)
►

Number of trains – PPPCo to determine how many trains are needed to meet requirements over and
above RailCorp‗s predicted timetable need;

►

Delivery and acceptance – borne by PPPCo with transfer to the manufacturer, with bonding of the
contracted parties and a liquidated damages regime supported by set off/retention rights;

►

Key Message for MRVC

IPR – All owned by PPPCo apart from train operation manual. Not considered a significant issue over
time, unlikely to want a subsequent order of same technology. Software is open system. Performance
standards and technologies will change and unlikely to want to build more ‘old‗ trains

Accounting treatment and tax treatment
►

The asset was held on balance sheet as this was not a priority for the Government at the time.

Regulatory environment
►
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No use of Government guarantees on usage of trains after PPP
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►

Example of a PPP availability/reliability contractual structure that reached financial close;

►

Transfer of residual value risk to the private sector without Government based undertakings;

►

Design, construction and acceptance risk and supplier credit risk all transferred to the private sector and transferred to
supply chain via staged payments;

►

Private sector protected from interface risk;

Option 2 : Availability based PPP - DMRC Line 5
Procurement of Rolling Stock 100 Cars (25 train sets of 4 cars each) on lease basis for Line 5
Function

Key Facts
Type of transport

Intra City

Total Rail Network

DMRC rail network

Entity

Area of coverage

Open or close system

32.5 Mn

Ridership per day

9000

Total stations

23

Total Rolling Stock

100

Project value (INR)

1200 Crore

Procurement basis

PPP Concession

Duration

35 years

Started in

2019
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Operate the train services

Owns the rolling stock

Maintains the rolling stock

DMRC

DMRC

Lessor

Lessor

Lessor

►

Commercial Structure

Delhi Metro Rail Corporation Limited (―DMRC‖) envisages to procure, operate and maintain
the Rolling Stock including maintenance of relevant depots of the metro line between Kirti
Nagar to Bahadurgarh and Inderlok to Bahadurgarh, including any extension from
Bahadurgarh in future (―Line-5‖) of DMRC network;
The scope of the project involves
►

Leasing of 100 cars {25 (Twenty Five) Trainsets of 4 (Four) Cars each} for Metro
System over the Supply Period and undertake maintenance and providing Train
Operators thereof for a period of 35 years;

►

Maintenance of the Trainsets throughout the Agreement Period for their safe
operation on the Line;

►

Augmentation, operation, and maintenance of the Depot Sites and the
Maintenance Depots;

►

Provision of trained Train Operators for driving the Trainsets on the Line
throughout the Agreement Period;

Close

Ridership per annum

Maintains the network

Overview
►

DMRC Line-5 i.e. from Kirti
Nagar/Inderlok in New Delhi to City
Park (Bahadurgarh) in Haryana

Owns the network

►

►

DMRC proposed to enter into a lease, maintenance and operation agreement
with a Lessor. The Lessor is expected to form an SPV comprising of

►

a) Rolling Stock Manufacturer (RSM)

►

b) Manufacturer of Propulsion Equipment (MPE)

►

c) Financial Institution (FI)

Delhi Metro Rail Corporation Limited (DMRC) (Lessee)
Lease, Maintenance and
Operation Agreement

Lease and Maintenance charges
quoted per train-hour

Special Purpose Vehicle
(Lessor)

Design, manufacture and commission the simulators for training the Train
Operators

Consortium of 3 entities
Rolling Stock
Manufacturer (RSM)

Final Report

Manufacturer of
Propulsion
Equipment (MPE)

Financial
Institution (FI)

Option 2 : Availability based PPP - DMRC Line 5
Procurement of Rolling Stock 100 Cars (25 train sets of 4 cars each) on lease basis for Line 5
Commercial structure
►

DMRC envisages to enter into a lease, maintenance and operation (provision of Train Operators) LMOA agreement with a
Lessor for combined supply, maintain and finance deal for procurement of rolling stock and operations and maintenance of
Depot Sites at Mundka and Bahadurgarh;

►

The contract period shall be 38 years (including 3 years for initial supply & commissioning of trainsets and considering the life
cycle of each trainset as 35 years)

►

Payment to the Lessor would be a multiple component payment mechanism considering asset condition, train availability and
reliability;

►

DMRC shall pay to the Lessor a Monthly Lease Charges and Monthly Maintenance Charge for Supply of Trainsets

►

The bidders are required to quote two charges:
►

Unit lease charge per train – hour

►

Base maintenance charge per train – hour (escalated at 5% p.a.)

►

Indigenization requirements: The number of cars that can be manufactured in the off-shore factory shall not exceed 25% of the
new stock assessed to meet the headway requirement as specified in the RFP. Balance cars shall be manufactured in India;

►

DMRC shall provide the Availability plan for the required hourly availability to the Lessor for operations and maintenance of
the Trainsets

►

A specified hour slot which shall be the number of required Trainsets as specified by DMRC for operation for raising of
monthly lease and maintenance invoice during such specified hour slot.

Key Performance Indicators

►

The sum of the above two charges would be multiplied with the projected annual availability (in train hours) every year to
obtain the quoted charges each year;

►

The quoted charges of all the years would be discounted at 8% p per annum and this shall be termed as the present value of the
total quoted charges;

►

The bidder that quotes the lowest present value of the total quoted charges shall be the selected

►

Annual Availability of trainsets (146,000 train-hours), Annual Non-Availability of trainsets, and Minimum Guaranteed Annual
Availability, Maintenance of trainsets and two depots, Provision of train operators are the key performance obligations of the
Project Company

►

The Project Company shall ensure 95% of Guaranteed Annual Availability i.e.138,700 train-hours. i.e. Minimum Guaranteed
Annual Availability

►

Non-Available trainsets have been defined in two categories:
►

NT1: Trainset is not provided in accordance with the Final Train Operation no later than fifteen minutes prior to the
specified hour slot as set out in the Availability Plan on account of failure not solely and directly attributable to
DMRC of occurrence of a Force Majeure event

►

NT2:Trainsets are withdrawn from the network

The Project Company is liable to pay damages to DMRC for non-availability of the trainsets as per the agreed schedule.
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Option 2 : Availability based PPP - DMRC Line 5
Procurement of Rolling Stock 100 Cars (25 train sets of 4 cars each) on lease basis for Line 5
Risk Allocation

Maintenance Obligations
►

The Project Company is obligated to undertake repair and maintenance of the supplied trainsets for the entire duration of
the lease period as specified in the Concession Agreement

►

The Project Company also has to undertake repair and maintenance of the depot sites located at Mundka and
Bahadurgarh

►

The Project Company either by itself or through an experienced O&M Contractor shall carry out the engineering
maintenance services of the trainsets

►

The Project Company shall be responsible for any spares and consumables required for the normal operations and for
conducting maintenance activities of the trainsets‗

►

The Company shall provide technically competent and experienced supervisors at the depots capable of ensuring
fulfilment of Maintenance Obligations;

►

Any maintenance or repair of a trainset arising during the Maintenance Period out of any reason including Failure,
unsatisfactory performance, defects, deficiencies, accident, vandalism, natural calamity, fire, riots, arson or negligence,
shall be undertaken by the Company as Unscheduled maintenance;

►

Project Company to provide a prompt Response and Emergency Breakdown Teams at least 2 (two) personnel for
Unscheduled Maintenance outside the Maintenance Depots and for conforming with the Maintenance Requirements
Prompt Response Teams.

►

The design, finance, manufacturing of the trainsets has been allocated to the Project Company;

►

the Project structure mandates that 75% of the total requirement of trainsets shall be necessarily manufacture in India;

►

The Project Company will be paid Lease Charges per train-hour for the supply of required trainsets. Any deviation from the agreed
availability schedule by the Project Company shall result in penal damages. Hence, the entire availability risk has been transferred
to the Project Company by DMRC

►

The Maintenance Charges to be paid to Project Company are linked to Minimum Guaranteed Annual Availability, Annual NonAvailability of trainsets and are subject to the operational efficiency of the Project Company;

►

Any loss/damage suffered by the trainsets shall be borne by DMRC

►

Comprehensive third party liability insurance for life, goods or property to be undertaken by the Project Company for securing any
injury to or death of personnel of DMRC or others, arising from any accident at the depots or on account of any negligence of the
Project Company or a defect or deficiency in a trainset;

Key Message for MRVC
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►

A strict availability payments based model

►

Maintenance obligation of trainsets by the Private Sector included in the Scope of Work

►

The key performance indicators are majorly linked to availability of the trainsets

Option 3 : Partial Availability based structure - Thameslink
Partial based availability lease option with combined financing and procurement
Key Facts
Type of transport

Inter-City Rail

Total Rail Network

225 km

Areas of coverage

Metropolitan cities

Passenger scale

~318.8mn annually
(2017/18)

Ridership per day

~0.87mn (2017/18)

Total stations

115

Rolling Stock Procurement Details
Procurement basis

Partial Availability based lease

Total Rolling Stock

1,140

Project value (GBP)

1.8 Billion

Duration

20 years

Started in

2011

Financial Close

June 2013
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Function

Owns the network

Maintains the
network

Operate the train
services

Owns the rolling stock

Maintains the rolling stock

Depot

Entity

Network Rail

Network Rail

Govia Thameslink
(TOC)

Cross London Ltd.
(ROSCO)

Siemens AG (OEM)

Siemens AG (OEM)

Overview
►

Thameslink is one of the important passenger rail networks of United Kingdom connecting Bedford and Cambridge with Central London, having an annual passenger volume in excess of 300
million;

►

The Department for Transport (DfT) had identified that train operating companies were not incentivised to consider long term costs to the whole rail system when deciding which trains to use. In
addition, DfT also stated that charges paid by train operators to Network Rail bore little relation to the maintenance costs for tracks. The Department therefore included the objective to minimise
these broader costs in the procurement of rolling stock;

►

These structural issues and the scale of the procurements led to the DfT‗s decision to lead the procurements itself. The also cited the fact that the trains would operate over multiple existing
franchises as a reason why a single operator could not lead the procurement;

►

Department of Transport (DfT) had awarded the design, manufacturing and maintenance of a fleet of trains for use over an initial 20 year period to Cross London Trains, which comprises Siemens,
Infrastructure Investment Group Innisfree, and 3i Infrastructure plc;

►

The procurement of rolling stock was envisaged to be done in a phased manner along with construction of the rail infrastructure;

►

Train operating companies will pay Cross London Trains to use the trains, subject to the meeting specified performance and availability levels
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Option 3 : Partial Availability based structure - Thameslink
Partial based availability lease option with combined financing and procurement
Commercial Structure
►

Initially a traditional lease structure was adopted for the procurement; however due to liquidity constraints of the funders, elements of availability based
payments were introduced;

►

DfT had signed umbrella agreements to regulate the transactions between TOC, ROSCO and Funders;

►

The Department retains an oversight role through the Umbrella Agreement; this regulates key aspects such as the usage guarantee, contractual variation
procedures and refinancing or termination scenario;

►

Sec 54
DfT

The umbrella agreements included availability payments model based termination provisions and compensation structure; the agreements transferred
the risk of changes in law, outside of railways legislation, to the private sector;

►

The payment mechanism contained availability and performance linked payments to the OEM to ensure the availability and maintenance of the fleet
throughout the contract life;

►

The capital lease payment to the ROSCO was capped at a certain percentage, hence providing some level of comfort to the lenders;

►

The availability payments mechanism was as under:
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Umbrella Agreement

►

Under the Lease provisions a percentage of rentals (which were a function of manufacturing cost and the cost of funding) were at risk
depending on the performance of the trains. Once all the trains had been delivered deductions could be made if the trains are performing
below a pre-determined acceptable level of performance;

►

Operator service payments to the OEM under the TSA were also subject to performance deductions under a pre-determined performance
regime based on four performance measures – availability, cancellations, delays and service quality (reported and audited).

Final Report

OEM

ROSCO

Train Supply Agreement (TSA)
Franchise
Agreement

Lease Agreement
TOC

Maintenance Service
Agreement & lease
provision

Maintenance Obligation
►

Maintenance separated out of the SPV and provided via the TOC for 30 years period;

►

A minimum level of fleet performance is required from the ROSCO to the TOC or the DfT can step in
and the lease payments are no longer ‘Hell or high water‗;

►

The franchise operator can terminate its maintenance contract with Siemens at the first franchise
change after year 10 of the 30-year contract and at every franchise change thereafter. This allows the
introduction of competition for the maintenance contract, and incentivises existing or prospective
maintainers to develop options for approaches that improve value for money.

Option 3 : Partial Availability based structure - Thameslink
Partial based availability lease option with combined financing and procurement
Financial Structure and Funding
►

The Department also introduced ‘batching‗ provisions, breaking down the financing requirements into smaller
batches, each of which could be secured separately;

►

The procurement was financed through a highly leveraged structure consisting of 90% (Debt) : 10% (Equity);

►

Structure of the debt funding used for funding the procurement:
►

A senior secured multilateral facility of £425m, tenor of 20.5 years;

►

Senior secured term loans totalling £1,189m, tenor of 20 years. Margin over Libor ranged from 260 – 370
bps.

Risk Allocation
►

The DfT took the risk that the funding terms for secondary batches may not have been acceptable and could have
been liable for breakage costs to the bidders in this scenario;

►

TOC has option to terminate the maintenance agreement and self-maintain after 10yrs if the OEM is not
adequately maintaining the service;

►

The Department carried some risk relating to the operators. For example, if an operator fails, it would be likely that
the Department would need to make lease payments until it can appoint a new operator. The Department can
mitigate these risks by ensuring it appoints competent and financially robust operators to the relevant franchise

Key Message for MRVC
►

Blended payment mechanism with availability and reliability based performance deductions to both lease rentals and service
payments under the Train Supply Agreement;

►

Rolling stock procured through a batched structure to enable slicing of finance and phased-testing to ensure the supplier is delivering
to specification. Government retains risk on acceptability of financing terms for subsequent batches;

►

Considered to be a similar level of scale to the MRVC;

►

Use of an umbrella agreement to enable the DfT to regulate third party contracts;

►

Inclusion of elements of Availability Payments model specifically in the case of termination and refinancing;

►

Example of a bundled transaction that included the provision of depot infrastructure.

Accounting treatment and tax treatment
►
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Structured through an operating lease between the ROSCO and the TOC and therefore off-balance-sheet under ECA95 and IFRS.

Option 4 : Sale & Lease Back - Elizabeth Line
Sale and lease back to free-up investment
Key Facts
Type of transport

Inter-City Rail

Total Rail Network

96 km

Areas of coverage

Metropolitan cities

Passenger scale

NA

Ridership per day

NA

Total stations

41

Rolling Stock Procurement Details
Total Rolling Stock

Sale and lease back

Project value (GBP)

1 Billion

Owns the network

Maintains the
network

Operate the train
services

Owns the rolling stock

Maintains the rolling stock

Depot

Entity

Network Rail

Network Rail

MTR Corp (TOC)

Public

Public, subcontract it to OEM

New depot by OEM

Overview
►

In 2014, Bombardier won the £1 billion ($1.31 billion) contract to manufacture 65 new trains, which TfL financed on balance sheet. This financing was ring fenced;

►

Bombardier also has a 32-year fleet maintenance contract. The contract included the option for TfL to purchase up to 18 more trains. TfL in March (2018) ordered five more trains from Bombardier
for £73 million, bringing the total order to 70 trains. The full fleet is due to be delivered by December 2019;

►

In the UK rail industry, the vast majority of trains are owned by rolling stock companies or financial institutions that lease them to train operators. This arrangement is used by almost every rail
operator to limit upfront costs, or to free-up new investment for other projects;

►

TfL is considering whether it could follow this approach with the Elizabeth line rolling stock, as it has previously done on London Overground. This would allow TfL to purchase new trains on
London Underground's Piccadilly line, where there is a clear need for a modern fleet;

►

When TfL entered into a similar arrangement in 2015 on London Overground, the interest rate for a significant part of the financing was below two per cent - more competitive than other
borrowing methods at the time.

70

Procurement basis

Function

Duration
Started in

2018

Financial Close

Not Closed (Dec, 2018
expected)

https://ijglobal.com/articles/134148/tfl-to-issue-teaser-for-crossrail-trains-sale-and-lease-back
https://www.london.gov.uk/moderngov/documents/s69436/Appendix%205%20-%20Written%20Answers.rtf?CT=2
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Option 4 : Sale & Lease Back - Elizabeth Line
Sale and lease back to free-up investment
Commercial structure

2/3 upfront premium

►

Currently, approximately 2/3 of the fleet has been delivered and TfL receives up-front payment for all trains that have been delivered;

►

SPV is responsible for the additional phased payments to be made to Bombardier on delivery of the new fleet (1/3 of fleet delivered after the
sale & lease-back agreement is in place);

►

TfL will pay a monthly fixed / escalating lease rental per vehicle to the SPV for minimum period of 15-20 years;

►

TfL will retain maintenance contract with Bombardier so it can influence the maintenance schedule directly with the operator (MTR) in line
with performance needs.

►

Permission will be sought from SPV for any changes to maintenance contract

TfL

Bombardier

►

It is likely to attract interest from institutional infrastructure investors.

►

With a significant proportion having been already delivered and tested/operated upon, the technical risk is deemed less thereby reducing
the risk premium applied in private sector funding

►

Dry lease, with full transfer of RV risk (including refurbishment)
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ROSCO leases are classified as an operating lease. Until reporting periods beginning on or after 1 January 2019,
when IFRS 16 becomes effective, they fall under IAS 17 and therefore are off-balance-sheet and the lease costs
are expensed to the P&L.

Key Message for MRVC

Risk Allocation

►

1/3 payment

Accounting treatment and tax treatment

Financial Structure and Funding
The SPV acquiring the fleet is expected to be highly levered (85 – 90% debt).

New Lessor (SPV)

Maintenance
Agreement

►

►

Lease Payment

Fleet is tailored for the Elizabeth Line, but can also run on heavy rail tracks and has advanced signalling functionality which reduces the
residual value risk

Final Report

►

The Department stated that whilst private finance can offer good value for money and that the use of private
sector capital brings significant benefit, including transfer of risk; the decision to publicly procure the Crossrail
rolling stock was to ensure the on-time delivery of the overall Crossrail project as privately financed
procurement could have taken more time, given the then prevalent market conditions.

►

Long term lease under-pinned by a bankable contract will enable long term infrastructure investors to
potentially bid, thereby increasing the competition and effectively reducing the cost of capital.

Other Option: Electric Locomotive Factory at Madhepura
Long Term Procurement of 800 Electric Locomotives and Maintenance of 500 Locomotives at two Depots
Key Facts
Type of transport

NA

Total Rail Network

All India rail network

Area of coverage

Identified Operational Routes

Function

Owns the network

Maintains the
network

Operate the
Locomotives

Owns the Locomotives

Maintains the Locomotives
(partially)

Depot

Entity

Indian Railways

Indian Railways

Indian Railways

Indian Railways

Concessionaire

Concessionaire

Overview
►

NA

Ridership per day

NA

Total stations

NA

Total Rolling Stock

800

Project value (INR)

1000 Crores

Procurement basis

PPP Concession

Duration

30 years

Started in

2017

Lease rental paid by
Concessionaire to Indian
Railways (for Depot Land)

Higher of 60 thousand per acre or
8% of the circle rate
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►

First 250 locos for 13 years (contract period) in Company Depot;

►

Next 250 locos (251 to 500) for 4 years in Government Depot;

The concession scope involves:
►

Supply of 800 nos. 12000HP locomotives over a period of 11 years as per a defined
supply program;

►

Setting up of manufacturing factory at Madhepura, Bihar with a capacity of 110
locomotives per annum in 120 acres of land;

►

Development of a township in 155 acres of land at Madhepura, Bihar including
Community Hall, Auditorium, ATM, Post Office, Utilities, 10 shops and minimum100
dwelling units;

►

Ministry of Railways
Procurement-cumMaintenance Agreement
(PCMA)

Project Company

Setting up and operation of 2 Maintenance Depots - Company Depot at Saharanpur
within 2 years and Government Depot at Nagpur within 6 years of appointed date;
Setup of the Electric
Locomotives Factory and
Supply of 800 Electric
Locomotives

Final Report

Maintenance of first 500
Locomotives

Alstom (74%)

Ridership per annum

►

Indian Railways
(26%)

Open

Indian Railways signed a long-term Procurement-cum-Maintenance Agreement (PCMA) in 2017
with M/s Alstom Manufacturing India Limited for procurement cum maintenance of 800 electric
locomotives

Maintenance of first 500 locomotives:

Equity Stake

Open or close system

►

Other Option: Electric Locomotive Factory at Madhepura
Long Term Procurement of 800 Electric Locomotives and Maintenance of 500 Locomotives at two Depots
Commercial Structure
A Project Company between Ministry of Railways (26% or INR 100 crore whichever is lower) and M/s Alstom
Manufacturing India Limited (74%) is incorporated to undertake the scope of work;

►

►

The bids were invited for the Project on the basis of the lowest unit price for supply of a Locomotive;

►

For assured offtake of 800 Locomotives by Indian Railways:

►

►

Base price for first 5 locos imported from overseas plant @110% of quoted price

►

Base price for 4th and subsequent year until 11th year is 97% of preceding year

►

Price linked to exchange rate and Index and inclusive of all taxes

►

The factory at Madhepura shall continue to function as a going concern beyond the specified supply period of 11 years and would be able to conduct
business in a manner as it decides and would be governed by the relevant provisions of the Company‗s Act, 2013;

►

The Project Company would be free to produce additional locomotives over and above the assured off-take for the Indian Railways, for other customers
during the supply period;

►

The MoR shall continue to hold an equity of not less than 10% in the Project Company until the supply period. Thereafter, the Ministry would have the
option to exit from the Company;

►

The extension of land lease for the factory beyond the initial period of 30 years would be decided by the MoR;

►

Operation of the Locomotives would be undertaken by Indian Railways on Identified Operational Routes in accordance with Good Industry Practice;

►

Indian Railways shall endeavour to allocate Locomotives which are under Maintenance Obligations of the Project Company on specified routes of the
Indian Railways which are within a distance of 500 km of a Maintenance Depot

►

The land for setting up of the maintenance depots (Company Depot at Saharanpur and Government Depot at Nagpur) would be licensed to the Project
Company at a licence fee of Re. I (Rupee one) per annum;

►

The maintenance facilities created by the Project Company would revert back to the Indian Railways on completion of the maintenance obligations of
maintaining the first 500 locomotives as per the maintenance schedule;

►

Maintenance fee towards maintenance of Locomotives shall be paid by MoR to the Project Company on per Loco as per a defined schedule. The spares
and consumables during the maintenance schedule shall be provided by the Project Company;

Supply schedule of Locomotives:

Accounting Year
First year of supply:
Second year of supply:
Third year of supply:
Fourth year of supply:
Fifth year of supply:
Sixth to Eleventh year of supply (each year) :
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No. of Locomotives to be supplied
1
4
35
60
100
100
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Other Option: Electric Locomotive Factory at Madhepura
Long Term Procurement of 800 Electric Locomotives and Maintenance of 500 Locomotives at two Depots
Key Performance Indicators

Availability of locomotive fleet, Non-available hours, Reliability for locomotive fleet and Guaranteed Availability are
the key performance obligations of the Project Company

►

Availability: Sum of Available hours of all the Locomotive in the fleet as a proportion of the total hours of the
Maintenance period of all the Locomotives in the fleet in any Accounting Year, is considered to be the Availability of
the Fleet in that year.

►

The Project Company shall ensure 95% of Guaranteed Availability at all times. For every 1% reduction of Availability,
Project Company shall be liable to pay Damages @ 4% of maintenance fees;

►

►

The first 250 Locomotives have to be maintained at the Saharanpur depot to be developed, operated and maintained by the Project Company
till the extant of the maintenance period;

►

The subsequent 250 Locomotives shall be maintained at the Nagpur depot, setup by the Project Company, however, Indian Railways shall
depute adequate number of its own staff at the Government depot;

►

The Company shall provide technically competent and experienced supervisors at the Government Depot capable of ensuring fulfilment of
Maintenance Obligations;

►

Both the Depots to have a capacity to repair & maintenance of at least 12 locomotives at a time;

►

Scheduled maintenance of the Locomotives shall be undertaken by the Project Company as per the following schedule:
►

Reliability: Reliability of the fleet shall be computed by dividing the cumulative distance travelled by all the
Locomotives in the fleet in an Accounting Year by aggregate number of failures of all the Locomotives in the Fleet in
such Accounting Year.

►

The Project Company shall ensure 200,000 km of Guaranteed Reliability at all times. For every 10,000 km reduction
of Reliability, Project Company shall be liable to pay Damages @ 2% of maintenance fees;

►

Maintenance Obligations
►

Maintenance of (i) first 250 Locomotives for a period of 13 (thirteen) Accounting Years commencing from the year
in which the relevant Locomotive is supplied;

►

Maintenance of (ii) subsequent 250 Locomotives (i.e. 251st to 500th Locomotive), supplied by the Company under
this Agreement, be a period of 4 (four) Accounting Years commencing from the year in which the 251st Locomotive
is supplied;
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►
►
►

Monthly: later of 31 days or 20,000 km
Quarterly: later of 91 day or 60,000 km
Biennial: later of 24 months or 450,000 km
Periodic Overhaul: later of 11 years or 2,500,000 km

►

Any maintenance or repair of a Locomotive arising during the Maintenance Period out of any reason including Failure, unsatisfactory
performance, defects, deficiencies, accident, vandalism, natural calamity, fire, riots, arson or negligence, shall be undertaken by the Company as
Unscheduled maintenance

►

Project Company to provide a prompt response at least 2 (two) personnel for Unscheduled Maintenance outside the Maintenance Depots and
for conforming with the Maintenance Requirements Prompt Response Teams;

►

The Project Company shall establish multiple Operation Control Centres on operational routes and within a distance of 300 km apart from one
another.
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Other Option: Electric Locomotive Factory at Madhepura
Long Term Procurement of 800 Electric Locomotives and Maintenance of 500 Locomotives at two Depots
►

Maintenance fee towards maintenance (including insurance) of the first 250 Locomotives shall be paid by
MoR to the Project Company on per Loco as per a defined schedule:
Accounting Year of the Maintenance Period
Year 1 and Year 2
Year 3, Year 4 and Year 5
Year 6
Year 7, Year 8, Year 9, Year 10 and Year 11
Year 12
Year13

Maintenance Fee as % (per
cent) of
Applicable Locomotive Price
1.25
3.25
4.75
3.25
8.25
3.25

►

For next 250 locomotives, 85% of above for respective accounting year;

►

Maintenance fees shall be payable for normative utilization of 20,0000 km per year. Any increase / decrease
shall be adjusted for every 5000 km @1% of fees;

►

Any Unscheduled Maintenance that is required to be undertaken by the Company beyond a distance of 150
km of any Maintenance Depot, and on a route not being an Operational Route, shall be on a 'best effort'
basis and the time taken for such Unscheduled Maintenance shall be deemed to form part of available hours;

►

If the total cost of all Unscheduled Maintenance arising out of reasons not attributable to the Project
Company, including accidents, vandalism, arson, riots or natural calamities, shall in any Accounting Year,
exceed 0.25% of the sum of Locomotive Price computed for that Accounting Year, such excess cost shall be
reimbursed by the Indian Railways to the Project Company and shall be deemed to be additional
maintenance fee for the respective year;
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Risk Allocation
►

The design, finance, manufacturing (inducing international technology) of the Electric Locomotives has been allocated to the Private Sector;

►

the Project structure allocates setting up of the factory and maintenance depots by the Private Sector, to harness expertise and efficiencies and
attracting lower maintenance and operating costs;

►

Assured offtake of 800 Locomotives by Indian Railways shall help secure funding for the Private sector;

►

Maintenance of Locomotives by the Project Company shall ensure Availability and Reliability of the Locomotives to Indian Railways;

►

Guiding principles, guidelines and audits on safety requirements are aimed at reduction in injuries, loss of life and damage to property resulting
from accidents caused due to the Locomotives are part of the PCMA;

►

Comprehensive third party liability insurance for life, goods or property to be undertaken by the Project Company for securing any injury to or
death of personnel of the Indian Railways or others, arising from any accident at the Factory or Maintenance Depots or on account of any
negligence of the Company or a defect or deficiency in a Locomotive;

Key Message for MRVC
►

Example of a bundled PPP transaction including the procurement of Rolling stock and provision of depot infrastructure;

►

Maintenance obligation undertaken by the Private Sector for Indian Railways network;

►

Identification of Operations routes basis proximity to Maintenance Depots;

►

Defining of Key Performance Indicators basis the availability and reliability of the Locomotives.
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Other Option: ROSCO Structure - Operating Lease to Concor
Supply of 10 rakes of BLCM wagons on operating lease to CONCOR for period of 10 years
Key Facts
Type of transport

Intra City

Total Rail Network

All India rail network

Function

Owns the network

Maintains the
network

Operate the train
services

Owns the rolling stock

Maintains the rolling stock

Depot

Entity

Indian Railways

India Railways

Concor

Wagon Leasing
Company

CONCOR

CONCOR

Overview

Commercial Structure

Area of coverage

All India

►

CONCOR generally procure wagons from railway workshops;

Open or close system

Open

►

Ridership per annum

NA

The capacity of railway workshops is around 12-14 rakes per year, where as demand from
CONCOR is around 30 rakes per year. There was an urgent need for wagons from
CONCOR;

Ridership per day

NA

Total stations

NA

►

Rolling Stock Procurement Details
Total Rolling Stock

150

Procurement basis

Operating Lease

Duration

10 years

Started in

2018

Lease rental paid by Concor to
Lessor

NA

►
►
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Hence in May 2018, a limited tender was issued to two approved wagon leasing companies
– GATX and Touax for supply of 10 rakes of BLCM wagons with 6 spare wagon module on
operating lease to Concor for period of 10 years;

►

Concor will pay the Wagon Leasing Company a lease rentals on a
monthly basis
Wagon Leasing
Company
Lease
Payments

Lease Wagons

The Wagon specifications shall be as per following RDSO specification;

Concor

Wagons not to be older than 2016 manufacturing

Operate

Final Report

Maintain

Other Option: ROSCO Structure - Operating Lease to Concor
Supply of 10 rakes of BLCM wagons on operating lease to CONCOR for period of 10 years
Risk Allocation

Accounting treatment and tax treatment

►

CONCOR to bear risks of loss, theft, damage etc. to wagons or persons or property during the lease period;

►

CONCOR to insure the rakes for various coverages (e.g. General Liability, Rolling Stock insurance, third part insurance etc.);

►

CONCOR to be responsible for all operating costs, fees, shunting charges, track changes etc;

►

CONCOR to ensure that at the end of the agreement, the wagons are suitable for loading and immediate use;

►

Lessor to ensure warranty replacements for all sub-assemblies;

►

Lessor to pay a penalty of INR 10,000 per rake per day for all days beyond delivery schedule due to late delivery;

►

Lessor may avail at its discretion a cash credit hypothecation facility from any Bank ;

An operating lease which is considered an off balance sheet lease, even though the maintenance risk is with the lessee
(CONCOR);

►

Lease payments would be deducted as an expense in the Income Statement;

►

CONCOR shall pay GST at 5 % on lease rentals to the lessor.

Key Message for MRVC

Maintenance Obligations
►

Concor will maintain the wagons at its own cost as per guidelines issued by IR;

►

Warranty period of 24 months from date of commissioning of the wagon;

►

During the warranty period, Wagon Leasing company to ensure replacement of all substandard wagons as determined by
Indian Railways with new wagons of requisite specifications and CONCOR not paying any lease rentals for period of non use
of these wagons ;
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►
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►

This is a one of case where CONCOR has procured the wagons on an operating lease since CONCOR mostly procure
wagons from Railway workshop

►

CONCOR does not have any residual value risk

►

Example of an off balance sheet transaction structure

►

A much smaller deal than MRVC‗s current procurement plans

Key observations
Following observations are highlighted based on the understanding gauged from the above mentioned case studies on rolling stock procurement
►

As far as passenger rolling stock is concerned, only UK and to some extent Australia have witnessed the greatest adoption of the leasing models

►

From the review of these leasing options, broadly four structures have been observed:

►

►
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►

Operating Lease/ROSCO ;

►

Availability based PPP- IEP, NSW;

►

Partial availability based PPP- Thameslink; and

►

Sale and Leaseback- Elizabeth Line.

►

Procurement cum Maintenance Agreement – Madhepura

►

Operating Lease - Concor

It is inferred that the above mentioned options are primarily driven by the following considerations:
►

Objective of authority;

►

Desire to structure project on project finance or balance sheet finance;

►

Specific scale and size of procurement and market appetite to handle the scale;

►

Appetite of lenders to take on both procurement and maintenance risk;

►

Objective of max value for money through allocation of risk; and

►

Tax related consideration specific to each geography.

In addition to the above, leasing of locomotives and freight wagons is most active in US, European and South American markets
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Classification of lease options
Lease options were classified in two broad categories
 Building on the analysis undertaken, the stated options were classified in to two broad categories with an objective to contextualized from MRVC
point of view, which are as below:
 Wet Lease/PPP Availability Structure: MOR will sign a lease agreement with a Lessor SPV who will be responsible for financing, procuring,
supplying and maintaining the trains through out the duration of the contract. There are two variants in this structure
 Type 1: where the payment for the Lessor SPV will be based on availability of the rolling stock and deductions due to nonavailability are on both the capital lease and maintenance payments; and
 Type 2: where availability deductions is inked only on the maintenance payments.

 Apart from the above three structures, we have also contextualised the traditional mode of procurement done
by MRVC/MoR – Direct procurement (through MFA loans) and Lease from IRFC as two public sector
comparator.
 The following sections of the report will detail out each of the three options – Dry Lease ROSCO structure, and
Wet Lease / PPP Availability structure along with the other two which are being currently adopted by
MRVC/MoR.

 Building on the detailed analysis, key risks have been identified which are associated in the options and the
allocated these risks to relevant parties.

 Dry Lease ROSCO Structure (Private ROSCO): The Lessor SPV will sign a long term lease agreement (~30 years) with MoR to lease the rolling
stock on a finance lease basis. MoR, in lieu of the lease of rolling stock, will pay an annual lease charge to the Lessor SPV.

 A deep dive analysis in form of Multi Criteria Assessment (MCA) has been conducted on each of the said
options, where in each option is analysed qualitatively taking into account MRVC‗s objectives of the project.

 The Lessor SPV is expected to conduct full maintenance of the rakes. Payments will be based against the KPI such as (i)
reliability; (ii) availability; and (iii) service quality.

 Finally a financial model has been prepared and a high level quantitative assessment of the options has been
done.

 Each of the options was extensively explained in three parts
 Key features of the structure: This highlighted the broad contours of the structure, key parties to the contract, roles and responsibility of
each parties, payment structure and the strength and weakness of the structure.
 Transaction structure process flow: The process flow gave a broad understanding with respect to the modus operandi of the transaction
and the fund flow in the transaction.
 Tax Implication: This section highlighted the direct and indirect tax implications on MoR and Lessor SPV under each transaction.
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Contextualising of Options: Direct Procurement
Direct procurement option has been followed by MRVC under MUTP 1 and 2 project
Key features of the structure
 Under this structure, MRVC is assumed to act as a project implementing entity wherein it will sign a project agreement with Multilateral
Funding Agency (MFA).
 The Ministry of Finance (MoF) will raise finance from the MFA through a loan agreement which could be reinforced by a sovereign guarantee.
 Loan proceeds from MoF will be transferred to Ministry of Railways (MoR) which eventually will be passed to MRVC.

 The newly manufactured rolling stock will then be directly supplied to Western Railways (WR) and Central Railways (CR).
 Subsequently, the key role of Western Railways (WR) and Central Railways (CR) is to operate and maintain the newly supplied
rolling stock.
 The main source for repayment of the loan availed by MoF is expected from the surcharge collected from passengers on each
ticket sold by WR / CR.

 In such case, MRVC is suppose to procure electric propulsion and electric sub-components from OEMs through an open tender.
 Simultaneously, MRVC will commission Integral Coach Factory (ICF) for fabrication of the coaches and assembly of the complete , while the
OEM will supply the propulsion and electric sub-components to ICF.
 Hence, under this structure, MRVC acts as a nodal agency to co-ordinate the whole procurement process between ICF, MoR and MoF.

 The entire project life-cycle risk of design, construction, operation and maintenance is borne by MoR.
 A slight modification in this structure could be that MRVC signs a contract agreement with the OEM for design, manufacture,
supply, test and commission of the entire AC EMU rakes, instead of currently practiced part procurement process of electric
propulsion and electric sub-components.
 A representation of the transaction structure process flow of this option is exhibited in the next page.

Strengths

Issues

►

MRVC already has the experience of this kind of procurement process under MUTP 1 and MUTP 2, hence the ease of
implementation will be high.

►

Chances for availing finance by MoR at the cheapest rate are much higher because of loan taken at MoF level.

►

The interface risk with railways (with respect to operation and maintenance) and potential industrial protests will be minimal.

►

Based on the past precedence, this procurement option will be highly accepted by MoR.
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►

This is basically an input based model where there is no incentive for the private sector for cost reduction.

►

Private sector is only involved in the supply of limited components.

►

MRVC will need to co-ordinate will multiple agencies for supply of rolling stock which may lead to time overrun in meeting the
rolling stock delivery schedule by MRVC.

Contextualising of Options: Direct Procurement
Direct procurement option has been followed by MRVC under MUTP 1 and 2 project
Transaction Structure - Process Flow
Modus Operandi

1

Loan Agreement

MFA

2A

MoF

Loan repayment
2A

50% of loan proceeds

50% of loan proceeds

SFA

MoR

100 % Surcharge

2B

GoM

MRVC

Project Agreement

Counterpart funding + Loan

Supply Agreement (Electrics)

Payment for electrics*

Payment for EMU rakes

Surcharge collection
3B Supply of electrics

Passengers

Private OEM

Delivery of rakes

ICF / Private OEM*

4

*In the event where MRVC deicides to commission the private OEM to supply the full delivery of rakes instead of only electric propulsion then ICF will not be involved in the direct procurement process.
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2.

MoF will pass on the loan to MoR and GoM equally,
which in turn will route the funds to MRVC.

3.

MRVC will enter into supply arrangement of electric
propulsion system with OEM supplier which will be
delivered to ICF.

4.

Upon delivery of the electric propulsion system, ICF
will manufacture the complete rolling stock and
deliver it to WR/CR.

5.

The responsibility of the lease payment obligation
will be equally divided between MoR and
Government of Maharashtra (GoM) and the same
will be agreed on the basis of a Subsidiary Finance
Agreement (SFA) signed between both the parties.

2B

3A

WR / CR

MFA will enter into a loan agreement with MoF to
provide long term finance for the project. The MFA
will also enter into a project agreement with MRVC.

MMRDA

50 % Surcharge

Counterpart funding + Loan

Pass through

1.

Contextualising of Options: Direct Procurement
Direct procurement option has been followed by MRVC under MUTP 1 and 2 project
INDIRECT TAX

Tax Implications

A. Supply of Propulsion and Electric- Sub components by OEM to MRVC and delivery to ICF

DIRECT TAX

MoR (including ICF and WR/CR)

Invoice

 Taxability - MoR is not liable to pay income-tax, hence no income-tax implications
 TDS obligation – For D&G charges, we understand same position as currently being adopted will continue (please note we have not
separately evaluated the same)

Taxable under GST Credit Eligibility

OEM on MRVC

Yes

Yes

POS

Tax Rate

Location of MRVC

Require HSN for rate2

B. Recovery of Direction and General Charges (D&G) by MRVC from MoR in lieu of project implementing services6

MRVC
 Taxability – MRVC is registered under section 12A of the Income-tax Act (the Act) and claims exemption under section 11 and 12 of
the Act. However, MRVC was under litigation on eligibility of such exemption on which we have been given to understand that the
appellant authorities have ruled in favor of MRVC1. Accordingly, the current position followed by MRVC may continue (we have
not independently verified the eligibility of such claim)
 TDS obligation:
 ICF - No TDS liability on payment to ICF as its not liable to pay income-tax
 OEMs – No TDS obligation on resident OEM for supply of goods, however, in case of non-resident OEM, the same will depend
upon taxability in hands of such non-resident OEM in India in respect of such supply [considering the activities in India, the
location of title transfer, tax treaty between India and the resident country of OEM etc.].

Invoice

Taxable under GST

Credit Eligibility

POS

Tax Rate

MRVC on MoR

Yes3

Yes4

Location of MoR

The residual rate is 18%. Require
agreement for exact classification of
service

C. Supply of complete rakes by ICF to MRVC
Invoice

Taxable under GST

Credit Eligibility

Yes

ICF on MRVC

POS

Tax Rate

Yes4

Location of MRVC

5%5
(HSN-8607)

D. Supply of complete rakes by MRVC to WR/ CR 11
[1 Director of Income-tax had cancelled the section 12A registration granted to MRVC with retrospective effect from 29.10.2001 stating ―that the activities of the trust are
not in accordance with the objects‖. However, on an appeal the Income-tax Appellate Tribunal (ITAT) ruled in favor of MRVC and has set aside the order of the director and
has restored the registration granted to MRVC under section 12A. Though ITAT has not ruled on the taxability of the receipts in the hands of MRVC, it has mentioned that
the same can be evaluated by the assessing authority during the course of the assessment proceedings. In this regard, we have been shared the CIT(A) order for AY 2007-08
and AY 2008-09 by MRVC wherein CIT(A) has deleted the addition made by tax officer in the hands of MRVC on account of denial of exemption under section 11}

Invoice

Taxable under GST

Credit Eligibility

POS

Tax Rate

MRVC on WR/CR

Yes

Yes4

Location of WR/CR

5%5
(HSN-8607)

For footnotes, please refer next slide
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Contextualising of Options: Direct Procurement
Direct procurement option has been followed by MRVC under MUTP 1 and 2 project
Tax Implications
INDIRECT TAX
D. Supply of complete rakes by OEM to MRVC and ship to WR/CR 7

(where MRVC will sign a contract agreement with the OEM for supply of entire rakes, instead of only propulsion and electric subcomponents and ICF will not be involved)
Invoice

Taxable under GST Credit Eligibility

POS

OEM on MRVC (Bill to- MRVC and
Ship to- WR/CR)

Yes

Yes8

Location of MRVC

MRVC on WR/CR

Yes10

Yes8

Location of WR/CR

Tax Rate
5%9
(HSN-8607)
5%9
(HSN-8607)

2 Require exact nature of goods and HSN classification for determining the rate and further, In case of import of electrics from OEM located outside India, Basic Customs duty
(BCD), Integrated GST (IGST) and Social Welfare Surcharge will be applicable.
3 If the consideration for supply of such goods/ services is in the form of grant from CG or SG, the same will be exempted from GST. Refer Annexure C for further comments
4 If MRVC/ICF/ MoR/ WR& CR renders both taxable and exempt supplies, proportionate credit will be available basis the ratio of turnover of taxable and exempt supplies.
However, if such input supply is wholly used for effecting taxable supplies then the full credit will be available and vice-versa.
5 The GST rate may vary basis the exact nature of goods and HSN classification
6 We have been given to understand that MRVC will not undertake any work of design, fabrication etc.
7 We have been given to understand that MRVC will not commission ICF for fabrication of coaches
8 If MRVC and WR & CR renders both taxable and exempt supplies, proportionate credit will be available basis the ratio of turnover of taxable and exempt supplies. However,
if such input supply is wholly used for effecting taxable supplies then the full credit will be available and vice-versa.
9 The GST rate may vary basis the exact nature of goods and HSN classification
10 If the consideration for supply of such goods/ services is in the form of grant from CG or SG, the same will be exempted from GST. Refer Annexure C for further comments
11 Since, ICF bills to MRVC for supply of complete rakes, the title transferred to MRVC. Therefore, in order to transfer the title to WR/CR, MRVC will have to issue an invoice
on WR/CR
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Contextualising of Options: Dry Lease Public ROSCO Structure (IRFC)
Dry Lease Public ROSCO is a lease option wherein MRVC does leasing from IRFC
Key features of the structure

10 Year G Sec Forward Curve

 Under this structure, MRVC in co-ordination with MoR will act as a nodal agency for the procurement of the rolling stock wherein MRVC will
issue a procurement tender to identify the OEM. On selection of the preferred OEM, IRFC and will sign a supply agreement with the preferred
OEM for design, development, manufacture, supply, test and commission for the entire AC EMU rakes.

8.00%
7.80%

7.60%

 Whereas the funds required to procure the rolling stock will be secured from the market by a public leasing company (in form of a ―ROSCO‖)
i.e. Indian Railway Finance Corporation (IRFC). The rolling stock will be leased by IRFC to MoR for a period of 30 years on a finance lease
model. Post completion of lease period, the asset will be transferred to MoR.

7.40%

 Under this lease structure there are two parts: (1) Primary Lease Period: Wherein the recovery of the principal component and interest is
undertaken during the first 15 years; and (2) Secondary Lease Period: Wherein a nominal lease amount is charged by IRFC from MoR for the
remaining 15 years.

6.80%

 MoR‗s role is to utilise and maintain the rolling stock throughout the useful life of the asset. The risk of design, construction and maintenance
of the rolling stock remains with MoR.

7.20%
7.00%

6.60%
Sep-18 Nov-18 Jan-19 Mar-19 May-19 Jul-19 Sep-19 Nov-19 Jan-20 Mar-20 May-20 Jul-20 Sep-20 Nov-20 Jan-21 Mar-21

Source: Bloomberg database

 At present, IRFC‗s marginal cost of borrowing is close to the G Sec rate which is around 7.30% in January‗19. The
effective lease rate is derived by a mark-up (at present 50 bps) over the marginal cost of borrowing of IRFC.
 A dry lease structure considering IRFC as a public ROSCO has been discussed in the next section.

Strengths

Issues

►

Lease charges by IRFC will be quite competitive compared to the private players as their cost of borrowing is similar to GoI‗s with a
marginal mark-up.

►

This is a pure debt transaction, where finance is entirely arranged by a separate government entity backed by government
guarantees which is contrary to the MRVC‗s strategic objective of leveraging private sector capital to deliver the project

►

Till date, IRFC has funded more than 75% of the total rolling stock asset fleet of MoR on a lease basis, hence, there is high level of
familiarity and acceptability established on the procurement process. (Source: Indian Railways: Resource Mobilisation for financing infrastructure

►

This is basically an input based model where there is no incentive for the private sector for cost reduction which otherwise could be
achieved through their involvement in supply and maintenance of the rolling stock.

►

There is no due diligence from lender on rolling stock procurement process.

EDF/RM, Railway Board presentation by Namita Mehrotra)
►

Non–applicability of GST on lease charges makes this option cost effective.
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Contextualising of Options: Dry Lease Public ROSCO Structure (IRFC)
Dry Lease Public ROSCO is a lease option wherein MRVC does leasing from IRFC
Transaction Structure - Process Flow
5

FA

Modus Operandi

IRFC

GoM

2

Lease Agreement

Lease repayment

4

MoR

100 % Surcharge

Supply Agreement

WR / CR

4

Lease pass through

Raise Invoice to IRFC for
rakes

MRVC
Surcharge
collection

Purchase price payment of 3C
rakes

Passengers

OEM
3A

Delivery of rakes
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Issue Open tender for
selection of OEM

1

1.

MRVC to issue the tender for selection of OEM for supply of
rakes through a supply agreement

2.

MoR will enter into a lease agreement with IRFC for financing of
rakes.

3.

Upon delivery and acceptance of the rolling stock by
MoR/MRVC, the OEM will raise purchase invoice to IRFC.

4.

The payment to OEM (in lieu of the purchase of rolling stock) IS
made through the lease payments to IRFC and it is routed
through MRVC.

5.

The responsibility of the lease payment obligation will be equally
divided between MoR and Government of Maharashtra (GoM)
and the same will be agreed on the basis of a Finance Agreement
(FA) signed between both the parties.

3B

Contextualising of Options: Dry Lease Public ROSCO Structure (IRFC)
Dry Lease Public ROSCO is a lease option wherein MRVC does leasing from IRFC
Tax Implications
DIRECT TAX
MoR (including WR/CR)
 Taxability - MoR are not liable to pay income-tax, hence no income-tax implications
 TDS obligation: The same will be dependent upon whether the lease transaction is considered as a ‘lease arrangement‗ or
a ‘financing arrangement‗ considering the overall terms1
 Lease arrangement – TDS deductible at the rate of 2% on the lease rentals for the use of plant and machinery under
section 194-I
 Financing arrangement – TDS deductible at the rate of 10% on interest component of lease rentals under section
194A. However, as IRFC is a 100% government owned entity, no TDS is required to be deducted as exemption is
given
IRFC
 Taxability of lease rentals:
 Leasing arrangement: Tax depreciation to IRFC and whole of lease rentals are liable to tax
 Financing arrangement: Tax depreciation is not allowed and only interest income is liable to tax
 TDS obligation: No TDS on resident OEM for supply of goods, however, in case of non-resident OEM the same will be
dependent upon taxability in hands of such non-resident OEM in India in respect of such supply

1. We have listed the factors for claim of depreciation by lessor in case of finance lease at Annexure A
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MRVC
 Taxability – MRVC is registered under section 12A of the Income-tax Act (the Act) and claims exemption under section 11 and 12 of the Act.
However, MRVC was under litigation on eligibility of such exemption on which we have been given to understand that the appellant authorities
have ruled in favor of MRVC3. Accordingly, the current position followed by MRVC may continue (we have not independently verified the
eligibility of such claim)
Considering the following features of lease in this structure, the transaction prima-facie tilt towards a financing arrangement.
 Lease period is equal to the economic life of the rolling stock (i.e. 30 years)
 Lessor will recover the complete cost of the rolling stock from this lease itself
 MoR will be liable for maintenance of the rolling stock.
 Rolling stock will be procured by IRFC post entering into lease agreement with MoR as per the conditions provided in such agreement.
 Post completion of lease period, the asset will be transferred to MoR
However, the above is not determinative and will need to be analyzed considering the overall terms of the lease arrangement (as to whether lease is
cancellable or not, obligation of lessee to pay remaining lease rentals where lease is cancelled in between etc.)

[3 Director of Income-tax had cancelled the section 12A registration granted to MRVC with retrospective effect from 29.10.2001 stating ―that the activities of the trust are not in accordance
with the objects‖. However, on an appeal the Income-tax Appellate Tribunal (ITAT) ruled in favour of MRVC and has set aside the order of the director and has restored the registration
granted to MRVC under section 12A. Though ITAT has not ruled on the taxability of the receipts in the hands of MRVC, it has mentioned that the same can be evaluated by the assessing
authority during the course of the assessment proceedings. In this regard, we have been shared the CIT(A) order for AY 2007-08 and AY 2008-09 by MRVC wherein CIT(A) has deleted the
addition made by tax officer in the hands of MRVC on account of denial of exemption under section 11}
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Contextualising of Options: Dry Lease Public ROSCO Structure (IRFC)
Dry Lease Public ROSCO is a lease option wherein MRVC does leasing from IRFC
Tax Implications

INDIRECT TAX
A. Supply of Rolling stocks by OEM to IRFC and deliver to WR/CR
Invoice

Taxable under GST

Credit Eligibility

POS

Tax Rate

OEM on IRFC

Yes

Yes1

Location of MRVC

5% 2&3
(HSN-8607)

1. If IRFC renders both taxable and exempt supplies, proportionate credit will be available basis the ratio of turnover of taxable and exempt
supplies. However, if such input supply is wholly used for effecting taxable supplies then the full credit will be available and vice-versa.
2. In case of import of electrics from OEM located outside India, Basic Customs duty (BCD), Integrated GST(IGST) and Social Welfare
Surcharge will be applicable.
3. The GST rate may vary basis the exact nature of goods and HSN classification

B. Leasing of Rolling Stocks by IRFC to MoR
 Leasing of rolling stocks by IRFC to MoR is specifically exempted from GST by virtue of Notification 12/2017- Central tax
(Rate). Thus, No GST on lease rentals from MoR to IRFC.
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Contextualising of Options: Dry Lease Private ROSCO Structure
Dry Lease Private ROSCO lease option brings in private sector capital for financing the project
Key features of the structure

 Under this structure, MRVC will act as the project implementing agency and run the bid process for selection of the Lessor SPV (private
ROSCO), who is expected to finance, procure and supply the rolling stock as per specifications defined by Research Designs and Standards
Organisation (RDSO).
 MoR will sign a long term lease agreement (at least 30 years) with the Lessor SPV for supply of rolling stock. Post completion of lease
agreement period, the Lessor SPV will transfer the asset ownership to MoR.
 MoR will make capital lease payments to the Lessor SPV which will be contingent on the SPV meeting the technical specifications and
delivering the rolling stock as per defined deployment schedule.
 Further, MoR will be responsible for the train operations and maintenance activities for the rolling stock, subject to MoR and the Lessor SPV
agreeing to an appropriate asset management plan.

Strengths

 To procure and supply the rolling stock to MoR, the Lessor SPV will raise debt from the market. Considering the large capital
expenditure and new leasing model being introduced in the country, a consortium of lenders is expected to be formed to
finance this project.
 A substitution agreement will be signed between the lenders, the authority and the Lessor SPV, for securing the lender‗s
interests through the substitution of the Lessor SPV to a nominated company in case of a financial default by the existing
Lessor SPV.
 This is a pure debt financing structure, which can provide value for money for MoR in an event where the cost of lease
financing from the private sector is less than the cost of lease from IRFC (which is currently around 8.2%).
 Basis the lease agreement signed between MoR and Lessor SPV, the former will pay monthly lease charges to the Lessor SPV.
The main source for lease payment is expected from the surcharge collected from ticket fares collected by WR / CR.

Issues

►

Achieves the key MRVC‗s objective of using private financing for the procurement of rolling stock.

►

The concept of Lessor SPV is new to India and may face teething issues in implementation initially.

►

MoR/MRVC will have the opportunity to specify the rolling stock requirements and delivery schedule, which the Lessor SPV needs
to adhere to.

►

Long term debt for more than 15 years will be a challenge, and hence there will be an element of debt roll over risk.

►

Maintenance is done by MoR and hence MRVC will not be able to achieve its objective of minimizing whole life cycle cost.

►

The procurement of Lessor SPV will be through a competitive bid process and this will lead to optimum price discovery.

►

The responsibility to maintain the rolling stock will rest with MoR, thereby ensuring continuity of the existing arrangements.
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Contextualising of Options: Dry Lease Private ROSCO Structure
Dry Lease Private ROSCO lease option brings in private sector capital for financing the project
Transaction Structure - Process Flow

Modus Operandi

5

FA
GoM

Suburban Passengers

1.

Lessor SPV will enter into a long term lease agreement
with MoR for leasing rolling stock to WR and CR

Ticket Revenues and
Surcharge collection

2.

For supply of rakes, SPV will enter into rolling stock
supply arrangement with OEM which in turn will supply
rakes to WR and CR

3.

Lessor SPV will avail debt to make the purchase
payment for rolling stock to the OEM supplier.

4.

Lessor SPV will repay the debt through periodic lease
charges received from MoR.

5.

The responsibility of the lease payment obligation will
be equally divided between MoR and Government of
Maharashtra (GoM) and the same will be agreed on the
basis of a Finance Agreement (FA) signed between both
the parties.

5B
5A

Transfer of Revenues and
Surcharge collections

Ministry of Railways (MoR)

Central Railways

Western Railways

Train Operations and
Maintenance

4

Lease Charge
payments

Rolling Stock Lease
Agreement

1

3B

Substitution Agreement

Delivery of Rolling
Stock

2

Lessor SPV (100% private sector)

Rolling Stock Supply
Agreement

OEM

Purchase Price payment
3A

Shareholder‗s
Agreement

Financing Agreements

Lender Consortium
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Sponsors

Contextualising of Options: Dry Lease Private ROSCO Structure
Dry Lease Private ROSCO lease option brings in private sector capital for financing the project
Tax Implications
DIRECT TAX
MoR

 Taxability – MoR is not liable to pay income-tax, hence no income-tax implications
 TDS obligation: The same will be dependent upon whether the lease transaction is considered as a ‘lease
arrangement‗ or a ‘financing arrangement‗ considering the overall terms1
 Lease arrangement – TDS deductible at the rate of 2% on the lease rentals for the use of plant and
machinery under section 194-I
 Financing arrangement – TDS deductible at the rate of 10% on interest component of lease rentals under
section 194A
Project SPV (assuming it will be an India incorporated company )
 Taxability of lease rentals:
 Leasing arrangement: Tax depreciation to Project SPV and whole of lease rentals are liable to tax
 Financing arrangement: Tax depreciation is not allowed to Project SPV and only interest income is liable to
tax
 TDS Obligation: No TDS on resident OEM for supply of goods, however, in case of non-resident OEM the same
will be dependent upon taxability in hands of such non-resident OEM in India in respect of such supply

We have not commented on taxability of transaction relating to Lender Consortium and sponsors, as outside the scope
of our work
1 We have listed the factors for claim of depreciation by lessor in case of finance lease at Annexure A
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Considering the following features of lease in this structure, the transaction prima-facie tilt towards a financing arrangement.
 Lease period is equal to the economic life of the rolling stock (i.e. 30 years)
 Lessor will recover the complete cost of the rolling stock from this lease itself
 MoR will be liable for maintenance of the rolling stock.
 Rolling stock will be procured by Lessor SPV post entering into lease agreement with MoR as per the conditions provided in such agreement.
 Post completion of lease agreement period, the Lessor SPV will transfer the asset ownership to MoR.
However, the above is not determinative and will need to be analyzed considering the overall terms of the lease arrangement (as to whether lease is
cancellable or not, obligation of lessee to pay remaining lease rentals where lease is cancelled in between etc.)

INDIRECT TAX
A. Supply of Rolling stocks by OEM to Lessor SPV and delivery to WR/CR (Bill To – Ship To)
Invoice

Taxable under GST

Credit Eligibility

POS

Tax Rate

OEM on Lessor SPV

Yes

Yes

Location of Lessor SPV

5%2
(HSN-8607)

B. Leasing of Rolling Stock by Lessor SPV to MoR
Invoice

Taxable under GST

Credit Eligibility

POS

Tax Rate

Lessor SPV on MoR

Yes

Yes3

Location of MoR

5%4
HSN- 8607

2The GST rate may vary basis the exact nature of goods and HSN classification. In case of import of rolling stocks from OEM located outside India, Basic Customs duty (BCD), Integrated GST (IGST)
and Social Welfare Surcharge will be applicable
3Since, MoR renders both taxable and exempt supplies, proportionate credit will be available basis the ratio of turnover of taxable and exempt supplies. However, if such input supply is wholly
used for effecting taxable supplies then the full credit will be available and vice-versa.
4The GST rate may vary basis the exact nature of goods and HSN classification
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Contextualising of Options: Wet Lease / Availability based PPP
Wet Lease option where in private sector does the financing, procurement, and maintenance of the rolling stock
Key features of the structure
 Under this structure, MRVC will act as the project implementing agency and run the tendering process for selection of the Lessor SPV (a
private ROSCO), whose role is to finance, procure and supply the rolling stock as per specifications defined by Research Designs and
Standards Organisation (RDSO).
 The Lessor SPV will tie up with financers and with OEMs for fulfilling the commercial and technical obligations respectively.
 MoR will sign the rolling stock lease agreement and depot land lease agreement with the Lessor SPV for 30 years.

 Type 1 will attract high risk premium over Type 2, since in Type 1, the capital lease payments are also subjected to
performance of the Lessor SPV.
 To procure and supply the rolling stock to MoR, the Lessor SPV will raise debt from the market. Considering the extensive
capital expenditure to be incurred and new leasing model being introduced in the country, a consortium of lenders is
expected be formed to finance this project.
 MoR will make the payment to the Lessor SPV from the surcharge collected through ticket fares.

 MoR will pay the Lessor SPV capital lease charges and maintenance charges over the agreement period.

 A substitution agreement will be signed amongst the lenders, the authority and the Lessor SPV, for securing the lender‗s
interests through the substitution of the Lessor SPV to a nominated company in case of a financial default by the existing
Lessor SPV.

 There are two variations with respect to deductions on the charges in case of KPI default.
 Type 1: Both capital lease and maintenance charges will be subject to deductions in case the performance goes below the defined
KPIs.
 Type 2: Only maintenance charges will be subject to deductions in case the performance goes below the defined KPIs.

Strengths

Issues

►

The risk of design, finance, and asset performance is transferred to a single entity which may ensure the Government entities to
focus on their other objectives.

►

This structure may run into high level of interface risk. This is because the obligation of way side infrastructure maintenance will be
with MoR and rolling stock maintenance will be with the private entity.

►

The procurement option will bring in private sector efficiencies on the maintenance aspects of the rolling stock.

►

►

Higher level of certainty can be achieved in this model in terms of meeting the procurement schedule by the Lessor SPV as they will
be incentivised to meet the deadline and not doing so could result into penalties for late delivery.

Degree of acceptability by MoR (WR/CR) staff of private party operating and maintaining the EMU rakes in the current context may
not be significant.

►

Type 1 option may not be acceptable to the lenders due to zero cap on the deductions on both capital and maintenance lease
charges
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Contextualising of Options: Wet Lease / Availability based PPP
Wet Lease option where in private sector does the financing, procurement, and maintenance of the rolling stock
Transaction Structure - Process Flow

Modus Operandi

5
Suburban Passengers

FA

1.

SPV will enter into a long term lease agreement with MoR for
supply and maintenance of rolling stock to WR and CR. Capital and
maintenance payments to the SPV will be availability based

2.

SPV enters into three types of agreement under this options such as:
(1) Rolling stock supply agreement with OEM supplier, (2) a
maintenance agreement with a maintenance provider and (3) a
Depot construction & Refurbishment Agreement with a Depot
provider.

3.

There could also be only one sub-contracting entity providing all of
these services. But separate agreements will be signed even if the
same entity is providing all three services.

4.

Lessor SPV will avail debt to make the payment to sub-contracting
entity(ies) in lieu of provision of the required services.

5.

The responsibility of the lease payment obligation will be equally
divided between MoR and Government of Maharashtra (GoM) and
the same will be agreed on the basis of a Finance Agreement (FA)
signed between both the parties.

Ticket Revenues and
Surcharge collection

GoM
5A
Ministry of Railways (MoR)

Transfer of Revenues and Surcharge
collections

Central Railways

Western Railways

Train Operations

4A
Lease Charge plus Maintenance Charge
payments

1

Rolling Stock Lease
Agreement
3B Delivery of Rolling Stock

+
Depot Land Lease Agreement

Substitution Agreement

Supply Agreement

Lessor SPV (100% private sector)

Maintenance Agreement
Depot construction & Refurbishment
Agreement

3A
Financing

2A

Manufacturer

2B

Maintenance provider

2C

Depot provider

Shareholder‗s Agreement

Agreements

4B
Lender Consortium
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Sponsors

Contextualising of Options: Wet Lease / Availability based PPP
Wet Lease option where in private sector does the financing, procurement, and maintenance of the rolling stock
Key considerations – Availability and Non-Availability of Rolling Stock

 Assessing the Operating Condition for Wet Lease in Mumbai Suburban system

 Key Considerations while defining availability and non – availability of rakes

 Mumbai suburban system is a vertically integrated structure i.e. infrastructure, rolling stock and O&M functions all being owned
and managed Central and Western Railways.

 Nos. of rakes to be available on a daily or hourly basis to be worked out.
 The term ‘Available EMU rake‗ to be defined (e.g. if interchange point is away from starting station, then
availability should start before actual service commences).
 Withdrawal conditions will need localized factors and experience; this will be complicated by the fact that train
operators will be of CR/WR and not of Lessor SPV and hence disputes could be common.
 For detention and disruption time stamping/measurement - automated system is needed as the manual system
will be complex and prone to disputes. Only continuous train monitoring system will make it possible, which is
not the case in Mumbai as on date.
 CR/WR will need upgradation of continuous availability monitoring system in Mumbai.
 Existing pattern of time loss and disruptions need to be studied in Mumbai for defining detention / disruption of
rakes.
 Detention / disruption due to extraneous factors e.g. run over, trespassing (in view of uncontrolled / open
environment) will need deliberation.
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 There are 6 carsheds in Mumbai responsible for maintenance of the EMUs – 3 in Central Railways (CR) and 3 in Western Railways
(WR). In addition, the heavy maintenance, is done in workshops with CR and WR, having one each. Further, there are stabling
sidings where the EMUs are stabled during night and undergo night inspections on a daily basis.
 For accommodating additional 191 rakes (12-car per rake), car shed capacity will need to be augmented.
 The additional car shed capacity could be possibly augmented within the existing workshops or by creating new capacity with POH
facilities. Based on the existing depot assessment, it is preferable to create more capacity for the additional trains in the future in any
of the existing depots, for e.g. this could be possible in Virar and Sanpada car sheds facility.
 In case there is a scenario for construction of new depots then the cost of each depot will typical range between INR 500-600 Crore
(depending on land cost, profile). MRVC has planned two depots (one each at CR and WR) under MUPT 3A, and their estimate for
the same is INR 550 Crs each (inclusive of INR 150 Crs for land).
 Depot requirement will be there in all lease options, however in a Wet lease, responsibility of provisioning of depot would be of
Lessor SPV. The Lessor SPV will construct 2 new depots for the same. In case, 2 depots are not sufficient for maintenance of 191
rakes, then existing depots will be utilised for maintenance. The exact modalities shall be worked out at later stages during bid
document preparation.

Case studies to determine KPIs for Rolling Stock Availability
Wet Lease option where in private sector does the financing, procurement, and maintenance of the rolling stock
The following highlights the key aspects of the availability linked KPIs for rolling stock determined in the respective cases. The objective is to understand these KPIs and carve out such parameters which could be relevant for this assignment. The final list of KPIs can be agreed upon
with MoR/MRVC and shall be then defined in the draft lease agreement.
Kacharapada PCMA of EMUs & Madhepura Procurement of Locomotives

DMRC Line 5 Procurement

 Availability : Sum of Available Hours of an EMU, as a proportion of the total hours of its Maintenance Period in any Accounting
Year, shall be deemed to be the availability of that EMU in that year

 Based on the Availability Plan, weekly (or other suitable frequency) Train Operation Plan shall be developed.
 Penalty / Damages shall be levied for any shortfall compared with the final Train Operation Plan, viz the following KPIs.

 During the Maintenance Period, an EMU shall be deemed to be available for operation at all times, save and except the NonAvailable Hour during the Schedule and Non – Schedule maintenance

1.

Non-Availability of train – Lessor SPV failed to provide train at agreed time at designated interchange point;
or train is withdrawn due to faults.

2.

Detention - means operation of Available EMU Rake on the line during revenue services is in non-compliance
with Final Train Operation Plan on account of reasons not solely and directly attributable to Railways or
occurrence of a force majeure event.

 For every 1% (one percent) reduction as compared to the Guaranteed Availability of an EMU, private party shall pay to the
Government 4% (four percent) of the Maintenance Fee as Damages.

3.

Disruption of Services - the loss of run time is in excess of 30 minutes and on account of reasons not solely
and directly attributable to Railways or occurrence of a force majeure event.

 And for every 1% (one percent) increase above 96% (ninety six per cent) in the Availability of an EMU, Government shall pay to
the private party 4% (four percent) of the Maintenance Fee as incentive

 Any withdrawal and/or detention and/or disruption of revenue services of Available EMU rakes on account of Railways‗
Works e.g., operational, traction supply disruption, signalling failures and track failures etc. shall not make the Lessor SPV
liable for payment of any damages.

 Reliability: Reliability is defined in terms Reliability Measurement Unit: Reliability of any EMU shall be measured for every
200,000 km

 Availability of each EMU in every Accounting Year shall be at least 95%

 Private party shall ensure that the EMU does not have more than 1 (one) Failure in any Reliability Measurement Unit (the
―Guaranteed Reliability‖).
 For any Failure of an EMU in Guaranteed Reliability, private party shall pay to the Government 2% (two percent) of the
Maintenance Fee as Damages for each such Failure
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Contextualising of Options: Wet Lease / PPP Availability
Wet Lease option where in private sector does the financing, procurement, and maintenance of the rolling stock
Tax Implications
DIRECT TAX
MoR
 Taxability – MoR is not liable to pay income tax, hence no income-tax implications
 TDS obligation: The same will be dependent upon whether the lease transaction is considered as a ‘lease arrangement‗ or a
‘financing arrangement‗ considering the overall terms1
 Lease arrangement – TDS deductible at the rate of 2% on the lease rentals for the use of plant and machinery under
section 194-I
 Financing arrangement – TDS deductible at the rate of 10% on interest component of lease rentals under section 194A
 Maintenance charges – liable to TDS under section 194C/ 194J2

 TDS Obligation on payment to OEM for maintenance : In case of resident OEM, liable to TDS either under section 194C or194J (considering
the nature of maintenance2). In case of Non-resident OEM, may be liable to TDS under section 195 (to be evaluated considering the nature
of maintenance, presence of OEM in India, the provisions of tax treaty between India and resident country of OEM)
 TDS Obligation on payment to contractor for depot construction and refurbishment : In case of a resident contractor, may be liable to
deduct TDS under section 194C (for works contract). In case of Non-resident contractor, may be liable to TDS under section 195 (to be
evaluated considering the presence of contractor in India, the provisions of tax treaty between India and resident country of contractor etc.)
In this structure, a possible view which can be explored that the entire consideration (i.e lease charges and maintenance charges) is for the use
of the rolling stock (and not separately for lease and maintenance) and Project SPV is responsible for the maintenance of the rolling stock.
Accordingly, Project SPV has the risk and rewards associated with the rolling stock (considering the unavailability risk with Project SPV) and it
can be treated as the legal and the economic owner of the asset (hence, the arrangement may be considered as a lease arrangement). However,
this is a very fact specific exercise and will have to be evaluated basis the overall terms and conditions of the agreement between MoR and
Project SPV.

Project SPV (assuming Project SPV to be an India incorporated entity)
 Taxability of lease charges :
 Leasing arrangement: Tax depreciation to Project SPV and whole of lease rentals are liable to tax
 Financing arrangement: Tax depreciation is not allowed to Project SPV and only interest income is liable to tax
 Maintenance charges received will be subject to income-tax
 TDS Obligation on payment to OEM for supply : No TDS on resident OEM for supply of goods, however, in case of nonresident OEM the same will be dependent upon taxability in hands of such non-resident OEM in India in respect of such
supply
 TDS obligation on lease rentals for depot land lease charges to MoR: No TDS as MoR is not liable to tax

We have not commented on taxability of transaction relating to Lender Consortium and sponsors, as outside the scope of our work

1 We have listed the factors for claim of depreciation by lessor in case of finance lease at Annexure A
2 Some of the indicative factors for maintenance charges to fall under section 194C or section 194J are listed at Annexure B
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Contextualising of Options: Wet Lease / PPP Availability
Wet Lease option where in private sector does the financing, procurement, and maintenance of the rolling stock
Tax Implications

D. Maintenance agreement between Lessor SPV and Maintenance provider

INDIRECT TAX
A. Supply of Rolling stocks by OEM to Lessor SPV and delivery to WR/ CR (Bill to – Ship to)
Invoice

Taxable under GST

Credit Eligibility

POS

Tax Rate

OEM on Lessor SPV

Yes3

Yes

Location of Lessor SPV

5%4
(HSN-8607)

Invoice
Maintenance provider on
Lessor SPV

Lessor SPV on MoR

Taxable under GST

Credit Eligibility

Yes

Yes3

POS

Tax Rate

Location of MoR

5%4
HSN- 8607

Taxable under GST

Credit Eligibility

POS

Tax Rate

Lessor SPV on MoR

Yes

Yes3

Location of MoR

18%5

Tax Rate

Yes

Yes

Location of Lessor SPV

18%5

Invoice

Taxable under GST

Credit Eligibility

POS

Tax Rate

MoR on Lessor SPV

Yes

Yes

Location of Lessor SPV

18%

Invoice
Depot provider on Lessor
SPV

3Since, MoR renders both taxable and exempt supplies, proportionate credit will be available basis the ratio of turnover of taxable and exempt supplies.
However, if such input supply is wholly used for effecting taxable supplies then the full credit will be available and vice-versa.
4 The GST rate may vary basis the exact nature of goods and HSN classification
5 In case of composite supply & mixed supply (goods & services both), the rate may vary. Further, even if there is single contract for supply of goods &
services with split consideration, the same will be considered as separate contract for goods & services.
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POS

F. Depot construction & refurbishment agreement between Lessor SPV and Depot provider

C. Maintenance agreement between Lessor SPV and MoR
Invoice

Credit Eligibility

E. Depot land lease agreement between MoR and Lessor SPV6

B. Leasing of rolling stocks by Lessor SPV to MoR6
Invoice

Taxable under GST

Taxable under GST

Credit Eligibility

POS

Tax Rate

Yes

Conditional7

Location of Lessor SPV

18% (HSN 9954)8

6 In case of overlap of consideration on account of single agreement for leasing of rolling stock and leasing of land, there could be possible double taxation on lease rentals.
Therefore, it is advisable to execute the separate agreements for leasing of rolling stocks and leasing of land.
7the credit of tax paid on works contract services or on procurement of goods & services when supplied for construction of immovable property will not available to the extent of
capitalisation, to the said immovable property. Therefore, if expenses incurred in construction of depot are not capitalised in the books of accounts then credit will be available.
However, in case of above depot construction and refurbishment of rolling stocks constitute as works contract services then credit of GST paid on procurement will be available.
8If Depot provider is providing such services to MOR then the rate may differ
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Key Considerations - NBFC Regulations
The Lessor SPV shall be classified as a NBFC-IFC
►

As per the Indian regulatory framework, an Indian company whose principal business inter-alia includes leasing will qualify as a Non-Banking Financial Company (NBFC). Since the Lessor SPV‗s only business will be leasing of rolling stock to MoR, the Lessor SPV will have to
obtain a registration as an NBFC from the RBI.

►

Depending upon the type of business, the NBFCs are further classified as Micro Finance Institution (MFI), Infrastructure Finance Company (IFC), Factoring, Investment and Credit Company (ICC). NBFCs not accepting public deposits and having an asset size of INR 500 crores of
more shall be regarded as a Systemically Important Non-Banking Finance Company (NBFC-ND-SI).

►

NBFC-IFC means a non-deposit taking NBFC that fulfils the following criteria :
►
a minimum of 75 per cent of its total assets deployed in ―infrastructure loans‖;
Net owned funds (NOF) (defined in the ensuring slide) of ₹ 300 crore or above;
minimum credit rating 'A' or equivalent of CRISIL, FITCH, CARE, ICRA, Brickwork Rating India Pvt. Ltd. (Brickwork) or equivalent rating by any other credit rating agency accredited by the RBI;
Capital to Risk Asset Ratio (CRAR) of 15 percent (with a minimum Tier I capital of 10 percent).

►
►
►

►

‘Infrastructure loan‗ has been defined to mean a credit facility (which inter-alia includes any form of long term funded facility) extended by NBFCs to a borrower for exposure in various infrastructure sub-sectors inter-alia including ‘Transport‗ sector‗ which inter-alia include
railway track, tunnels, viaducts, bridges (refer Note 1 below) and urban public transport etc.

►

Accordingly, in our prima-facie view, finance lease provided by the Lessor SPV to MoR should qualify as an infrastructure loan and accordingly, the Lessor SPV shall be classified as a NBFC-IFC having asset size of more than INR 500 crore.

►

Note 1: Includes supporting terminal infrastructure such as loading/unloading terminals, stations and buildings.
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Key Considerations - NBFC Regulations
Given the pathfinder nature of this transaction, significant consultations with RBI will be required
►

Lessor SPV may have to be registered as an NBFC – Infrastructure Finance Company (IFC) category, with RBI

►

The concentration of credit/ investment norms applicable to NBFC-IFC (accessing public funds in India) are discuss below:

No NBFC-IFC shall

Limits (as a % of NBFC-IFC„s owned funds)
Single borrower/ party

Single group of borrowers/ companies/ parties

(a) Lend to, exceeding

25%

40%

(b) Invest in shares, exceeding

15%

25%

(c) Lend and invest (loans/ investments together), exceeding

30%

50%

►

Since the Lessor SPV will be lending to a single party i.e. MoR, it shall be required to obtain special dispensation from the RBI/Government of India in respect of the concentration of credit/ investment norms

►

As per the Large Exposure Framework issued by the RBI on 3 June 2019, banks„ exposures to a single NBFC will be restricted to 15 percent of their eligible capital base (as per the last balance sheet date). Further, the said limit is proposed to be increased to
20%, however, revised guidelines are expected by the end of August 2019

►

Up to 100% Foreign Direct Investment is allowed for NBFCs.
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Role allocation under each option

Depot

Rolling Stock

A summary table exhibiting the allocation of roles between under various procurement options is shown below:
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Option Type

Direct Procurement

Dry Lease Rosco (IRFC)

Dry Lease Rosco (Private Rosco)

Wet Lease (PPP – Availability)

Design

MoR

OEM

OEM

OEM

Build

MoR

OEM

OEM

OEM

Finance

MoR

IRFC

Lessor SPV

Lessor SPV

Procurement

MoR

MoR

Lessor SPV

Lessor SPV

Operate

MoR

MoR

MoR

MoR

Maintain

MoR

MoR

MoR

OEM

Design

MoR

MoR

MoR

OEM

Build

MoR

MoR

MoR

OEM

Maintain

MoR

MoR

MoR

OEM
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Risk Register

(1/4)

All major infrastructure projects have inherent risks* related to their design, construction, operation and maintenance over their useful life. The table below presents risks across 7
categories for the project:
#

Risk Type

Description

A.

Pre – Tender Risk

1.

Approval risk

B.

Tender Stage Risk

1.

Tender document amendments

Risk that the tender documents (RFQ/RFP/Agreements) are incomplete or incorrect. This can result in clarifications and amendments, postponing the bid due date, that may impact the overall timeline.

2.

Market response

Risk that there is a lack of pre-qualified bidders. This can lead to no bid or a single bid scenario, which may impact the overall timeline.

3.

Financial closure delay

Risk that the financial closure is not achieved before the permitted deadline.

C.

Design Stage Risk

1.

Rolling stock design acceptability risk

Risk that Government approvals are not granted in timely manner, which delays the procurement process.

Technical specs, RAM requirements and performance specifications of rolling stock need to be designed and the risk of delay in acceptability of the same by RDSO.

*Risk is defined as ―the threat or probability that an action or event, will adversely or beneficially affect an organization's ability to achieve its objectives.‖
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Risk Register

(2/4)

All major infrastructure projects have inherent risks* related to their design, construction, operation and maintenance over their useful life. The table below presents risks across 7
categories for the project:
#

Risk Type

D.

Manufacturing Stage Risk

1.

Approvals and permit risk

In case, the rolling stock is being manufactured in India, risk that approvals and permits may delay the commencement of the manufacture.

2.

Manufacturing Delay

Risk that the rolling stock manufacturing is not completed and supplied as per deployment schedule leading to delay in commercial operations of the project.

3.

Resource availability

Risk that the critical resources (material, equipment, labour) required for the project are not available leading to slippages in the schedule and increased costs

4.

OEM/RS supplier Default

Risk that the OEM has defaulted and has to be replaced. This could lead to delays in delivery of the project and additional costs.

5.

Multiple supplier risk

Risk of coordinating with multiple parties (contractors/ sub-contractors, suppliers, vendors, etc.)

6.

Latent defects risk

Risk that latent defects are discovered after substantial deployment of rolling stock.

7.

Scope change risk

Risk that the scope of the project is changed by Government during manufacturing stage. This may include additional works and services that are not envisaged earlier.

8.

Acceptance risk

Risk that the rolling stock does not comply in all respects with the specifications and standards and acceptance of the prototype is delayed or rejected.
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Risk Register

(3/4)

All major infrastructure projects have inherent risks* related to their design, construction, operation and maintenance over their useful life. The table below presents risks across 7
categories for the project:
#

Risk Type

Description

E.

Operation Risk

1.

Traffic Risk

Risk for MoR that the actual traffic is less than forecasted traffic. This can lead to cash shortfall in surcharge collection and may impact the revenue.

2.

Operation cost overrun

Risk that the cost of the operation of rolling stock is higher than the budgeted cost.

3.

Availability of rakes

Risk that the rakes are not available (due to technical issues or unavailability of drivers) leading to disruption in services.

4.

Reliability of rakes

Risk of frequent breakdown leading to disruption in services.

5.

Interface risk

Risk that the performance of rolling stock is affected due to the external environment, which includes track quality, OHE quality, signalling interface, civil infrastructure, depot facilities.

6.

Inflation risk

Risk that the cost is negatively affected due to rise in inflation.

7.

Risk of performance of train operators

Performance of train will depend on the skill level of train operators. Risk that the performance of the train operators are not up to standards, which may lead to disruption in services

8.

Rake transfer procedure

Risk that the boundary definition between trains being in operation and handing over to maintenance or vice versa is not well followed

9.

Payment risk

Risk that the lease and/or maintenance payments are not made in a timely manner to the private entity
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Risk Register

(4/4)

All major infrastructure projects have inherent risks* related to their design, construction, operation and maintenance over their useful life. The table below presents risks across 7
categories for the project:
#

Risk Type

Description

F.

Maintenance and life cycle risk

1.

Maintenance risk

The risk that maintenance of the rolling stock is not up to the appropriate standards leading to deterioration in asset condition.

2.

Risk of acceptability of new maintenance
management regime

The current maintenance regime will need to offer space for a new regime of maintenance (of trains and data), which will be a trend shift for MoR and the risk that the new maintenance management regime
is not accepted by WR/CR staff

3.

Residual value risk

Risk in connection with residual value of the asset at the end of term of project.

G.

Other Risk

1.

Foreign Exchange Risk

Risk of higher input cost or lower returns because of changes in currency exchange rates w.r.t Indian Rupee.

2.

Interest rate risk

Risk of fluctuation in cost of debt during the concession period leading to higher interest costs.

3.

Regulatory/change in law risk

The risk of law changing and affecting the ability of the project to perform and the price at which compliance with law can be maintained.

4.

Force Majeure risk

The risk that unexpected events occur that are beyond the control of the parties and delay or prohibit performance.
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Risk Allocation

(1/4)

Based on the risk identification and understanding on the structure of procurement options and role allocations, the table below summarizes the allocation of key project risks between
Government and private sector under various procurement options

#
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Risk Type

Direct Procurement

Dry Lease ROSCO Structure (IRFC)

Dry Lease ROSCO Structure (Private ROSCO)

Wet Lease (PPP Availability)

MRVC

MRVC

MRVC

MRVC

A.

Pre – Tender Risk

1.

Approval risk

B.

Tender Stage Risk

1.

Tender document amendments

MRVC

MRVC

MRVC

MRVC

2.

Market response

MRVC

MRVC

MRVC

MRVC

3.

Financial closure delay

MRVC

IRFC

Lessor SPV

Lessor SPV

C.

Design Stage Risk

1.

Rolling stock design acceptability risk

OEM / ICF

OEM

Lessor SPV / OEM

Lessor SPV / OEM
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Risk Allocation

(2/4)

Based on the risk identification and understanding on the structure of procurement options and role allocations, the table below summarizes the allocation of key project risks between
Government and private sector under various procurement options
#
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Risk Type

Direct Procurement

Dry Lease ROSCO Structure (IRFC)

Dry Lease ROSCO Structure (Private ROSCO)

Wet Lease (PPP Availability)

Shared

Shared

Shared

Shared

D.

Manufacture/Deployment stage risk

1.

Approvals and permit risk

3.

Manufacturing Delay

OEM / ICF

OEM

Lessor SPV / OEM

Lessor SPV / OEM

4.

Resource availability

OEM / ICF

OEM

Lessor SPV / OEM

Lessor SPV / OEM

5.

OEM/RS supplier Default

MoR

MoR

Lessor SPV

Lessor SPV

6.

Multiple supplier risk

MRVC

MRVC

Lessor SPV

Lessor SPV

7.

Latent defects risk

MoR

MoR

Lessor SPV / OEM

Lessor SPV / OEM

8

Scope change risk

MoR

MoR

MoR

MoR
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Risk Allocation

(3/4)

Based on the risk identification and understanding on the structure of procurement options and role allocations, the table below summarizes the allocation of key project risks between
Government and private sector under various procurement options
#
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Risk Type

Direct Procurement

Dry Lease ROSCO Structure (IRFC)

Dry Lease ROSCO Structure (Private ROSCO)

Wet Lease (PPP Availability)

E.

Operation Risk

1.

Traffic Risk

MoR

MoR

MoR

MoR

2.

Operation cost overrun

MoR

MoR

MoR

MoR

3.

Availability of rakes

MoR

MoR

MoR

Lessor SPV / OEM

4.

Reliability of rakes

MoR

MoR

MoR

Lessor SPV / OEM

5.

Interface risk

MoR

MoR

MoR

Lessor SPV / OEM

6.

Inflation risk

MoR

MoR

MoR

MoR

7.

Risk of performance of train operators

MoR

MoR

MoR

MoR

8.

Rake transfer procedure

MoR

MoR

MoR

Shared

9.

Payment risk

OEM / ICF

OEM / IRFC

Lessor SPV

Lessor SPV
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Risk Allocation

(4/4)

Based on the risk identification and understanding on the structure of procurement options and role allocations, the table below summarizes the allocation of key project risks between
Government and private sector under various procurement options
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#

Risk Type

Direct Procurement

Dry Lease ROSCO Structure (IRFC)

Dry Lease ROSCO Structure (Private ROSCO)

Wet Lease (PPP Availability)

F.

Maintenance and life cycle risk

1.

Maintenance risk

MoR

MoR

MoR

Lessor SPV

2.

Risk of acceptability of new maintenance management
regime

NA

NA

NA

MoR

3.

Residual value risk

MoR

MoR

MoR

MoR

G.

Other Risk

1.

Foreign exchange risk

MoR

MoR

Lessor SPV

Lessor SPV

2.

Interest rate risk

MoR

MoR

Lessor SPV

Lessor SPV

3.

Regulatory/change in law risk

MoR

MoR

MoR

MoR

4.

Force Majeure risk

MoR

MoR

Shared

Shared
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Qualitative analysis – Evaluation Methodology Framework
A Multi Criteria Assessment (MCA) framework is designed to analyse the lease options
Objective for Multi Criteria Analysis (MCA)

Identification of key qualitative parameters

The overall objective to undertake the MCA is to qualitatively evaluate the lease options that achieves maximum
―Value for Money‖ for MoR

1

Leverage private sector capital

The following approach has been adopted to assess the ability of each procurement option to meet the stated
objective

2

Achieve optimum maintenance cost

1

3

Procurement Schedule

4

Implementation Schedule certainty

5

Market Interest/ Capacity

6

Procurement complexity

7

Minimize interface risk with rail infrastructure

8

Minimal potential industrial relations issues

Approach adopted for Multi Criteria Analysis (MCA)

2

3

4

5

6
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Identification of key qualitative parameters

Deriving parametric evaluation & rating methodology

Evaluation Methodology

Application of parametric evaluation & rating across each identified procurement
option

The following evaluation framework has been adopted to assess the ability of each procurement option to meet the stated objective:
Rating

Marking

Description

Qualitative description of MCA results

Understanding market„s response and expectations

Preliminary inference based on MCA – Qualitative analysis
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High

3

High ability of the procurement option to meet the stated objective



Medium

2

Moderate ability of the procurement option to meet the stated objective



Low

1

Low ability of the procurement option to meet the stated objective

X

-

0

Does not meet the stated objective

Qualitative analysis – Multi Criteria Analysis (MCA)
To undertake the MCA, in line with the overarching objective, following parameters are identified and described below
#

Parameters

Description

1.

Leverage private sector capital

Driven by an increasing need to invest in upgradation and new infrastructure assets, it has been strategically important for both the Central and State Government to leverage private
sector capital in infrastructure.

2.

Achieve optimum maintenance cost

Procurement option(s) which allows for most economical and efficient asset maintenance, so as to reduce the whole life cycle cost of the overall system.

3.

Procurement Schedule

Procurement option(s) which takes minimum time to on-board private sector.

4.

Implementation Schedule certainty

Procurement option(s) which allows the rolling stock to be delivered in minimum time.

5.

Market Interest/ Capacity

Procurement option(s) most preferred by bankers and OEMs.

6.

Procurement complexity

Procurement option(s) with least complicated structure (involvement of transaction advisor, Government approvals, etc.).

7.

Minimize interface risk with rail infrastructure

Performance of rolling stock is related to its eco-system, which includes track quality, OHE quality, signalling interface, civil infrastructure, depot facilities and train operators. Objective
is to go for a procurement option which allows for most efficient handling of interface risk or build in a water tight interface management agreement.

8.

Minimal potential industrial relations issues

Procurement option which results into minimal industrial relations protests especially with current MoR staff.
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Qualitative analysis - Results of Multi Criteria Analysis (MCA)
A Wet Lease Type 2 lease option is the preferred lease option based on the results of MCA

Procurement Option

Direct Procurement

Dry Lease ROSCO Structure
(IRFC)

Dry Lease ROSCO
Structure (Private
ROSCO)

Wet Lease /PPP Availability

1.

Leverage private sector capital to deliver the project

X

X





2.

Achieve optimum maintenance cost

X

X

X



3.

Procurement Schedule









4.

Implementation Schedule certainty









5.

Market Interest / Capacity







6.

Procurement complexity









7.

Minimize interface risk with rail infrastructure









8.

Minimal potential industrial relations issues









Type 1 – X

Type 2 - 

Marking Criteria
Based on the marking criteria as described earlier, the total marks achieved by each of the options are:

Procurement Option

Marks Achieved

Direct Procurement

14

Assumption: Considering high level of subjectivity, each of the identified parameters have been given equal weightage to derive on a total score
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Dry Lease ROSCO Structure (IRFC)

14

Dry Lease ROSCO Structure
(Private ROSCO)

15

Wet Lease /PPP Availability
Type 1

Type 2

15

18

 Type 1: Deductions on both capital lease and maintenance charges
 Type 2: Deductions only on maintenance charges

Qualitative analysis – Key findings
Evaluation remarks for the MCA
Objectives

Leverage private sector capital

Evaluation Remarks

Under the direct procurement option, the entire capital expenditure will be funded through loan availed from a Multilateral funding agency. Under the public ROSCO model, finance lease is being done by IRFC, which is
a leasing arm of MoR. There is no involvement of private sector finance in these two options which effectively are not aligned to MRVC‗s objective of alternate funding.
On the contrary, under Private ROSCO (Dry Lease) and Wet Lease (PPP Availability), private sector will entirely fund the capital expenditure. In addition, under Wet Lease (PPP Availability), private sector is also
responsible for maintenance aspect of the rolling stock. Hence maximum rating has been give to Wet Lease option.

In Wet Lease (PPP Availability) full maintenance activities will be outsourced to the private entity. This option will bring in private sector efficiencies as compared to Direct Procurement, IRFC – dry lease option and
Private ROSCO (Dry Lease) options.
Achieve optimum maintenance cost

The Wet Lease (PPP Availability) will also provide greater certainty to repair and maintenance cost in comparison to the other options, as repair and maintenance cost will be locked in as part of private sector selection
process.
With this understanding, Wet Lease (PPP Availability) has been considered for maximum rating.

Procurement Schedule

Having simple, straightforward and traditional approach of procurement process, both Direct procurement and IRFC – dry lease options provide the maximum certainty for the procurement schedule. In comparison,
other options will require longer procurement schedule as the private sector will like to conduct in depth due diligence in terms of all the risks involved in the selected option.

Implementation Schedule certainty

In Wet Lease (PPP Availability) and Private ROSCO (Dry Lease), there is a higher level of implementation (delivery) schedule certainty as private sector is solely responsible for design to delivery of the project. Under
public sector driven options, Government is required to manage multiple smaller contracts (design, building, equipment, etc.) thereby increasing the probability of slippages. In addition, there is minimal level of due
diligence of rolling stock under the public sector options which may increase the cost & time overrun risk going forward.
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Qualitative analysis – Key findings
Evaluation remarks for the MCA
Objectives

Evaluation Remarks

Market Interest/ Capacity

Varying inputs have been received during the market sounding exercise. While some of the OEMs / Financial Institutions have shown interest in dry Lease Private ROSCO structure, all companies have indicated no
interest in the Wet Lease – Type 1 option, owing to the unlimited deductions on the capital lease charges. Maximum, interest have been shown in the Wet Lease – Type 2 option, because of no deductions on the capital
lease payments and also since this option will bring in private sector maintenance of the rolling stock over the asset life. Hence, Wet Lease Type 2 option have been given maximum rating in this parameter.

Procurement complexity

Direct procurement and IRFC – dry lease options are the least complicated procurement option and they are established procurement models implemented by Government. In comparison, the other options have higher
degree of complexity. Accordingly, maximum score has been provided to public sector driven options.

Under the following options: direct procurement, Dry Lease public and private ROSCO Structure, there is a direct Government involvement in the maintenance of the rolling stock and since operation is also done by the
Government, the interface risk will be lowest. Maintenance activities will carry on in the government-owned depots/car sheds and it is easier to assign accountability in case of any defects or failures.
Minimize interface risk with rail infrastructure

Minimal potential industrial relations issues

Implementing a Wet Lease option in Mumbai will be challenging in an open loop system of Mumbai suburban, because maintenance will be driven by private party where as operation will be driven by MoR. Disputes
over accountability of non-availability of rolling stock will be common and may be difficult to resolve, unless a watertight agreement is developed. Accordingly direct procurement, Dry Lease public and private ROSCO
option shave been given a higher rating that a Wet Lease option.

Direct procurement and IRFC – dry lease option are expected to have the minimal potential industrial relations issues because of already established operational eco-system by MoR. While other options have not been
tried and tested in Mumbai‗s context, hence acceptability of the procurement option by existing MoR (WR/CR) staff could become a major challenge.

Summary of the MCA
Based on the MCA framework, Wet Lease (Type 2) option scores the maximum marks and hence, is considered to be the preferred lease option. A quantitative assessment has also been undertaken in the Financing Analysis Chapter of this report which quantifies the benefits in value
terms.
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Market Sounding
An extensive exercise has been conducted to understand market„s response on their views on lease procurement options
Objective

Approach to connect with the market

 Three type of stakeholders were connected namely Railways (both Western and Central Railways), Original
Equipment Manufactures (OEMs) of the rolling stock and the electric propulsion system and Financial Investors.

 A structured approach was followed to take feedback from the market.

WR & CR, Mumbai
OEMs
Alstom

 Engaging and receiving feedback from the market is critical to assess the market appetite and needs regarding the
project. Some of the key objectives of engaging with the market are as under:

1

Railways

Identification of public and private players

Disseminate information to the market participants about the project.

Bombardier

 Connected with MoR (Workshop department of WR & CR in Mumbai)

Hitachi

 Identified leading rolling stock, electric propulsion manufacturers and
financial investors – names extracted while conducting inception study.

BEML
Mitsubishi Electric

 Companies who have shown interest for similar pursuits in the past such as
DMRC Line 5 EOI.

Financial Institutions
NIIF

2

3

Brookfield Investments

Take inputs on key project components such as contract term, leasing structure, payment
mechanism etc.

Developing the questionnaire
 A comprehensive questionnaire (consisting key aspects regarding the options
studied) was developed and shared with participants prior to the discussion.
Participants were also encouraged to identify and discuss issues that were
most relevant to them.

Inputs on outsourcing full maintenance vis a vis maintenance of only electric propulsion system.

Ambit Capital
I Squared Capital
Sojitz India
SBI Bank
Yes Bank

4

Commercial inputs (capital cost, maintenance cost, etc.).

5

Suggestions on some key lease contract conditions that will make the leasing option attractive to
the market.
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Reaching to the market
 Telephonic discussions and in-person meetings.
 Email responses to the questionnaire.
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Caisse de dépôt et placement du
Québec (CDPQ) – Canadian Pension
Fund
Canada Pension Plan Investment
Board

Inputs and feedback received from the market
An extensive exercise has been conducted to understand market„s response on their views on lease procurement options
 A dry lease will add value from a financing perspective only if private sector financing is cheaper than Government financing. A Wet lease may be preferred because that will help the Government to achieve Value for Money over the

Preference for Dry or Wet Lease

Payment Structure

life cycle of the project. OEM‗s are also very much inclined to provide maintenance of the rolling stock over the life of the asset.

 In case of a wet lease structure, capital lease payments should not be linked to availability of rolling stock and not subjected to deductions on non-availability of rolling stock. Maintenance lease payments can be subjected to

deductions due on non-availability of rolling stock, but with an upper cap on the deductions.

Full scale maintenance or electrics
only

 Full scale maintenance should be preferred. When OEM have maintenance responsibility for the entire rake, than it guarantees the best possible availability over longer time periods. It also helps the end user to minimise the whole

Sharing of maintenance
infrastructure

 Sharing of maintenance infrastructure will create technical challenges with respect to provision of separate lifting bays, separate pit lines and wash lines. Hence it is advisable to have separate depots for maintenance of AC and Non

Capital Cost

Tenor of lease

Guarantee / Security

lifecycle costs of the rolling stock.

AC rakes.

 Capital cost will depend on the technical parameters defined, however, an initial estimate of around INR 80-100 Cr could be considered. Cost of electric propulsion system will be around 30% to 35% of the total capital cost.

 Lease term should be beyond the asset life. If the lease term is less than the asset life, there should be a clear arrangement in the agreement between MoR and the private player of using the rolling stock once the lease term ends.
 Long term guarantee from Government will definitely improve the bankability of the project, increase confidence in both Lessor SPV and the lender and will make the debt less expensive.
 Equity return expectations for a Dry Lease Structure will be around 12%. On the contrary, Wet Lease (PPP Availability) - Type 1 structure will expect a return of 6% over and above the basic expectations of a Dry lease structure. In Wet

Return expectations

Deal Size
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Lease (PPP Availability) - Type 2, equity return expectations will be around 2-3% over and above the basic expectations of a Dry lease structure.

 .
 All the financial investors who were engaged as part of this exercise were comfortable with the deal size and were ready to finance the whole procurement cost.
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Sale and lease back lease option
Key features of the structure
 MoR, owner of the rolling stock, will sell the rolling stock to the Lessor SPV and then takes back the rolling stock under a lease
agreement for a certain period of time.
 The transaction will involve setting up a Lessor SPV (which will be a leasing company, and registered as an NBFC). The Lessor
SPV will have equity investors, which could be a global asset management fund with a focus on investing in long – life
infrastructure assets.
 The Lessor SPV will sign the lease agreement for 15 to 20 years (depending on the remaining asset life) with MoR and will lease
the rolling stock on a finance lease to MoR.

 Key considerations for assessing the sale and lease back option
 Residual age of the rolling stock.
 Residual value of the rolling stock that the market perceives.
 Taxation implications.
 Amount of new investments required for upgradation of rolling stock.

 MoR in considerations of the lease of the rolling stock will pay an annual lease charge to the Lessor SPV

 Payment of the lease charges will be done from the surcharges collected by Western and Central Railways.

 Preconditions for a sale and lease back transaction

 A substitution agreement will be signed amongst the lenders, the authority and the Lessor SPV, for securing the lender‗s interests
through the substitution of the Lessor SPV to a nominated company in case of a financial default by the Lessor SPV.

 MoR should be the legal owner of the rolling stock.

 This is a pure debt financing structure, where value can only be generated by the price at which lease is available

 The rolling stock should be free from any encumbrance and should not be mortgaged or hypothecated.
 MoR will be responsible for the train operations and all the maintenance activities for the rolling stock, subject to MoR and
Lessor SPV agreeing to an appropriate asset management plan.
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Sale and lease back for current rolling stock
Structure

Modus Operandi

4
Suburban Passengers

FA

Ticket Revenues and
Surcharge collection

1.

MoR will first sell the rolling stock to the Lessor SPV

2.

SPV will enter into a long term lease agreement with
MoR for leasing of rolling stock to WR and CR against
the regular lease payments.

3.

SPV will repay the debt through periodic lease charges
received from MoR.

4.

The responsibility of the lease payment obligation will
be equally divided between MoR and Government of
Maharashtra (GoM) and the same will be agreed on
the basis of a Finance Agreement (FA) signed between
both the parties.

GoM

Ministry of Railways (MoR)

Lease Charge
payments
3

1
Sale Transaction

Transfer of Revenues and
Surcharge collections

Western Railways

Train Operations
and Maintenance

2
Rolling Stock Lease Agreement

Substitution Agreement

Lessor SPV (100% private sector)

Financing Agreements

Lender Consortium
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Shareholder‗s Agreement

Debt cashflow

Central Railways

Equity cashflow
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Sponsors

Sale and lease back for current rolling stock
Details of current rolling stock

 Grand total of cars procured by CR from 2011 onwards

 There are total 271 rakes with distribution between CR & WR as below
Ac Rakes

Non AC Rakes

WR

1

99

CR

Nil

171

Remarks
96 rakes are 12 cars each
4 rakes are 15 cars each
170 rakes are 12 Car each
1 rake is 15 car

Year
2011

AC-DC Siemens
338 (113 MC, 225 TC)

AC BT

Total
338

2012
2014
2017

101 (33 MC, 68 TC)
9 (3 MC, 6 TC)
12 (4 MC, 8 TC)

108 (36 MC, 72 TC)

101
9
120

2018

24 (8 MC, 16 TC)

60 (20 MC, 40 TC)

84

 These 271 rakes are of different make as shown below:

Siemens

BHEL

AC
Retro

AC-DC Retro

BT

Alstom

Medha

CR

113

6

12

18

22

-

-

WR

13

-

-

4

65

3

14

Air
conditioner

Total
171

1

100

 The codal life of each of the rolling stock is 25 years.
 Based on feedback received from financial investors, they will be interested for a sale and lease back transaction for rolling stock assets
which have a remaining residual year of more than 70% to 75% of the asset life.

 Grand total of cars procured by WR from 2011 onwards
Year

AC EMU MRVC Phase (4000 Series)
I

2011

87 (29 MC, 58
TC)

87

2012

8 (2 MC, 6 TC)

8

2013
2014

2017
2018
MC: Motor Coach TC: Trailer Coach
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MEDHA

AC (7000 Series)

1 (MC)

2016
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MRVC
Phase – II

Total

1
24 (8 MC, 16 TC)
360 (120 MC, 240
TC)
372 (124 MC, 248
24 (8 MC, 16 TC)
TC)
144 (48 MC, 96
12 (4 MC, 8 TC)
TC)

24
360
396
156

Sale and lease back for current rolling stock
INDIRECT TAX

Tax Implications

DIRECT TAX

A. Supply of Rolling Stocks by MoR to Lessor SPV

MoR/ WR/ CR
 Taxability – MoR is not liable to income tax, hence no income-tax implications
 TDS obligation: : The same will be dependent upon whether the lease transaction is considered as a ‘lease arrangement‗ or a ‘financing
arrangement‗ considering the overall terms1
 Lease arrangement – TDS deductible at the rate of 2% on the lease rentals for the use of plant and machinery under section 194-I
 Financing arrangement – TDS deductible at the rate of 10% on interest component of lease rentals under section 194-A

Invoice

Taxable under GST

Credit Eligibility

POS

Tax Rate

MoR on Lessor SPV

Yes

Yes

Location of ROSCO

5%3
HSN- 8607

B. Leasing of Rolling Stocks by Lessor SPV to MoR

Lessor SPV (assuming it will be an India incorporated company)
 Taxability of lease payments
 Leasing arrangement: Tax depreciation to Project SPV2 and whole of lease rentals are liable to tax.
 Financing arrangement: Tax depreciation is not allowed to Project SPV and only interest income is liable to tax
 TDS Obligation on payment to MoR – No TDS liability on purchase of rolling stock from MoR as for supply of goods and also as MoR
is not liable to income-tax

Invoice

Taxable under GST

Credit Eligibility

POS

Lessor SPV on MoR

Yes

Yes4

Location of MoR

Tax Rate
5%3
HSN- 8607

We have not analysed the taxability in the hands of Lender Consortium and sponsors, as outside the scope of our work
1 We have listed the factors for claim of depreciation by lessor in case of finance lease at Annexure A
2 Explanation 4A of Section 43(1) of the Act states that where depreciation allowance has been claimed by the seller of the asset, the written down value (for tax purposes) in
the books of the seller shall become the actual cost for the purchaser for claim of depreciation. However, MoR is not liable to income-tax and it does not claim tax
depreciation on the rolling stock, in this case a possible view can be explored that this explanation is not applicable and price at which rolling-stock is purchased by ROSCO
can be considered as actual cost (subject to detailed analysis)
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3 The GST rate may vary basis the exact nature of goods and HSN classification.
4 Since, MoR renders both taxable and exempt supplies, proportionate credit will be available basis the ratio of turnover of taxable and exempt supplies. However, if such
input supply is wholly used for effecting taxable supplies then the full credit will be available and vice-versa.

Preliminary inference based on Qualitative Analysis
Based on the detailed qualitative, out of all the procurement options identified, Wet Lease – Type 2 lease option is considered to be rated highest
Some of the key findings of this analysis are discussed below:

►

►

Traditional procurement method is well established amongst MoR and it offers utmost certainty in terms of procurement and high level
of diligence in maintaining the rolling stock. However, the entire project delivery and maintenance risk is retained by MoR.

►

Dry lease private ROSCO structure can be considered similar to the IRFC structure except the element of private financing which is
MRVC‗s key objective is met by the former structure. However, the maintenance risk is again is retained by MoR.

►

On the contrary, Wet lease structure optimally achieve the whole life-cycle cost objective wherein full rake maintenance is borne by the
private partner.

►

However, Wet Lease Type 2 option, wherein there is no deductions on the capital lease payments, and the Lessor SPV takes on the
maintenance of the rolling stock, will bring in Value for Money to MoR via a vis other lease options. This is because, the lender is
protected from the performance risk of the Lessor SPV since the capital lease payments are not subjected to any deductions on
availability of rolling stock.

►

The Wet Lease option 2 in particular can be the most preferred option subject to the acceptability of the current operating environment
because in this structure the asset supplier and maintainer will remain the same.
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Hence, it is critical to focus on an option which best aligns with MRVC‗s objectives and which offers a bankable structure to private
sector with critical aspects such as cash flow stability and visibility, payment security, clear depot and maintenance strategy.
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Financial Analysis - Assumptions
Financial analysis has been undertaken to analyse the lease options
Methodology

Financial inputs (Indicative)

 The preliminary financial analysis captured in this procurement project is high level and indicative in nature and is subject to
the following considerations:
 Cost Estimates: Costs considered for the analysis are based on the estimates captured during market sounding exercise and
interactions with WR/CR/MRVC officials. It should be noted that inputs are currently preliminary and should be further refined
if MRVC/MoR chooses to move forward with this project to the next stage of analysis. This is specifically relevant for the
maintenance estimates for the rakes.
 Return Estimates: Given the path finder nature of the transaction, it is difficult to estimate the exact return expectations from a
equity investor point of view. We have used estimates that were provided during stakeholder‗s discussion and this may vary
during the implementation stage.
 Financing assumptions: Financing assumptions were developed to represent terms that will be available to a private
developer under current market conditions. However, these assumptions will vary at the time of the implementation of the
project.

Lease Drawdown Schedule
 As per MRVC, 191 AC rakes will be introduced from FY 2023.
 Below table highlights the AC rakes tentative deployment schedule in 7 batches.
Batch No.
Prototype Rake
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

FY
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
Total

AC Rakes
1
14
25
26
30
30
30
35
191

Assumptions

Value

Remarks

Agreement Signing Year

2020

MRVC Inputs

Prototype Rake - Design Acceptance, rake manufacturing +
testing and commissioning

2 years

Subsequent batches (1-7) - Rake manufacturing + testing and
commissioning

1 year

 Deployment Schedule: A deployment schedule of 7 years is assumed. All the OEMs, who were approached during the market
sounding exercise, were of the view that they have the capacity to manufacture 25-30 rakes annually.
 The outputs are focused on the financial perspective, not the social – economic perspective. MRVC will have to separately
undertake a cost-benefit analysis of this project, if required.

Lease tenure of each batch
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30 Years

Remarks

Inputs from Stakeholder
Discussions and Project Team

Project team Assumption
based on stakeholder‗s inputs

Financial Analysis - Assumptions
Financial analysis has been undertaken to analyse the lease options
Financial inputs (Key assumptions)
Assumptions
Debt to Equity Ratio
Cost of Debt
Cost of Equity

Financial inputs (Assumptions on Private Sector Cost)
Tentative Cost Inputs – Maintenance Cost Schedule of Whole Rakes (Private Sector Cost)

Value
70:30
9.5%

Remarks
Project team Assumption

12%
18%
15%
5%
18%

Stakeholder‗s Inputs

5%
34.6%
21.3%
INR 84 Crs.
191
INR 16,846 Crs

GST and Tax provisions

MRVC Inputs
MRVC Inputs
INR 84 Cr X 191 rakes + 5% GST

8.7%

Libor + 2% (margin) + 4% (hedging cost)

1.35
Sculpted Payment

Not claimed by Lessor SPV in a finance lease
Project team assumption
Project team assumption

Discount rate for NPV Calculations

10%

Project team assumption

Availability

95%

Project team assumption

Extra rakes procured in case of Direct
Procurement

7.5%

Availability for MoR is 87.5%, whereas in Metro, it is
95%. Hence MoR is expected to procure 7.5% extra rakes
to maintain 95% availability

Dry Lease
Wet Lease – Type 1
Wet Lease – Type 2
GST on Capital Lease
GST on Maintenance Charge
GST on Procurement of Rolling Stock
Corporate Tax
MAT
Capital Cost of 1 Rake
No of Rolling stock
Total Procurement Cost
Cost of Loan for Direct Procurement (loan
from MFA)
Depreciation Benefits
Minimum DSCR
Method for repayment of debt
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 The private sector maintenance cost has been derived based on the annual report data available for Delhi Metro Rail Corporation
(DMRC)
Cost in INR Lakh
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DMRC (2018)

DMRC (2017)

Repair & Maintenance Cost (A) - refer Annexure I

7,862

7,838

Staff Cost (B) - refer Annexure I

14,005

11,495

Total Maintenance Cost (C = A+B)

21,868

19,333

No. of Cars (D)

1,930

1,830

Maintenance cost per car (E = C/D)

11.33

10.57

Staff cost per car (F = B/D)

7.26

6.28

 To ensure DMRC‗s maintenance cost are reflective of Mumbai suburban rail conditions, adjustments have been made considering
utilisation, load factor, capitalisation of spares and environment factors.
 Maintenance cost (exclusive of staff cost) would increase in proportion to car utilization. Hence, for 483 km (Mumbai suburban average
usage per day) utilization, the equivalent maintenance costs for Mumbai suburban rail would be:

All figures in INR Lakh

DMRC (2018)

DMRC (2017)

Average Car utilisation per day (km) (G)

352

344

Equivalent Maintenance cost : H = (E-F)* 483 / G + F

12.85

12.29

Financial Analysis - Assumptions
Financial analysis has been undertaken to analyse the lease options
Financial inputs (Assumptions on Private Sector Cost)

Financial inputs (Assumptions on Private Sector Cost)

 The next step was to ensure that maintenance cost are reflective of the load factor (no of pax per car) of Mumbai sub-urban rail system
 According to MRVC, the load factor in Mumbai suburban rail is 223. The below table highlights the load factor or DMRC for the last two
years.

 Adjustments considering capitalisation of spares in DRMC - 10% increase on account of Unit Exchange Spares (UES are capitalized in
metros as these are procured along with cars)
All figures in INR Lakh

All figures in INR Lakh

DMRC (2018)

DMRC (2017)

54.4

71.4

Metro Load Factor (I) - refer Annexure J

Maintenance Cost on account of capitalisation of UES

DMRC (2018)

DMRC (2017)

15.01

14.45

 Based on the above information, additional average load in Mumbai suburban trains in tons (avg pax. weight of 60kg) = (223 – ((54.4 +
71.4) / 2)) X 60 / 1000 = 9.6 tons

 Adjustments considering environment factors - cost is escalated by 1/3rd on account of Mumbai Suburban local environmental
factors (corrosive weather, open track environment etc.)

 Axle load increase = 9.6 / 4 = 2.40 tons

 The below table highlight the final adjusted cost

 Axle load of DMRC cars = 17.0 tons
All figures in INR Lakh

 % Increase in axle load = 14% (2.4/17.0)

Maintenance Cost (Final)

 Based on the above, total adjusted cost for Metro (accounting for load factor)
All figures in INR Lakh
Total adjusted cost for Metro - accounting for load factor)
J = (H – F) * (1 + 14%) + F
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DMRC (2018)

DMRC (2017)

13.65

13.14
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DMRC (2018)

DMRC (2017)

20.01

19.27

 Hence, total maintenance cost for private sector = INR 20 lakh per car per year

Financial Analysis - Assumptions
Financial analysis has been undertaken to analyse the lease options
Financial inputs (Assumptions on Public Sector Cost)

Financial inputs (Assumptions on Public Sector Cost)

Tentative Cost Inputs – Maintenance Cost Schedule of Whole Rakes (Public Sector Cost)
 The public sector maintenance cost, which includes regular maintenance and POH, has been derived based on the Unit cost per car
statistics provided in Annual Statistical Statements, 2018-19 published by Indian Railways and inputs gathered from Western and Central
Railway.
Unit cost per car (INR Lakhs) statistics from Statement 26 – A

 Based on the discussion with Western railway officials in Mumbai, it is understood that the POH cost for Linke Hofmann
Busch (LHB) AC coach is INR 12.51 lakh and non AC coach is INR 7.61 lakh leading to a difference of INR 4.90 lakh per coach.
Same differential cost of POH of AC and non-AC coaches is applied to EMU stock.

 The POH cycle for a coach is 18 months; hence, yearly POH cost would result into INR 4.90 lakh * 2/3 = INR 3.30 lakh (C) .
Same differential cost of running repairs of AC and non-AC coaches is applied to EMU stock.

Central Railway
2018-19

Western Railway
2018-19

Average Unit Cost
(INR lakhs)

 Based on the discussion with Western railway officials in Mumbai, the overhaul and running repair cost differential is equal to
INR 2.38 lakh (D) per coach per year.

Cost per EMU stock - Mech
Workshop

12.18

6.32

9.25

Cost per EMU stock Transportation Workshop

7.18

7.78

7.48

 The repair cost of Automatic Door per coach per year is assumed around INR 1 lakh (E) based on the following justification.
This has been derived based on the 6% cost (Nagpur Metro rolling stock awarded in 2017) of the door system of a car and
applied it on prorata basis as same % of the repair cost i.e. 6% on Rs 20 lakh resulting to Rs 1.2 lakh, hence a rounded figure of
Rs 1 lakh is considered.

Total (INR lakhs)

19.36

14.10

16.73

Items

Total Maintenance cost (per car per year)
 Total direct cost of repair for FY 2018-19 is equal to

Cost on account of wheel set replacement during POH – B*

 INR 16.73 lakh (A) + INR 0.62 lakh (B) + INR 3.30 lakh (C) + INR 2.38 lakh (D) + INR 1.0 lakh (E) = INR 23.99 lakh
per car per year

2018-19

2017-18

Debit raised by Parel for wheel sets (INR Crs.)

4.59

10.05

 Indirect cost derived as 74% of the total maintenance cost (Please refer Annexure H for the calculation)

No. of EMU car on which POH performed

785

786

 Hence, total maintenance cost for public sector = INR 41.75 lakh per car per year (23.99 * (1+74%))

Per car wheel cost (INR Lakh) –a

0.58

1.28

Average of a (INR Lakh)**
Yearly POH cost per car per wheel (INR lakh) – 0.93
* 2/3

0.93
0.62

*Source: Based on data provided by MX Shop; **Cost for 18 months
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Financial Analysis – Outputs
Wet Lease Type 2 lease option gives maximum benefit to the Government
Financial outputs
 The below table highlights the lease obligations per hour for MoR under each procurement option assessed as part of this report

Unit lease charge per hour per rake (INR)

Dry Lease

Wet Lease – Type 1

Wet Lease – Type 2

17,800

18,700

17,800

NPV of Cash Outflow to the Government (INR Crs.)

 The NPV of the cash outflows for the Government under various options are:

Benefit to Government

 Direct Procurement – Loan charges to MFA and the maintenance cost incurred by the Government.
Wet lease - Type 2

14,122

INR 240 Cr

Loss to Government

 Wet Lease scenario (Type 1 & Type 2) - Lease charges to Lessor SPV and maintenance charges for
the full rolling stock maintenance payable to the Lessor SPV.

(INR 346 Cr)
Wet lease - Type 1

14,708

 If Direct Procurement is compared to a Dry Lease option, then the former turns out to be more cost effective
because of the rate at which MoR gets loan from MFA which is less (~4%) than any private financing.
(INR 2,072 Cr)

Dry lease

16,434

Direct Procurement

14,362
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 Dry Lease scenario – Lease charges to the Lessor SPV and the maintenance cost incurred by the
Government.

 Based on the financial inputs, the results of the financial modelling shows that the government will have
maximum benefit in a Wet Lease Type 2 option because the cash outflow for the Government is lesser than
Direct Procurement option. Hence, from financial point of view it appears that Wet Lease Type 2 option is the
recommended procurement option.
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Financial Analysis – Outputs
Scenarios – HAM option
 A financing scenario is also assumed wherein Government may provide upfront funding support during construction stage in form of a
percentage (%) of capital expenditure. Such model is already adopted in the road/highways sector which is called as Hybrid Annuity
Model (HAM). The HAM option is primarily a financing tool and is applicable to all lease options under the present project context.
 Advantage of HAM is that it gives enough liquidity to the Lessor SPV and the financial risk is partly shared by the government. While the
Lessor SPV continues to bear the rolling stock delivery and maintenance risks, they are required only to partly bear the financing risk.

 The financial results under each structure are shown in the figure.
 Based on the financial analysis, under HAM scenario, again Wet Lease Type 2 option will provide more value for money to the
Government as compared to other options.
Comparison of cash outflows to the Government under various lease options under HAM option

 The following are the salient features of the model:
 Cash Support: MoR shall pay INR 3,500 Cr to the Lessor SPV which will be linked to delivery schedule of the rolling stock. Lessor SPV shall
have to initially bear the balance procurement cost (INR 16,846 Cr – INR 3500 Cr = INR 13,346 Cr) through a combination of debt and
equity. Lessor SPV will charge MoR lease payment on INR 13,346 Cr only. Lease payment to the Lessor SPV will start from the delivery of
the rolling stock.

Description

Wet lease - Type 2 (HAM)

13,419

INR 943 Cr

Wet lease - Type 1 (HAM)

13,875

INR 487 Cr

Dry lease (HAM)

15,731

Direct Procurement

14,362

Values

Capital Cost each rake (INR Cr)

84

No of rakes

191

Total Capital Cost (INR Cr) + 5% GST

16,846

Government Upfront Cash Support (INR Cr)

3,500

Capital Cost on which lease charge to be calculated (INR Cr)

13,346
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NPV of Cash Outflow to the Government (INR Crs.)
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(INR 1,396 Cr)

Unit Lease Charge Per hour

Dry Lease

Wet Lease – Type 1

Wet Lease – Type 2

INR

14,100

14,800

14,100

Financial Output - Summary
Summary of the financial analysis
NPV of Cash Outflow to the Government (INR Crs.)
Wet lease - Type 2 (HAM)

Selection of the preferred lease option is based on the criteria that offers
maximum financial benefit to MoR in comparison to direct procurement
option.

►

The figure indicates the NPV of cash outflows to MoR across all procurement
options. The lease option which results into the lowest NPV cash flow would
be considered as the preferred one.

►

Based on the detailed financial assessment for all lease options, it can be
concluded that Wet Lease Type 2 – HAM option is the most preferable lease
option wherein MoR is expected to achieve maximum financial benefit.

►

Under the HAM option, it is expected that MoR may provide capital support to
the Lessor SPV to the tune of INR 3,500 Cr (around 20% of total capex). This
support will be availed from MFA by MoR in form of a loan.

►

Availing loan from a MFA brings along a well established project review and
monitoring framework which will ensure a high level of diligence and quality
assurance during the project implementation stage.

INR 943 Cr

Wet lease - Type 1 (HAM)

INR 487 Cr

Dry lease (HAM)

(INR 1,369 Cr)

Wet lease - Type 2

INR 240 Cr

Wet lease - Type 1

(INR 346 Cr)

Dry lease

(INR 2,072 Cr)

Direct Procurement
-

Benefit to the Government
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►
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16,000

18,000
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Contractual Structure
Based on the qualitative and quantitative analysis of the procurement option, it is recommended that a Wet Lease (Type 2) structure be followed for the project.

+

GoM

Surcharge (50% MoR,
50% GoM)

Ministry of Railways (MoR)

Lease cum Maintenance
Agreement

Capital + Maintenance
Charge

MRVC

Lessor SPV

Selection of Private Sector
Agency

Debt (Lenders)
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Equity (Sponsors)
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CR

WR

Delivery of Rolling Stock

Supply Agreement

OEM

Maintenance Agreement

OEM

Factory construction Agreement

Factory provider

Key Contract Terms
The tables below summarizes the key contract terms and scope allocation between MOR and Lessor SPV
Description

Project Type

Wet Lease

•
•
•

Contract Term

Supply Period
(T – Year of Signing of the Agreement)

39 Years

Batch No.
Prototype Rake
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Year
T+2
T+3
T+4
T+5
T+6
T+7
T+8
T+9
Total

Lease term of each batch

30 years

Maintenance term of each batch

30 years
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AC Rakes
1
8
25
30
30
30
32
35
191

Depot

Project Scope

Supply of required number of Electrical Multiple Units (EMUs) comprising of 12 (four) Coaches on lease as per
committed availability;
Setting up and operation of the Factory for the supply of EMUs;
Setting up and operation of Maintenance Depots;
Maintenance of supplied EMUs

Factory

•

Responsibility Matrix

Rolling Stock

Key Project Terms

Final Report

Design

Lessor SPV

Manufacture

Lessor SPV

Finance

Lessor SPV

Operate

MoR

Maintain

Lessor SPV

Design

Lessor SPV

Build

Lessor SPV

Finance

Lessor SPV

Maintain

Lessor SPV

Design

Lessor SPV

Build

Lessor SPV

Finance

Lessor SPV

Maintain

Lessor SPV

Operate

Lessor SPV

Role of key stakeholders
The table below summarizes the roles of the project participants in the recommended procurement option.
Project Participant

Role / Responsibility

Ministry of Railways (MOR)

MOR will act as the counterparty to the Lease cum Maintenance Agreement signed with the Lessor. MOR will be responsible for defining output specifications for the project. MOR will be responsible for
performance monitoring and payment of the availability payment.

Government of Maharashtra (GoM)

GoM will share equal responsibility along with MOR for lease payments to the Lessor.

Mumbai Railway Vikas Corporation (MRVC)

MRVC will manage the Bidding Process and act on the behalf of MOR till execution of the Lease cum Maintenance Agreement between MOR and the Lessor

Lessor SPV

A new legal entity, incorporated specifically for the project, the Lessor SPV will be responsible for delivering obligations as per the output specifications in the Lease cum Maintenance agreement.

Sponsor

Shareholders of the SPV and will provide equity to the SPV. Sponsor will earn return in the form of dividends, paid to the shareholders when the SPV earns a profit.

Lenders

Will provide non-recourse lending to the SPV. The debt will be repaid by the SPV.

Factory Provider

Identified by the SPV to set up of a factory for manufacturing and supplying EMU rail coaches

OEM

Identified by the SPV to manufacture and maintain the EMU rail coaches
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Stages of tender process
A typical two stage procurement process is recommended for the project (RfQ and RfP)
Tender Process Overview
1. Invite Request for Qualification (RfQ) from Market

2. Receive and evaluate RfQ Applications

3. Shortlist the Applications

 Key stages in the procurement process:
 RfQ Stage: An RFQ would be issued by MRVC in the early stage of the procurement process to pre-qualify bidders or applicants based on their
experience in similar projects, as well as their financial strength and capacity to undertake the project and obtain financing required. The RFQ
eases the RFP review process by pre-emptively short-listing bidders who meet the desired qualifications.
 RfP Stage: The RFP stage is a more detailed process requiring the short listed bidders to submit a proposal on how they will deliver the project to
the specifications described in the procurement documents and with a proposed fixed price. The RFP stage generally will include the evaluation
of the bidders‗ submission scored in accordance with the evaluation criteria set out in the tender.
 Preferred Bidder Stage: Preferred Bidder stage is the final stage between RFP submission and commercial and financial close. The preferred
bidder will be the bidder that has submitted the most economically advantageous tender, on the basis of the criteria that were specified in the
RFP. In the Preferred Bidder stage, the terms of the contract are finalized and signed.

4. Issue RFP to the shortlisted Applicants

5. Conduct an interactive tender process

6. Receive and evaluate bids

7. Announce the Preferred Bidder(s)

8. Negotiate and finalize the project agreements

9. Execution of project agreements with Preferred Bidder
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Eligible category of applicants
Government expects entities with Financial Institution and Rolling Stock Manufacturer background to participate in the project

1

Financial Institution (the “FI”)
For demonstrating Financial Capacity requirement, participants would be asked to showcase credentials related to Net Worth, Asset Under Management or Minimum Investible Funds (ACI).
An FI will have to participate either as a single entity or with a Rolling Stock Manufacturer (the ―RSM‖) as a member of the Consortium at RFQ stage. Most likely, FI will participate in consortium with a RSM.

Rolling Stock Manufacture (the “RSM”)

2
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For demonstrative Technical Capacity in Category 1 - Rolling Stock Manufacturing Experience, participants would be asked to showcase credentials related to Experience of carrying out Vehicle Design, Interface (with other systems such as
signalling, track, traction etc.), Manufacture / Assembly Vehicle Systems' Integration & Supply and Testing & Commissioning of a minimum EMUs as mentioned in the RFQ.
A RSM can participate independently in the Qualification Stage, as a member of a Consortium along with a FI, if required
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Draft eligibility criteria at RfQ stage
Key technical and financial eligibility requirements is mentioned in the table below
Initial Eligibility Criteria*
Test for Technical Eligibility

Rolling Stock Manufacturing Experience

Experience of carrying out Vehicle Design, Interface (with other systems such as signalling, track, traction etc.), Manufacture / Assembly Vehicle Systems' Integration & Supply and Testing &
Commissioning of minimum {To be entered by the Authority (25% of procurement quantity)} EMU coaches (Commuter / Regional / Intercity / Metro / Sub-urban Railways / High-Speed Railways)
(the ―EMU Coaches‖) in the last 10 (ten) years ending 28 days prior to the Application Due Date.
Further, out of the {To be entered by the Authority (25% of procurement quantity)} EMU Coaches mentioned above, minimum of 50% of the {To be entered by the Authority (25% of procurement quantity)}
EMU Coaches must have completed satisfactory revenue operation for 2 (two) or more years ending 28 days prior to the Application Due Date

Test for Financial Eligibility

Net Worth Rs. {_____} (Rs. _____________) at the close of the preceding financial year (as applicable in the country of origin);

(This amount should be 25% (twenty-five per cent) of the Estimated Project Cost of the Project for which Bids are being invited)

Net Worth / Value of Assets under Management / Value of
Capital Investments

OR
Value of Assets Under Management (“AUM”) of Rs. {______} at the close of the preceding financial year (as applicable in the country of origin);

(This amount should be 12.5 times the Net Worth requirement)

OR
Minimum Investible Funds (“ACI”) (i.e. immediately available funds for investment and callable capital) of Rs {_______} (_________) at the close of the preceding financial year (as applicable in
the country of origin).

(This amount should be 5 times of the Net Worth requirement)

*Detailed eligibility criteria with exemptions etc. are mentioned in the draft RfQ submitted to MRVC
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Bidder selection criteria at RfP stage
Bid value to be calculated based on Present Value (PV) of total lease and maintenance charges
Bid Value Calculation*

1.

Capital Lease Charges per EMU per hour (“Quoted Capital Lease Charge”) for each of the {To be entered by the Authority} batches of EMUs

2.

Maintenance Charge per EMU per hour (“Quoted Maintenance Charge”) for each of the {To be entered by the Authority} batches of EMUs

Bidder to Quote

Calculation of Bid Value

Total Charges for a particular year for that batch shall be product of
a. Annual Hours; and
b. Sum of
1. Capital Lease Charges per EMU per hour for that year; and
2. Maintenance Charge per EMU per hour duly adjusted for price variation/cost index.
Above calculation would be repeated for all the batches and summation of Total Charges all batches shall be the Annual Total Charges for the particular year;
• PV of the Annual Total Charges of all the years (―PV of the Total Charges‖) shall be calculated by discounting Annual Total Charges at 10% (ten percent) per annum
• PV of the Annual Total Charges shall be loaded with PV of the extra cost of Specific Energy Consumption (SEC) calculated on the basis of actual difference between quoted figure of SEC by the Bidder and lowest quoted SEC
by any responsive Bidder as per base SEC. The methodology has been stated in the RFP document.

Selected Bidder

•

Bid would be awarded to the that bidder for whom the PV of the Total Charges is the lowest

*All other conditions are clause are mentioned in the draft RfP submitted to MRVC
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Key contents of the Lease Agreement
The tables below provide key clauses that have been covered in the agreement. The agreement is submitted to MRVC in a separate document.
Contents of the Agreement*
1.

Definitions and Interpretation

2.

Scope of the Project

3.

Award of the Lease

4.

Conditions Precedent

5.

Obligations of the Lessor

6.

Obligations of the Lessee

7.

Representation and Warranties by the Lessor

8.

Representation and Warranties by the Lessee

9.

Performance Security

10.

Design and supply of Prototype

11.

Contents of the Agreement
14.

Key performance indicators

15.

Force Majeure

16.

Termination

17.

Defect Liability after agreement period

18.

Change in Law

19.

Liability and Indemnity
Schedules

A

Specifications and Standards for the Train Sets

B

Maintenance Requirements

Access to depot and maintenance sites

C

Availability

12.

Supply and lease of EMUs

D.

Availability Monitoring System

13

Train operation plan

*Draft Lease Agreement is submitted to MRVC
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Project milestones for Lessor SPV
EMUs to be supplied over 9 years period
Key Date No.
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Activities to be performed by the Lessor

Key Date (weeks from Appointed Date)

1.

Supply of EMUs

1.1

1 (One) number of EMU – Prototype Batch

78

1.2

8 (Eight) number of EMU – Batch 1

130

1.3

25 (Twenty Five) number of EMU – Batch 2

182

1.4

30 (Thirty) number of EMU – Batch 3

234

1.5

30 (Thirty) number of EMU – Batch 4

286

1.6

30 (Thirty) number of EMU – Batch 5

338

1.7

32 (Thirty Two) number of EMU – Batch 6

390

1.8

35 (Thirty Five) number of EMU – Batch 7

442

2.

Integrated testing and commissioning after completion of statutory Tests (for 191 (One Hundred and Ninety One) EMUs and deployment of EMUs under Revenue Service

2.1

1 (One) number of EMU – Prototype Batch

104

2.2

8 (Eight) number of EMU – Batch 1

156

2.3

25 (Twenty Five) number of EMU – Batch 2

208

2.4

30 (Thirty) number of EMU – Batch 3

260

2.5

30 (Thirty) number of EMU – Batch 4

312

2.6

30 (Thirty) number of EMU – Batch 5

364

2.7

32 (Thirty Two) number of EMU – Batch 6

416

2.8

35 (Thirty Five) number of EMU – Batch 7

468

3.

Handover of Depot Site

3.1

Commencement of partial handover of Depot Site

100

3.2

Full handover of Depot Site

130

4.

Completion of Factory

156
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Way forward
 MRVC to review the draft bid documents submitted:
 Draft Request for Qualification (RFQ)
 Draft Request of Proposal (RFP)
 Draft Lease Agreement & Schedules
 Training cum study tour report has been submitted.
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Annexure A – Factors and conditions for claiming depreciation by lessor in finance lease
Features which are essential for supporting the claim of lessor that the lessor is the owner of the asset and thereby to support lessor„s entitlement to depreciation in finance lease.
 Lessor is the exclusive owner of the asset at all times.
 Purchase invoice, delivery challan and other documents of title in the name of the lessor.
 Lessor has right to inspect the asset at all times and/or test or observe its use.
 Lessee shall have no right, title or interest to mortgage, hypothecate or sell the asset.
 If lessee commits a default in payment of lease charges/rentals, the lessor can re-possess the asset apart from the right to recover outstanding lease rentals upto the date of default or damages for breach of contract.
 Lessee obligated to return the asset to the lessor at expiration of the lease period.
 No option to the lessee to prepay entire unexpired lease rentals and claim ownership of the asset.
 Lease agreement acknowledges lessor‗s right to claim depreciation for tax purposes. Lessee does not claim depreciation in his own assessment.
 Security Deposit, if any, placed by lessee with lessor should be refundable on termination of lease.
 Security Deposit should not cover full or substantial part of cost of the asset.

 Lessor obligated to insure the asset and pay insurance premium. Lessor is beneficiary or owner on insurance record.
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Annexure A – Factors and conditions for claiming depreciation by lessor in finance lease
These are sensitive features which the Tax Authority will look out for to urge that the ownership of the asset is with the lessee and hence the lessor will not be entitled to claim depreciation.
 Making lease non-cancellable by the lessee.
 Security Deposit covers substantial value of the leased asset.
 Lessee responsible to get the asset insured in lessee‗s own name.
 Lessee indemnifies the lessor against risk of loss or damage to the asset.
 Lessee bears loss of wear and tear to the asset.
 Lessee bears the risk of loss on account of technological obsolesce and/or due to changing economic conditions.
 Lessor entitled to recover lease rentals for full unexpired term on premature termination of the lease or if asset is destroyed.
 Lessee‗s obligation to bear major repair expenses if asset is damaged due to factors beyond his control.
 Lessee‗s obligation to replace the asset and continue the lease if originally leased asset is destroyed or damaged beyond repair due to factors beyond his control.
 Legal title is automatically transferred to lessee at the end of lease on lessee‗s compliance of all lease terms during lease period.

 Lessee can continue the lease for a secondary period of rent which is substantially lower than the market value and along with primary rentals, the rentals cover the investment with interest.
 Lease agreement bears references to terms like ‘lending‗ or ‘advancing‗.
 Lessee has option to acquire asset at nominal value at the end of lease period.
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Annexure A – Factors and conditions for claiming depreciation by lessor in finance lease
Features which are desirable or ‘good to have„ which may further support/consolidate lessor„s entitlement. Presence of any of these features will be very helpful while absence of one or more may not be detrimental
 Delivery of asset is taken by lessor from the OEM.
 Lessor‗s obligation to incur major repair expenditure except if damage is attributable to lessee‗s negligence or misconduct.
 Lessee‗s option to return the asset any time during the lease term and terminate the lease without incurring obligation to pay unexpired lease rental.
 Lease comes to an end without obligation on the part of the lessee should there be destruction/damage of the asset.
 Lessor can directly exercise manufacturer‗s warranties without reference to lessee or alternatively, lease agreement mentions that lessee shall exercise manufacturer‗s warranties for and on behalf of lessor.
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Annexure A – Factors and conditions for claiming depreciation by lessor in finance lease
Features which parties should, as far as possible, advisedly try to avoid. But, some of them may not be possible to be avoided. Presence of one or more of such features if backed up by commercial justification will not be detrimental to lessor„s claim for depreciation
(i.e Tolerable features)
 Selection and purchase of the asset and delivery thereof by the lessee.
 The lease period and rentals cover the economic life of the asset and substantially the investment in the asset along with return matching with /comparable to interest.
 Lessee responsible for payment of indirect taxes and other charges in respect of acquisition thereof.
 Lessor does not have wherewithal or expertise to operate the asset.
 Lessee is identified before asset is purchased by lessor.

 Delivery of asset is taken by the lessee from the vendor on behalf of the lessor.
 Registration of the asset in the name of the lessee for the limited purpose of compliance with statutes relating to use of asset (Eg: Motor Vehicles Act). Lease agreement should specifically clarify this aspect.
 Lessee enjoys use and occupation of the asset during lease term.
 Manufacturer‗s warranties to be exercised by the lessee on behalf of lessor.
 Lessor does not provide any warranty of fitness of asset for lessee‗s use or performance of the asset independent of manufacturer‗s warranties.
 Lessee‗s obligation to incur normal maintenance expenditure.
 Lessee‗s obligation to insure asset in the name of the lessor and pay insurance premium but, benefit of insurance policy must vest with the lessor.
 Lessor‗s right to recover interest or liquidated damages for delayed payment of lease rentals.
 Leased asset is critical to lessee‗s business and/or may be specialized to the requirements of the lessee.
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Annexure B – Indicative factors for determining whether TDS is required to be deducted under
section 194C or 194J
194C – Routine, normal maintenance including supply of spares
 Routine repairs and normal maintenance
 Job involves work of regular or low-technical nature in which routines involved or to be followed are well established
 Work does not require any technical expertise and are regular repair work
194J –Technical Services
 Exclusive nature of the services, cannot be undertaken by all. Only specialist technical people can perform such services
 Level of technical expertise and ability required in such cases is not only exacting but specific
 In case the services are not merely towards repair activity but also include preventive maintenance, analysing and solving technical problems
Further, CBDT Circular No. 715 of 1995 dt 08-08-1995 provides follows:
 Question 29: Whether a maintenance contract including supply of spares will be covered under section 194C or 194J of the Act?
 Answer: Routine, normal maintenance contracts which includes supply of spares will be covered under section 194C. However, where technical services are rendered, the provision of section 194J will apply in regard to tax deduction at source.

Therefore, there remains litigation on whether TDS is deductible under section 194C or section 194J on payment for maintenance charges. The same needs to be evaluated considering the nature of the maintenance work involved
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Annexure C
Receipt of Direction and General Charges (D&G) from MOR/GOI/GOM


As per section 2(53) of the CGST Act, 2017, ‘Government‗ means the Central Government. As per clause (23) of section 3 of the General Clauses Act, 1897 the ‘Government‗ includes both the Central Government and any State Government.



Further, as per clause (8) of section 3 of the said Act, the ‘Central Government‗, in relation to anything done or to be done after the commencement of the Constitution, means the President. As per Article 53 of the Constitution, the executive power of the Union shall be
vested in the President and shall be exercised by him either directly or indirectly through officers subordinate to him in accordance with the Constitution. Further, in terms of Article 77 of the Constitution, all executive actions of the Government of India shall be
expressed to be taken in the name of the President.



Also, will like to inform you that since no circular/notification has been issued under GST regime w.r.t. meaning of central government, an inference may be drawn from the provisions applicable in service tax regime.



As per clause 26A of section 65B of Finance Act, 1994, Government means the Departments of the Central Government, a State Government and its Departments and a Union territory and its Departments, but shall not include any entity, whether created by a
statute or otherwise, the accounts of which are not required to be kept in accordance with article 150 of the Constitution or the rules made thereunder‖.



Accordingly, the definition of ‘government‗ is both, an inclusive and an exclusive definition. The expression, ‘government‗ means and includes the following –


Departments of Central Government, State Government and its departments, and A Union Territory and its departments



Therefore, on the conjoint reading of GST provisions and pre-GST provisions, India Railways will be construed as Government and MRVC will not be construed as Government.



As per Explanation No. (zfa) of Notification 12/2017- Central tax (Rate), "Government Entity" means an authority or a board or any other body including a society, trust, corporation,
(i) set up by an Act of Parliament or State Legislature; or
(ii) established by any Government,
with 90 per cent. or more participation by way of equity or control, to carry out a function entrusted by the Central Government, State Government, Union Territory or a local authority.
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On the reading of Financial Statements of MRVC for the year 2017-18, we understand that GOI holds 51% and GOM holds 49% of total shareholding of the company. Since, both central government and state government collectively have 90 per cent or more
participation by way of equity or control in the MRVC, it can be inferred that MRVC is a government entity.
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Annexure C


Moving forward, we understand that MRVC in co-ordination with MoR acts as a nodal agency for the procurement of electric goods and assembly of complete rake by ICF. For this, we understand that MRVC receives Direction and General Charges (D&G) at specified
percentage of expenses incurred on projects executed by the company.



As per section 7 of Central Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017 (‘CGST Act‗), supply includes all forms of supply of goods or services or both such as sale, transfer, barter, exchange, license, rental, lease or disposal made or agreed to be made for consideration by a person
in the course or furtherance of business.



In the instant case, MRVC provides a kind of project management services to MoR for which it gets a consideration in the form of D&G charges from MoR/GOI/GOM. Therefore, it may be construed as supply of services by MRVC and thus, GST may become leviable on
such D&G charges.



However, will like to draw your attention towards two entries of Exemption Notification No. 12/2017- Central tax (Rate) dated 28 June 2017:

―8. Services provided by the Central Government, State Government, Union territory or local authority to another Central Government, State Government, Union territory or local authority‖
And
―9C. Supply of service by a Government Entity to Central Government, State Government, Union territory, local authority or any person specified by Central Government, State Government, Union territory or local authority against consideration received from
Central Government, State Government, Union territory or local authority, in the form of grants.


In our view, an instant case of supply of services by MRVC to MoR for the considerations in the form of D&G charges will not fall in either of the two exemption entries listed above. Since, in the first entry, both the supplier and recipient must be Central Government,
State Government, Union territory or local authority, however, in our case the recipient i.e. MoR is Central Government but the supplier i.e. MRVC is a government entity.



Also, in the second entry, the consideration received from government must be in the form of grants. Basis the reading of Financials of MRVC, we understand that MRVC has shown D&G charges as revenue from operations and thus, it cannot be construed as grant as
the accounting treatment in case of government grant is different from what MRVC has shown in its financial statements.



Further, the activity of managing the whole project will not fall in the ambit of Charitable activities from GST perspective, since the charitable activities specified under GST law, which are exempted from levy of GST, are linked to public health, public awareness and
preservation of environment.



Since, the provision of project management services by MRVC to MoR construed as supply under GST and there is no exemption available, the MRVC may be liable to discharge GST on the said services at the applicable rate and will require to issue a tax invoice on
MoR



However, if MRVC can justify that D&G charges is in the form of government grant and make all the required disclosures in the financial statements then such service may get exemption from GST.
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Annexure D – Cost of Electric Propulsion System
Siemens

Bombardier

Year of Procurement

2005

No of cars

909

2011

No of cars

864

Cost (Millions) at 2011 prices

Cost (Millions) at 2005 prices

Euro Component

88

INR Component

4,446

Total Cost in INR Millions at 2019 Prices

15,333

Cost per car (INR)

1.68

Inflation Rate

5%

Euro to INR

80.82

SEK to INR

7.88
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Year of Procurement

Euro Component

64

SEK Component

10

INR Component

6,684

Total Cost in INR Millions at 2019 Prices
Cost per car (INR)
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17,622
2.03

Annexure F: Stakeholder Discussion
Indian Railways
Stakeholder Feedback on exploring Rolling Stock Leasing market for procurement of EMU Trains for Mumbai Suburban Railway System
 Maintenance cost

 Major maintenance outsourcing contracts

 Segregated budget is not available for EMU maintenance for POH

 Propulsion and electronics
 For Siemens rakes, CMC for power electronics equipment (Converter-inverter), brake electronics and TMS
 Contract tenure 3 years (one period is almost over and second period CMC process is on)

 Workshops provide overhauls for mainline coaches as well as EMUs and separate accounts not
maintained
 New depots / sheds

 Approx. cost of CMC is Rs 9.75 lakh (including GST) per 3-car unit per year

 New shed has been proposed at Mahope (beyond Pavel) and location has been identified

 Similar contract for BT rakes is under process; currently these rakes are under DLP

 It does not appear feasible that this new depot, when built, can be exclusively handed over to private party for
RS maintenance procured through lease model

 Satisfactory performance of the CMC contract

 This depot (and for that matter any other depot) will home old rakes (non-AC) and new rakes (airconditioned); as it will not be feasible to house only new rakes in new shed as demand for AC services will be
there for all the lines

 Cleaning and washing contract for rakes: Approx. Rs 7-8 crore for 2 years for entire holding
 AWS rate contract with Siemens is operative

 Maintenance staff yardstick

 Other small outsourcing such as TM repairs, transformer repairs etc. through works contract
 Rake / equipment data management

 In the older DC traction regime, it was about 6-7 staff per unit (3-car)

 The current system is quite OK and should work with outsourced maintenance regime

 Currently after conversion, no defined yard stick exists
 In general, the staff strength is reducing every year with no induction of staff in proportion to retirement
 Night check at stabling sidings are done by running staff
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Annexure F: Stakeholder Discussion
Indian Railways
Stakeholder Feedback on exploring Rolling Stock Leasing market for procurement of EMU Trains for Mumbai Suburban Railway System
 Infrastructure interfaces for RS operating environment

 Views of regarding RS wet lease model

 Difficult to define track parameters; and even if defined, it will be impossible to honor the
commitment

 Difficulties and disputes expected when same infrastructure is shared for repairs
 For the wet lease model (or RS complete maintenance outsourcing) to have any chance of success:

 Same goes for OHE and civil infrastructure

 At least the lifting facilities (bay with EOT cranes) shall be exclusive and not mixed with in-house maintenance
 Pit lines and washing lines shall be exclusive
 Though none of the depots / sheds of CR seems to have such arrangement of clear segregation of facilities, however, Kalwa Carshed is better placed than
others, if this is to be attempted
 Wet lease for EMU cannot be economical and actually not workable in the given environment, which is uncontrolled (unlike DMRC) and lot of risks
involved
 Wet lease for locomotives and propulsion systems is workable as there are no passenger interface items involved

 Not sure, such approach can work for Availability based contract
 Route specific issues
 EMU operating on Harbor line has wheel life of 16-17 months due to highly polluting
environment
 Other mainlines up to 5 years

 Staff skill set
 No risk of technology absorption foreseen as the staff is quite skilled even for maintenance of sophisticated items such as propulsion electronics, brake
electronics, software etc.
 TCMS can be managed if source codes are available

 Some sections are very difficult
 Decision of which line the new RS is deployed will have a great bearing on the
maintenance cost (e.g. wheel life as above)
 It is not feasible to deploy all new air-conditioned rakes on any one line as demand for AC
rakes will come from all lines

 The problem is lack of adequate number of maintenance staff
 And difficulty lies in procurement process, which makes it difficult to make the requisite spares available in need
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 In MRVC previous tenders, this issue was passed on to Bidders (they themselves to check
and understand the conditions before bidding; MoR will not be responsible in any
manner)
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Annexure F: Stakeholder Discussion
OEM Company 1
Stakeholder Feedback on exploring Rolling Stock Leasing market for procurement of EMU Trains for Mumbai Suburban Railway System
 Possible issues with Availability based lease system: Lease and maintenance charges should be availability based without any damages
since non-payment of lease is a severe enough penalty. Availability based lease and maintenance charges with punitive damages for nonavailability results in a double penalty for the lessor, as there is loss of revenue whereas obligation to make payments to financiers
continues.
 In case an alternative is preferred: Lease charges should be not availability based while maintenance is availability based.
 The contract should also be clear about the KPI measures and penalties should be commensurate with the faults. Moreover, the scope of
maintenance should be clearly defined.
 It is usually preferable for any OEM to have maintenance responsibility for the complete train to guarantee the best possible availability
over longer time periods. It also helps the end user to minimise the lifecycle costs. We also don‗t think component based maintenance can
work if the maintenance charges are availability based.
 IR‗s commitment (or otherwise) for certain infrastructure quality (track, OHE parameters, etc.): The contract should include key
performance criteria of third party infrastructure and the payment should be protected from deterioration of network conditions. Very
difficult to put a risk number to this over 30 years as the OEMs don‗t know how well these will be maintained or what will be the impact
on additional maintenance.
 Views about 30 years tenure: We suggest maximum 20 years tenor for the lease, while the maintenance contract can have a longer time
scale. Tenor of 30 years is currently very challenging in India with long term debt limited to 15-18 years. In fact, many development banks
prefer less than a 14 year tenor.
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 Since BT will need a financing partner for such a project, the credit should be non-recourse to OEM. OEM shall assume risk to
the extent of its performance obligations.
 Any minimum procurement size preference: Considering the time and effort to set up a lease procurement (debt and equity),
the minimum procurement value should be large. Say Rs. 3,000 crores. This will also ensure interest from large infrastructure
funds for the equity requirement. From the maintenance perspective a fleet size of 25 trains (min 4 cars each) should be a good
starting point.
 Views about sharing maintenance infrastructure with MoR - or preference for new depot(s): Division of scope and costs
should be very clear. For this reason, separate depots are preferable.
 Technology transfer to MoR: Considering MoR shall be procuring EMUs on lease and not outright purchase, we don‗t see a
case for ToT.
 Perceptions / views about whole exercise: We welcome this engagement with the industry before the plan is fully baked.
Industry suggestions, especially from best practices and lessons learnt from similar projects around the world, should be
adopted. Customer should provide confidence that the risk allocation will be clear and reasonable, with the risk and cost
impact taken by the party that causes the non-performance or delays.

Annexure F: Stakeholder Discussion
OEM Company 1
Stakeholder Feedback on exploring Rolling Stock Leasing market for procurement of EMU Trains for Mumbai Suburban Railway System
 Considerations associated with air-conditioned rakes (Mumbai Suburban so far have been using non AC rakes and only  Cash flow considerations of the Lessor SPV – The SPV has a fixed schedule of debt repayment agreed with lenders/ equity holders that is calculated
off the expected Lease charges. Additionally, fixed maintenance charges shall continue to be incurred by the Lessor. Any variation/ delay/
recently a few AC rakes have been inducted into service): Such considerations are already covered in MoR RDSO specifications
suspension of the revenues of the Lessor by the customer/ due to a govt. authority will impact the ability of the Lessor to meet its payment
for propulsion and electricals, which we are already ready to comply with. We are prepared with propulsion and electricals for
obligations. This may lead to a situation where the Lessor becomes insolvent. Hence in such situations the lease and maintenance charges due to
A/C rakes required to operate in Mumbai. Carbody and bogie considerations are still unknown, as they have been under MoR
the Lessor should continue to be paid. (Note: Project finance lenders will not vary the debt repayment schedule as strict RBI guidelines around loan
production unit scope till now. BHEL has already supplied an AC train, and the train has been performing as required. On the
reschedulement. A delay of 30 days on debt repayment is classified as sub-standard asset and a delay of more than 90 days is classified as an NPA
face of it, therefore, we don‗t see any specific considerations for AC rakes.
as per RBI guidelines.
 Approx. cost structure of new AC EMUs (bogie, body, propulsion system … as % of total cost): Preliminary estimates at 60 – 70
 There should be a cap on damages.
crore approx for the rolling-stock per rake (12 cars per rake).
 Challenges / issues being faced in the DMRC project: Double dipping on damages – There is loss to the Lessor on account of  Suggest Debt: Equity split be market driven to optimise the funding structure and hence more competitive bid.
non-payment of lease and maintenance charges in case of non-availability. On top of this damages are imposed that effectively
 Interest rate movement risk from bid submission to financial close should be taken by the customer. This reduces the risk premium added by
impose a second penalty on the same condition.
bidders.
 Termination at the option of customer/ due to customer default at any time during the agreement period should compensate
the Lessor on actuals. Hence this should cover outstanding debt and interest, break funding cost, equity, demobilisation costs  Option to earn revenues in foreign currencies will attract foreign investors and lenders.
for maintenance team, inventory, SPVs employees, drivers etc. and reasonable loss of profit for supplier, maintainer and
expected equity return.
 Maintenance–As part of best practices around the world, either entire operations scope is given to third party or none as any
division may lead to ambiguity and disputes.
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Annexure F: Stakeholder Discussion
OEM Company 2
Stakeholder Feedback on exploring Rolling Stock Leasing market for procurement of EMU Trains for Mumbai Suburban Railway System
 Possible issues with Availability based maintenance accounting system: The availability that has been defined by DMRC is on a
hourly basis at different point of time, and this is different requirement that what the OEM and the financing community has been
demanding. The OEM and the financing community have been suggesting that once the train leaves the depot, it should be
considered as available rake (unless the train stops due to some malfunction) till the time it comes back to the depot. The availability
regime should give good amount of predictability which will bring comfort to the OEMs.

 Any minimum procurement size preference: The larger the volume, the better will be the prices. Hence the OEM are fine with the current
procurement size.

 Views regarding full scale train maintenance or certain assembles only (e.g. electronic items, propulsion system): The OEM will
prefer maintaining the entire maintenance scope, however they are open for part maintenance.

 What should be the minimum depot size (acres) for maintaining 191 rakes: This will depend on the type of AC rakes, and since this will be
run on an open loop system and hence the technical requirements will be completely different with the closed loop metro line. Hence at this
stage, it is too early to answer this question.

 In case of the contract is of maintenance of only electric propulsion system, they will prefer the contract over the year of the asset
(25-30 years) to bring in whole life cycle cost benefits. The OEMs will prefer to have some part of the payment in foreign currency,
because many maintenance equipments of electric propulsion system are imported.
 IR‗s commitment (or otherwise) for certain infrastructure quality (track, OHE parameters, etc.): Generally now days, systems are
automated and through the different systems, accountability of the faults are detected much quicker nowadays. In case of disputes,
the resolution should be time bound, else this will impact the cash flow of the Project SPV.

 Views about sharing maintenance infrastructure with MoR - or preference for new depot(s): OEM 2 will prefer for maintenance of rakes at
new depots or the existing depots will need to be upgraded. OEM 2 will also prefer a full depot instead of a depot on a sharing basis.

 Will the OEM be comfortable with meeting 75% indigenization requirements for manufacturing of rolling stock (in line with DMRC Line 5
procurement model): Yes, OEM 2 is comfortably suited to meeting the 75% indigenization requirements.
 OEM will not be comfortable in taking an equity stake in the Project SPV. and the OEM will be purely joining in as a sub-contractor. Since the
Project SPV will be a leasing company and will need to registered as an NBFC. OEM will be more comfortable to join at a subcontractor level
rather than having an equity stake.
 Optimum time to deliver the prototype: It depends on the prototype and the time taken by the authority to approve the design specifications.
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Annexure F: Stakeholder Discussion
OEM Company 2
Stakeholder Feedback on exploring Rolling Stock Leasing market for procurement of EMU Trains for Mumbai Suburban Railway System
 There is an uncapped liability in terms of deductions to payments towards lease and maintenance charges for the DMRC Line 5
procurement. OEM 2 have requested that the lease payment should be ring-fenced and deductions should be made only on the
maintenance fee and there should also be a cap on the deductions. This uncapped liability gives a lot of unpredictability to the cash
flow for the Project SPV and the OEM.
 There has to be a bankable structure and there should be a financial investor who is ready to bank upon the project and there have to
be a visibility of cash flows for the Project SPV.
 Long term payment security has to be provided. (Sovereign guarantee) and risk of foreign currency be taken by the authority
 Two separate lease agreement: lease agreement for supply and one for maintenance of the rolling stock.

 In case the authority decides to scarp the tender, the Authority will need to reimburse the tender cost. (As is followed in UK and
Australia and other advanced countries).
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Annexure F: Stakeholder Discussion
OEM Company 3
Stakeholder Feedback on exploring Rolling Stock Leasing market for procurement of EMU Trains for Mumbai Suburban Railway System
 OEM 3 wish to play a role as a supplier and maintainer of the rolling stock. However they have no issue in forming a consortium with a financial
investor to the tune of around 10-15% of the total equity share, to bring some comfort to the financial investor. However, it will also depend on
the value of the equity.

 OEM 3 is comfortable with the size of the procurement. But this is a huge quantity and the supply period may go up to 7-8
years.

 For DMRC Line 5 procurement project, OEM 3 is comfortable in forming a consortium with the financial investor instead of only being a sub contractor

 Depot Sharing – As long as there is an allocated space for people, spares etc. sharing of depot will not be a problem for OEM
3. They are already sharing a depot in DMRC with other OEMs, and hence have the experience of maintaining the rolling
stock in shared depots.

 Maintenance of 191 AC rakes will be a massive thing, and currently OEM 3 is not fully equipped to take up the maintenance of the whole 191 AC
rakes.

 No of depots required: will depend on the space availability, capacity of the depot, line route, originating and destination
points.

 OEM 3 has supplied to Delhi, Kolkata, Bangalore, Jaipur metro and have expertise and experience in supplying rakes.

 OEM 3 rakes have a codal life of 35 years.

 OEM 3 is of the opinion that most of the components (70-80%) of the electric propulsion system has been indigenised.

 A ball park figure for an AC EMU rake will be around INR 90 Cr. to INR 100 Cr. However this will depend of the exact
technical specifications.

 Difficult to form an opinion on how the rate of interest or the currency will perform over 30 years. Hence challenges will there from an hedging
perspective since long term hedges (more than 5 years) are not available in any markets.
 Need for an escrow account and replenish the account and fund guarantee to make the deal bankable.
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 Anywhere between 2.5 to 4% of capital cost of rolling stock will be an approx. annual maintenance cost of the rolling stock.
 If the design is approved, OEM 3 can deliver the first prototype anywhere between 12-14 months.
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Annexure F: Stakeholder Discussion
OEM Company 4 & 5
Stakeholder Feedback on exploring Rolling Stock Leasing market for procurement of EMU Trains for Mumbai Suburban Railway System
 OEM 4 suggested for creating of an infrastructure company – one entity who will be responsible for the whole Mumbai sub-urban system – rail infrastructure,
train operation and maintenance.
 Need for the leasing model has to be well established and the legal and regulatory framework has to be developed.
 From OEM 5 perspective, their role is limited to design, manufacture and supply the electrics to the OEM.OEM 5 generally prefer to be sub-contractors to the
OEMs.
 For maintenance, their role is limited to sale of spare parts to the OEMs. They generally don‗t take the manpower scope of work of maintenance. They quote the
equipment cost required for the maintenance.
 Procurement Package: It is advisable to package the procurement and maintenance contract as two separate contracts. Reason being that if the two contracts are
packaged as one, the OEMs will need to estimate the maintenance quotation at the initial stages, which is difficult to estimate on a realistic basis. Then the future
maintenance cost estimate will be based on certain benchmarks which may or may not reflect the true cost.
 Also some OEMs might not be interested in taking the responsibility of the maintenance for such a long duration.
 No of depots required: will be depend on the operational strategy and then a maintenance philosophy (time based – daily, weekly, Km based, predictive based)
should be prepared. Only then will be able to decide on the depot strategy.
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Annexure F: Stakeholder Discussion
Financial Institution 1
Stakeholder Feedback on exploring Rolling Stock Leasing market for procurement of EMU Trains for Mumbai Suburban Railway System
 Challenges are going to be very high for WR and CR for implementing availability payment regime.

 Issues in implementing Wet Lease in the context of Western and Central Railways

 In case of DMRC, the following advantages over the Mumbai suburban system are there for implementing availability payment regime.
 DMRC has only one line and rolling stock will be run on that fixed line only.

 Each depot will maintain the Non AC rakes as well as the new AC rakes and doing maintenance of two different types
of rakes in the same depot and that to by two different entities will entail huge challenges.
 MoR workers will not prefer the depot to be handed over to the private player and will want to be continued on the
MoR payroll. These are huge risk that the private entity will need to take in account.

 Knowledge of how the railway infrastructure work is available and everything is being recorded in OCC data.
 Depots are segregated and full depot are given to the private player.

 In Mumbai, the train operation will remain with WR/CR. In this scenario, it will be difficult to implement availability
regime.

 Limited no of trains sets.
 A risk mitigation plan will need to be defined for Mumbai suburban operating system to implement availability payment regime. Else there
will be a huge risk premium added on the price for providing rolling stock.

 A Wet lease model where all maintenance is outsourced should be implemented in a green field project like CSTM – Panvel
elevated corridor.
 Implementing a full PPP model where traffic risk is with the private player will be difficult for CSTM – Panvel elevated corridor
project.
 Capacity of private players is around 200 to 250 cars (around 20 rakes) annually. Hence, with current capacity, it will be
challenging for the private player to deliver 191 AC rakes over the 5 years period.
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Annexure G: Affordability of lease
Analysis of the affordability of lease was done against the surcharge collection and other MUPT obligations of MRVC
►

Affordability of lease - Assumptions
►

Basis the financial analysis, the cash outflow for government was determined. However, it is also critical to assess the affordability of the
lease post the payment of anticipated debt obligations of MoR.

►

This section will show the analysis on how the lease repayment for 191 AC EMU rakes could be repaid from surcharge collections,
considering MoR‗s other debt obligations to be paid.

►

Key Assumptions:
►

Key Assumptions:
►

Surcharge Collection: Surcharge collection for 238 AC rakes (191 + 47) is given by MRVC.

Debt Obligations
►

MRVC to lease INR 2800 Cr from IRFC for 47 rakes

►

MRVC to borrow INR 3500 Cr from a Multilateral Funding Agency (MFA). This would be a cash support to Lessor
SPV for the procurement of 191 rakes

Lease and Loan Assumptions

IRFC Lease

Loan from MFA

MFA Loan Drawdown (FY)

Lease Amount

INR 2800 Cr

Loan Amount

INR 3500 Cr

2022

10%

Primary Lease Period

15 Years

Tenor

30 Years

2023

20%

Cost of Lease

9.50%

Moratorium Period

5 Years

2024

30%

Lease Start Year

FY 2021

Repayment Period

25 Years

2025

25%

Interest Rate

7%

2026

15%

Loan Start

FY 2022

Source: MRVC
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Annexure G: Affordability of lease
Analysis of the affordability of lease was done against the surcharge collection and other MUPT obligations of MRVC
Fiscal Year
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042
2043
2044
2045
2046
2047
2048
2049
2050
2051
2052
2053
2054
2055
Total
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Surcharge Collection Inflow - Whole System
341
570
817
1,067
1,196
1,285
1,333
1,393
1,456
1,521
1,590
1,661
1,736
1,814
1,896
1,981
2,070
2,164
2,261
2,363
2,469
2,580
2,696
2,818
2,944
3,077
3,215
3,360
3,511
3,669
3,834
4,007
4,187
4,376
4,573
81,833

IRFC Lease Payment of 47 rakes

MFA Loan Payment

Lease Payment of 191 Rakes

358
358
358
358
358
358
358
358
358
358
358
358
358
358
358

25
74
147
208
245
385
375
365
356
346
336
326
316
307
297
287
277
267
258
248
238
228
218
209
199
189
179
169
160
150

10
147
342
587
841
1,183
1,525
1,868
1,868
1,868
1,868
1,868
1,868
1,868
1,868
1,868
1,868
1,868
1,868
1,868
1,868
1,868
1,868
1,868
1,868
1,868
1,868
1,868
1,868

5,365

7,383

45,724
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Total Outflow
358
382
441
651
908
1,189
1,584
1,916
2,249
2,581
2,571
2,561
2,552
2,542
2,532
2,164
2,155
2,145
2,135
2,125
2,115
2,106
2,096
2,086
2,076
2,066
2,057
2,047
2,037
2,027
2,017
58,472

Annexure G: Affordability of lease
Analysis of the affordability of lease was done against the surcharge collection and other MUPT obligations of MRVC
Affordability of lease - Conclusion
►

As observed from the table in the previous slide, Mumbai sub-urban rail system is able to generate surcharge of around INR
81,833 Cr against the total outflow required of INR 58,472 Cr.

►

MRVC/MoR may utilise the excess surcharge for serving loan obligations taken for other than rolling stock under MUTP 3A.
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Annexure H: Indirect cost calculation
Financial inputs (derivation for Indirect cost as % of the total maintenance cost)
SN

I.
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
J
K
L
M-200
TWE
M-100

DC
IC
OPC
RMC
ICLM

Particulars

Working Expenses (As per Form I)
General Superintendence and Services
Repairs and Maintenance of P Way

Western Railway (Figures in INR)
Year 2015-16
Year 2016-17
34,28,07,053
55,47,71,822

35,37,10,721
69,80,47,826

52,43,09,108
67,67,27,310

52,35,80,053
71,00,62,059

Repairs and Maintenance of Carriages and Wagons
Repairs and Maintenance of Plant and Machinery
Operating Expenses - Rolling Stock and Equipment
Operating Expenses - Traffic
Operating Expenses - Fuel
Staff Welfare and Amenities
Miscellaneous Working Expenses
Provident fund, pension & other retirement benefits
Appropriation to Pension Fund
Total Working expenses
Depreciation
Total with Depreciation
Interest
Total Expenses

1,67,99,11,161
50,67,02,596
68,86,18,151
1,71,71,14,069
2,27,55,31,706
54,39,80,576
49,21,16,024
8,99,12,072
2,50,59,48,246
11,39,74,13,476
31,03,93,475
11,70,78,06,951
27,60,80,889
11,98,38,87,840

1,72,53,21,914
63,00,40,490
63,32,70,775
2,28,94,44,368
1,50,24,39,392
59,63,02,418
56,23,54,612
12,58,71,351
2,62,49,95,633
11,74,17,99,500
27,69,97,851
12,01,87,97,351
12,01,87,97,351

2,65,00,09,338
1,23,03,07,158
1,41,58,92,614
2,27,62,65,254
3,47,72,47,530
81,71,10,168
78,97,82,604
10,50,55,657
4,42,43,35,492
18,38,70,42,233
61,57,99,066
19,00,28,41,299
33,60,96,378
19,33,89,37,677

2,72,57,61,579
1,20,75,07,915
1,46,71,04,658
2,34,87,75,646
3,16,69,52,798
80,57,04,268
1,04,48,38,867
12,96,58,408
5,04,74,94,650
19,17,74,40,901
41,86,57,806
19,59,60,98,707
27,78,80,587
19,87,39,79,294

Direct for EMU Maintenance (D)
Indirect costs to be loaded (A+E+J+K+L +M-200)
Operation Cost (TWE – DC – IC)
Total (DC + IC + OPC)
Revised maintenance cost [ {(DC / (DC + OPC)} * IC] + DC
Indirect cost loaded to maintenance (RMC – DC)
Indirect cost to be loaded as a % of maintenance cost (ICLM / DC)
Average

1,67,99,11,161
4,48,14,66,567
5,23,60,35,748
11,39,74,13,476
2,76,84,77,311
1,08,85,66,150
64.80%

1,72,53,21,914
4,89,32,75,225
5,12,32,02,361
11,74,17,99,500
2,95,80,65,588
1,23,27,43,674
71.45%

2,65,00,09,338
7,89,09,00,187
7,84,61,32,708
18,38,70,42,233
4,64,22,61,262
1,99,22,51,924
75.18%

2,72,57,61,579
8,75,87,84,161
7,69,28,95,161
19,17,74,40,901
5,01,72,62,100
2,29,15,00,521
84.07%

73.87%

Source: Western and Central Railway Workshops, Mumbai. The above result has been arrived based on the tabular cost sheet provided by WR & CR
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Year 2014-15
Year 2015-16
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Annexure H: Indirect cost calculation
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Annexure I: Private Sector Cost Assumptions
DMRC Annual Report Data
Particulars
Operating Expenses

2018
292185.93
6012.68
36443.35
23113.43
-7953.25
15724.75
409.19
218435.78

2017
299901.1
4757.87
34453.09
20793.49
-7414.76
15677.48
255.44
231378.49

99536.52

56328.37

Finance costs
Depreciation & Amortization
Other expenses
Employee Count (B)
Staff for rolling stock (No of staff per car = 1.1) (C)
Staff cost for rolling stock (S)

89909.88
2920.41
5249.18
1138.84
318.21
26250.34
171819.54
45811.24
12506
2123
14005.97 (A – 20000) / B * C

50181.99
944.25
3680.29
1178.72
343.12
24012.98
154111.8
39254.33
9864
2013
11495.24 (A / B) * C

R&M Cost (assume 50% of total for RS): R = P / 2

7862.38

7838.74

Total maintenance cost for trains T = S + R

21868.35

19333.98

Customer facilitation expenses
Traction expenses
Electricity and water expenses
Less: Recovery of electricity
Stores and spare parts (P)
Consultancy expenses
External project expenses
Employee benefits expense (A)

Salaries, wages, allowances
Gratuity
Contribution to PF and other funds
Staff welfare expenses
Employee cost - loans valuation
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Remarks

The DMRC expense for 2017-18 includes a one time Rs 200cr
incentive, which is not a regular feature and hence not reflective of
true cost

Annexure J: Average Load Factor DMRC
All data including Airport Line
Sr No

Item

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

A

Avg. PKM (In lacs/day)

314.94

352.25

384.69

423.57

429.58

417.61

B

Network Length (In KM)

190.03

193.06

212.4

212.4

229.91

327.35

C

No. of Cars

1238

1282

1356

1452

1748

2182

D

Avg. Ridership (In Lacs/day)

21.4

23.72

25.52

27.52

26.98

25.2

E

Avg. car Km (in Lacs/day)

4.25

4.53

4.84

5.68

6.02

7.67

Car-km per day =E*100000/C

343

353

357

391

344

352

Avg loading (no. of pax) – A / E

74.1

77.8

79.5

74.6

71.4

54.4
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Annexure K – Questionnaire – Financial Institutions
►

Views of Dry and Wet lease structures and preference.

►

Key challenges that you foresee in both the structures and possible ways to mitigate key risks – availability of long term financing, infrastructure interface, exchange rate,
residual value etc?;

►

Views on lease term – 10 yrs, 25 yrs;

►

Views on security structure which would be required to make the deal bankable;

►

Views on staged procurement e.g. MRVC places the rolling stock procurement order which is then novated to the lessor once the lessor is on board

►

Views on rolling stock availability thresholds – 95% ?

►

Views on capping of availability deductions

►

Average cost of capital
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Annexure K – Questionnaire – Financial Institutions
►

Views on technical specifications and the level of flexibility which the lessors should be allowed to have in a wet lease structure

►

Equity return expectations for dry and wet lease structures

►

Views on typical financing terms which the deal could attract – interest rate, tenor, DSCR covenants etc.

►

Deal size considerations – is the deal too big for any one consortium to handle? Should it be broken up into multiple contracts?

►

Views on hedging of currency and interest rate risk.

►

Sale & Lease Back – What should be the key considerations from the financial investors for undertaking a sale and lease back for current rolling stock?.
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Annexure K – Questionnaire – OEM
►

Views of Dry and Wet lease structures and preference

►

Views on lease term – 10 yrs, 25 yrs

►

Possible issues with Availability based maintenance system;

►

In case of a Availability based structure, how should the non-available train sets be defined?

►

Views on capping of availability deductions (for penalties) and what level should be the capping?

►
►

Views regarding full scale train maintenance or certain assembles only (e.g. electronic items, propulsion system);
How should the maintenance function be contracted e.g. bundled with initial procurement as CMC, contracted separately etc. Rationale for preferred approach?;

►

Potential challenges in bundling 30 yrs maintenance obligation with the initial procurement and ways in which potential risks can be mitigated

►

Is the OEM comfortable to take equity stake in the Project SPV? If yes, what is the equity return expectations?

►

IR‗s commitment (or otherwise) for certain infrastructure quality (track, OHE parameters, etc.) - factoring risk premium in case IR‗s don‗t commit;

►

Any minimum procurement size preference;
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Annexure K – Questionnaire – OEM
►

Views about sharing maintenance infrastructure with IR - or preference for new depot(s);

►

What should be the minimum depot size (acres) for maintaining 210 rakes?;

►

What is the economic life of rolling stock?;

►

Will the OEM be comfortable with meeting 75% indigenization requirements for manufacturing of rolling stock (in line with DMRC Line 5 procurement model)?;

►

Views on potential consortium structure and role of OEMs – participation in capacity of rolling stock suppliers or taking equity role as well

►

Considerations associated with air-conditioned rakes (Mumbai Suburban so far have been using non AC rakes and only recently a few AC rakes have been inducted into
service);

►

Approx. cost structure of new AC EMUs (bogie, body, propulsion system … as % of total cost);

►

Typical maintenance cost as a % of capital cost;

►

In case of a Availability based structure, what should be the threshold for defining the non – availability train set (in terms of no. of mins prior to schedule hour slot)?;

►

Optimum type given to deliver the prototype;
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Annexure K – Questionnaire - OEM
►

Bidding timelines – views on tender timelines – how much time would bidders need to respond to such a tender – RFP to financial close

►

What should be the optimum time given to achieve financial closure after signing of the agreement?;

►

Views on the level of deductions and should there be any caps if needed?

►

Experience on leasing as an OEM;

►

Views about adequacy of legal framework for such procurement in India as on date;

►

Perceptions / views about whole exercise;

►

Views on technology transfer to IR;

►

How can MRVC maximise ―Whole of Life‖ cost savings – bundling of maintenance with initial procurement or separating maintenance from the initial procurement?
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